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Abstract

Since the development of Next Generation Sequencing techniques, the field of bioinformatics
has been producing significant amounts of data. Most of this data is free to access by anyone
and stored in enormous databases such as the European Nucleotide Archive. Although
this data has predominantly been generated in the context of solving a particular biological
problem, it can be reused to explore different questions. My thesis describes two projects in
which I design and execute experiments that make use of previously generated chromatin
immunoprecipitation followed by high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) datasets.

The first study explores mitochondrial heteroplasmy—the presence of more than one mi-
tochondrial DNA (mtDNA) variant in a cell or individual. This occurs mostly because of
the high mutation rate of the mtDNA and limited repair mechanisms in the mitochondrion.
Motivated by mitochondrial diseases, the phenomenon has mostly been studied in medical
contexts with human samples. To place these results in an evolutionary context and to explore
general principles of heteroplasmy, I performed a large cross-species evaluation of the phe-
nomenon. I developed a novel approach to detect mitochondrial heteroplasmy in ChIP-seq
datasets, which include concomitant mtDNA sequenced in the experiment. In addition to
validating that ChIP-seq data is an appropriate source to identify heteroplasmies, the results
suggest that heteroplasmic positions across vertebrates have similar characteristics to human
heteroplasmies. Largely consistent with previous studies, the results provide valuable insights
into mitochondrial heteroplasmy.

The second project investigates the deconvolution potential of complex tissue ChIP-seq
data. ChIP-seq studies have been predominantly performed using homogeneous cell lines
because of the considerable amount of cells (of the same cell type) required to obtain
reliable and biologically interpretable results. However, most biological tissues are complex
and composed of many cell types. I explored a computational approach to model the
behaviour of complex tissue ChIP-seq aiming to estimate the cell-type specific DNA-protein
binding profiles directly from complex tissue ChIP-seq experiments. I performed in-silico
experiments with publicly available datasets in order to simulate complex tissue data and
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applied several computational methods attempting to deconvolve this data. Although the
results are inconclusive, they provide insights into potential deconvolution approaches that
could be applicable in the future.

As a whole, my thesis describes novel uses of existing datasets that have enabled the gain of
deeper insight into biological systems and the assays used to measure them.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Biological research has evolved rapidly in the past few decades. Although the discovery of
cells as units of complex organisms [1] and the theory of evolution are a couple of centuries
old [2], until recently most research work has been qualitative rather than quantitative.
Modern biology however has now branched out into several more quantitative subfields such
as biophysics [3], bioengineering [4], and bioinformatics [5].

1.1 Bioinformatics

Bioinformatics is a field of interdisciplinary science in which computational approaches are
devised and applied to solve biological questions. Although the field emerged from biology,
when biologists started using computational tools and models to make sense of the novel
complex data that was being produced, scientists from many different backgrounds (such as
Computer Science or Physics) then joined the field and contributed to these new approaches
in order to tackle the challenging biological questions [5]. The heterogeneity of specialists
working together is what makes this field of research so special. I believe it is responsible for
the significant progress that has been accomplished over a relatively short period of time and
that the variety in the approaches to solve the biological questions, as well as the combination
of methods, greatly increases the success rate in making scientific discoveries.

It is unclear exactly when Bioinformatics as a field of scientific research was born, but a
key “trigger event” was when the complete amino acid sequence of the Insulin peptide was
sequenced by Frederick Sanger in 1951 [6]. Several other peptide sequences were discovered
shortly after but comparing and analysing them by hand was complicated and time consuming.
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1.1 Bioinformatics

A few years later, scientists began to use computers to perform sequence analysis, for the
first time. Margaret Oakley Dayhoff was a pioneer in the field of bioinformatics as she wrote
programs to determine the complete amino-acid sequence of proteins [6]. Thirty years later,
in 1981, the first significant part of the human genome, the human mitochondrion genome,
was sequenced [7]. This circular piece of DNA, sometimes considered as a chromosome,
was the easiest target to sequence due to the high number of copies and its short length (see
below and Chapter 2 for more details). It took an additional 30 years for the full set of human
chromosome sequences to be published in the year 2001 [8]. Today (2016), in addition to
a refined and more detailed human genome version, high quality genomes of many other
species are publicly available [9] and used by many scientists to further our knowledge in
areas such as medical and evolution research [10–12].

Understanding how we humans have evolved, from floating unicellular organisms into
gigantic multicellular individuals constituted of trillions of cells, is no easy task. Since
the sequencing of our genome, we have built and continued to build the foundation of our
knowledge and are expanding our understanding of the evolutionary process further than
ever before. Although, whether life started with DNA or RNA is currently under debate
[13], there is no longer any question regarding the importance of the role that DNA plays
in evolution [14]. Moreover, since DNA is at the core of our functioning, it is likely that
many explanations regarding our evolution are to be found in our genomes. In addition to
gaining deeper insight into of how we became what we are, improving our knowledge of
the inner workings of our DNA could lead to many medical breakthroughs. In recent years,
we have discovered that many diseases are due to problems in our genomes [15], some of
which are linked to minor genomic defects [16]. Although we have not yet discovered how
to cure these diseases, we are currently trying to further our knowledge of the underlying
processes that lead to the disease, which could potentially reveal key preventive solutions.
So understanding how our complex organism has come to be, how it works, and how it will
likely evolve in the future, in addition to satisfying our scientific curiosity, will also likely
improve the quality of life for many people in this world.

Bioinformatics is a broad field of research with unclear borders. As mentioned above,
it consists in exploring computational methods to make sense of modern and complex
biological data, and it encompasses research such as image analysis methods for high
throughput microscopy [17] or physical modelling of three-dimensional protein folding [18].
Although the field has expanded over the years, one of the core topics in bioinformatics
remains sequencing data analysis [19], which is the focus of my research. There are several
approaches to sequence analysis, several types of sequences that may be analysed (DNA,
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1.2 Evolutionary genomics

RNA and protein) as well as numerous contexts of research. In the following sections, I will
begin by summarising the current theory of cell biology in the context of genome to cell
function, then I will briefly describe a few research areas before providing further details into
protein-DNA binding interactions, which are essential to understanding the context of my
thesis.

1.2 Evolutionary genomics

As previously stated, the main aim of bioinformatics is to further our knowledge of biological
function. Each and every biological being that can be observed today is the result of evolution,
which took place over millions of years of reproduction or replication [20]. For this reason,
it is crucial to understand where “we” come from and how we have become what we are now.
It is unclear who discovered the concept of evolution and hereditary traits, but famously it
was Charles Darwin who made the first significant step. In 1859, he published his thoughts
and arguments regarding the similarity in different bird species that he observed during
his voyage in the Galapagos Islands [2] and introduced the concept of natural selection
as a driver for evolution. Then, although evolution was widely accepted in the scientific
community, for a number of years, it was believed that proteins carried the hereditary material.
Friedrich Miescher, a Swiss physician and biologist not only discovered DNA (which he
called “nuclein”) but that variations in the DNA caused changes in bacteria types, thereby
showing that DNA was a carrier of hereditary information [21].

Evolution has occurred over millions of years, while the field of genomics is less than 100
years old. This means that studying evolution using genomics is comparable to studying an
entire film by only looking at the last frame (although genomes do carry traces of evolution).
Luckily though, individuals from different species groups (e.g. mammals) are very similar
to each other organically and even more so from a cellular point of view. To understand
evolution, in the same way as Darwin compared birds, it is now common practice to perform
large-scale genomic studies covering many species [22]. This enables us to comprehend
which parts of the genome are identical in which species, and when and how speciation
events might have occurred. From these genomic differences between species scientists have
been able to establish the most likely evolutionary tree for all species [9] (see figure 1.1).
Researchers have been able to establish and date most of the speciation points [23]. Although
there exists a debate regarding the finer details of the exact genomic evolutionary tree [24],
it was found to be largely in accordance with most of the early phenotype-based analysis.
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Image obtained using Dendroscope (D.H. Huson and C Scornavacca, 
Dendroscope 3: An interactive tool for rooted phylogenetic trees and 
networks, Systematic Biology, 2012) 

Fig. 1.1 The Ensembl Species tree. This evolutionary tree is produced and maintained by the
Ensembl Compara team that specialises in comparative genomics. It is built using multiple
alignments (see section 1.9.3) of the species’ genomes. It shows the evolution patterns of
all the Ensembl species, from human (Homo sapiens) to yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae).
The graphical image of the tree was generated using Dendroscope [25]. The Homo sapiens
species is located just below “nine o’clock”. Obtained from Ensembl (v. 83) [9].
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1.3 The central dogma of molecular biology

The latter suggesting, for example, that it was likely that we shared closer common ancestors
with primates than with birds.

Studying evolution is key to understanding how we humans function. By investigating how
we differ from other species, we can discover genotype to phenotype links, which can then
lead to knowledge about how organs have evolved according to the environment. Evolution
has come a long way and although we are significantly different from the first life on earth,
which were tiny unicellular organisms, much of the cellular structure and organelles have
remained similar [26]. Our understanding of how cells work and communicate has progressed
incredibly in the last decade but many unknowns still exist. The main drive to gain such
deep insight is to solve issues that relate to our health, such as how cells degenerate in cancer
[27] or the reason why we are not equipped to deal with Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s diseases
[28, 29]. By pursuing fundamental research we are participating in the global push towards
knowledge and this, although indirectly, has and will contribute to medical progress.

1.3 The central dogma of molecular biology

Cell biologists have understood the inner workings of cells for numerous years. The various
organelles have been viewed under microscopes and without knowing the details of the
mechanisms, it was known that the genome (DNA) is located in the nucleus, that it is
transcribed into RNA, that the RNA floats out into the cellular matrix before being translated
into proteins. This process, called the central dogma of molecular biology, still holds true
today (see figure 1.2). It is at the core of almost all living organisms and thus key to
understand of how these function. RNA viruses store their genetic material in RNA and
thus do not exactly follow the central dogma however, it is debated whether they are living
organisms [30]. Although first described in 1970 [31], we have since discovered many details
of how each step works and are still investigating these mechanisms with the help of modern
technology. The information stored in the DNA is not only used but replicated many times
in the life of a cell, in addition to being propagated to the cell’s offspring. Each of the
underlying processes are complex and involve several different molecules and organelles.
Each part of the central dogma is described in detail below.
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1.3 The central dogma of molecular biology

Fig. 1.2 The central dogma of molecular biology. The main transitions of the dogma are
depicted above. During replication, the DNA polymerase copies the DNA. The DNA is
transcribed into RNA by the RNA polymerase. Finally proteins are translated from RNA by
a more complex process involving tRNAs and Ribosomes. Other transitions such as RNA to
DNA and RNA to RNA also exist but are not as common and have thus been omitted from
this schematic. Obtained from [33].
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1.3 The central dogma of molecular biology

1.3.1 Deoxyribonucleic acid — DNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the material used to store all of the information required by a
cell to function and replicate. From a bio-chemical point of view, DNA is a covalently linked
chain of molecules called nucleotides. Each nucleotide is composed of a nitrogen molecule
with a base attached, a phosphate group, and a monosaccharide sugar. The backbone of the
chain is constituted of sugar and phosphate groups covalently linked to each other, which
creates a very stable macromolecule. There are four different DNA base types: A: adenine,
T: thymine, C: cytosine, and G: guanine. Additionally, most DNA strands exist in a double
strand formation, bases from each strand creating hydrogen bonds with bases from the
opposite one. Each base only forms such bonds with one other base, meaning that the
sequence of the second strand is dependent on the sequence of the first strand and vice-versa.
Although some DNA strands are circular, those that are not have differing endings. On one
side it is the 3’ carbon atom from the ribose that is free, while on the other side it is the
5’. The three-dimensional structure of the double-stranded molecule, which was discovered
in 1953 by Watson and Crick, forms a double stranded helix [32]. This helicoid structure
provides additional molecular stability.

Most of a cell’s DNA is located in its nucleus and the genetic information is encoded in the
sequence of the nitrogen bases. This information exists in different forms. Some sequences
contain blocks of information that will be used at the next level, generally outside the nucleus.
These blocks will be transcribed into RNA (see section 1.3.2). Other parts of sequence are
used as start and stop elements placed before and after previously mentioned information
blocks. Some sequences serve as docking areas for particular cellular machinery such as the
RNA polymerase (see below). Since the DNA contains all of the vital information required
by a cell, it needs to be copied and passed on to the next cell when cell division occurs.
This means that the information is copied and read many times and errors may accumulate.
This is why the double stranded aspect of DNA (as described above) is extremely important;
the second sequence contains the same information as the first and the cell makes use of
this property to repair DNA, making sure both strands are consistent. The double strand is
also used in the replication process that occurs before each cell division. Both strands are
unwound and the DNA polymerase binds to each strand, using one as a template to assemble
the respective opposite strand. This process yields two entire copies of the initial DNA, each
copy consisting of one “old” strand and one newly created strand.

Since the genetic information is encoded in the sequence of the four bases, it is often
represented as a chain of the four corresponding letters e.g. “ATCGGGCTA”. Although DNA
is double stranded, since the two strands contain essentially the same information, most of
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1.3 The central dogma of molecular biology

the time DNA is represented as a single string of the four letters. To avoid confusion, DNA is
always written from the 5’ to the 3’ end.

Genomics

The first mention of the term “Genomics” occurred in 1986 at a conference on the feasibility
of mapping the entire human genome. During a discussion around starting a new scientific
journal, Thomas Roderick, a geneticist, suggested calling it “Genomics” (which they did)
[34]. The scientific field of genomics developed around the focus to study the structure
and function of genomes. The field’s key trigger event was the arrival of Next-Generation
Sequencing methods (see section 1.8.1), which enabled genome-wide experiments and
analysis to be performed [35]. Genomics includes many sub-categories of research such as
the determination of new genomes [36] and the improvement of existing sequences [37],
genetic mapping (studying gene clusters) [38] and genome-wide studies of various events
(e.g. protein-binding or SNPs) [39, 40]. Another large field of study, evolutionary genomics,
focuses on genomics in the context of evolution, comparing genomes between species and
investigating potential ancestor genomes. Although some overlap exists, the study of single
genes and their potential effects is generally categorised in the field of genetics. Genomics
focuses on the study of DNA sequences, which as described above, are at the core of cellular
function and contain most of the hereditary information. However, to obtain higher quality
results or to broaden the scope of the research, the analysis of DNA is often combined with
analysis of RNA or Protein sequences. Scientific fields focusing on the study of RNA and
Protein sequences have also been largely developed and are described in more detail below
(section 1.3.2 and section 1.3.3).

1.3.2 Ribonucleic acid — RNA

To access and use the information stored in DNA, the previously mentioned blocks of
information are copied onto a different biological support called RNA. Ribonucleic acid
(RNA), is a molecule that is very similar to DNA, but also differing in a number of key
aspects. RNA does not contain thymine bases. Instead, it contains uracil (“U”) bases, which
pair with adenine, thus replacing thymine. Additionally, the sugar group included in its
backbone is a ribose instead of a deoxyribose. This makes the whole molecule less chemically
stable and it degrades over time due to hydrolysis. RNA exists as a single strand molecule
and forms bonds with itself by folding and forming helicoidal structures with itself. It is
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1.3 The central dogma of molecular biology

Fig. 1.3 DNA transcription into RNA. This figure depicts the RNA polymerase creating an
RNA sequence (called a transcript). The DNA of the chromosome (visible in the top left)
forms a double helix that has been unwound and opened by the RNA polymerase, which is
using one of the DNA strands as a template to assemble the new RNA transcript. Once the
transcript is terminated, it will float away and the DNA will “close” and reform a double
helix with the other strand. Obtained from [41].
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by forming such complex structures that it can act as structural building blocks as well as
catalysers for certain reactions.

The RNA polymerase works in a similar manner to the DNA polymerase. It unwinds the
DNA and uses a single strand as a template. The “second” strand however is assembled
in RNA, and the DNA rewinds as the copy completes. The process of “reading” DNA
and “copying” the sequence into RNA is called transcription and is depicted in figure 1.3.
The RNA is generated in the nucleus, but most of it will float out of the nucleus through
the nuclear pores. It is also important to note that RNA molecules are often subject to
post-transcriptional modifications. These can add sections to the transcript, such as polyA
tails (to avoid degradation), or remove sections such as intronic regions (transcribed regions
that are not part of the final RNA product).

The chemical stability of the RNA sequences is often used to the cells’ advantage, since most
RNAs are used as templates to build proteins. Once the protein has been built, the RNA
degrades and its blocks are reused to produce new RNAs. The process of translating DNA to
RNA is mostly unidirectional. However, there are exceptions such as the infamous human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), which uses a Reverse Transcriptase to transcribe its RNA
genome into DNA, that is then integrated into the host’s genome [42].

Cells use RNA molecules for multiple purposes. Some RNA sequences act as information
vectors to be further used to create proteins, these RNAs are known as messenger RNAs
(mRNAs) (see below). Others, which are not used to encode protein sequences, are known
as non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs). NcRNAs are used as structural blocks to build organelles
such as Ribosomes (used to build proteins, see below). In addition to being structural,
ncRNAs may also act as catalysers, enabling chemical reactions necessary to cell function.
Finally, very small ncRNA molecules known as micro-RNAs are thought to be involved in
the regulation of different processes in the cell.

Transcriptomics

The collection of RNA materials that a cell produces is called the transcriptome. From
organelle building blocks, to catalytic sites and protein generation, the transcriptome is at the
core of cellular function. The field of transcriptomics is the study of RNA sequences and they
provide a sense of which blocks of genomic information are being used by the cell. However,
several aspects of the process from DNA to RNA are complicated, for example pieces of
RNA are generally processed to remove unnecessary parts (introns). Modern techniques are
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able to identify different types of RNA and are also capable of quantifying the RNA content,
hence providing insights into which genes are transcribed more than others [43].

1.3.3 Proteins

The final step in the central dogma process is the use of the mRNAs to produce proteins.
This process is known as translation and is shown in figure 1.4. Messenger RNAs (mRNAs)
are translated into proteins. Proteins, similarly to RNAs may be used for several purposes
such as catalysers and structural blocks. However, they are no longer chains of nucleotides
but chains of amino acids. There exist 20 different types of amino acids, therefore enabling
a greater diversity for proteins. Obviously, the process of reading a four-element based
RNA to assemble a 20-element based protein is a more complex process than the DNA or
RNA “copying”. In fact, three RNA bases correspond to one amino acid, and since there are
more than 20 three-base combinations, some combinations code for the same amino acid.
The cellular machine responsible for assembling proteins from RNA information is called a
Ribosome and is constituted of a combination of ncRNAs and proteins. They read mRNAs
and create chains of amino acids according to the mRNA sequence. A particular type of
ncRNAs, tRNAs are used to transport amino-acids to the ribosome, which catalyses them
together one by one. Proteins fold as they are being created, forming different types of bonds
with themselves. Proteins will then also often bond with other proteins forming complex
structures that constitute most of the cellular-machinery. They act as catalysers, they form
structures to build complexes (similarly to RNA structures), and are involved in many cellular
reactions. Proteins are constituted by more building blocks than RNAs and consequently
enable more diverse structures. They may also bind to a larger range of molecules with
various biochemical bonds (e.g. hydrogen bonds).

Proteomics

The study of proteins, their structure and function is known as Proteomics. The proteome is
the most variable set when comparing to the genome or the transcriptome, and constantly
changes as the cells react to different situations and environments. Understanding how pro-
teins fold and come together to build complexes that are then able to perform complex tasks
is very challenging. Modern techniques such as Xray crystallography and mass-spectrometry,
are used to perform such experiments. Similarly to RNAs proteins are also modified after
having been created and this phenomenon is called post-translational modification.
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Fig. 1.4 mRNA translation into protein. This figure shows the Ribosome (a complex molecu-
lar machine, see section 1.3.3) reading an mRNA transcript and recruiting the corresponding
tRNAs. Each type of tRNA carries a particular amino acid. The peptide chain will fold and
float away once terminated. Modified from [44].
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1.3.4 Phenotype

Finally, the combination of the various cellular components generally vary depending on the
function of the cell. This leads to cells having different contents and shapes. Cells are said
to differentiate as they become more specialised, thereby optimising their content for their
specific tasks. For example, human erythrocytes (red blood cells) do not have a nucleus and
are optimised to transport oxygen, while neurones have tree-like shapes with many dendrites
to increase communication channels (see figure 1.5). The phenotype is the set of observable
characteristics of a cell, tissue, or even organism and is often considered the final aspect
in terms of biological mechanisms; all of the underlying processes “create” the organism
phenotype.

Medical genomics

Scientific discoveries in all three fields (Genomics, Transcriptomics, and Proteomics) have
a high impact but it is when they can be linked to each other that true progress is made
in understanding the complex procedure that is cellular function. Many diseases have
been associated to genome abnormalities. Major genomic impacts, such as an additional
chromosome (e.g. Down syndrome) [45], as well as minor changes such as a small number
of different base pairs in the genome DNA [46], can lead to diseases. Moreover, cancer is
a form of cellular degeneration, wherein cells reproduce anarchically, which is initiated by
small changes in normal DNA. Currently it is clear that we are observing DNA situations
which are likely to induce disease and in most cases we cannot do much to prevent said
disease. Areas of research in medical genomics are attempting to edit DNA to lower the
prevalence of disease in such cases [47].

1.4 The genome and its elements

Although, occasional references to methods from transcriptomics and proteomics are made
in this thesis, the main research focus here is on genomics. Hence, all of the data generated,
processed and analysed, in the context of this thesis, consists of DNA sequencing data. The
following subsections provide a more detailed view of the organisation of the DNA within
cells.
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Fig. 1.5 Different cell phenotypes. The top image shows the three main blood cell types,
respectively (from left to right): Erythrocytes (red blood cells), Thrombocytes (platelets),
and Leukocytes (white blood cells). The bottom image shows a neuron (brain cell). These
pictures illustrate the variation in cell phenotypes (shapes). Both images were produced
using high resolution microscopy techniques (Electron microscopy and confocal microscopy).
Modified from [51, 52]
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1.4.1 Genome

The genome refers to the entire genetic material contained within a cell or an organism.
This almost always consists of DNA, except, for example, in RNA viruses such as HIV (see
section 1.3.2). The length or size of a genome is defined by the total number of non-redundant
bases, thus counting the bases of one of the strands only (DNA almost always exists in a
double stranded form, see section 1.3.1). The size of different genomes varies significantly
between species; from a hundred kilo (103) bases in some bacteria [48] to a hundred giga
(109) bases in particular fish [49], the human genome contains just over 3×1010 base pairs
[8]. Studies have found some correlation between the size of genomes and the complexity
of their respective organisms, however it does not hold as the genomes become very large
[50]. In addition to the size of genomes, there are a number of different characteristics of the
DNA sequences that have been (and are still being) studied. Below is a list of some of these
characteristics.

• Repetitive content: Some regions of the genome may contain segments of highly
repetitive nature. Relatively short sequences (generally less than 100 bases) are
repeated many times. Several different mechanisms have been shown to create these
repetitive sections, such as problems when the DNA polymerase "slips" and copies
a section multiple times. Small bacterial genomes often have no repetitive segments
at all, while the very large genomes tend to have a large portion of such segments.
Although for a long time, such regions were deemed non-functional, several recent
studies have shown the opposite [53, 54].

• GC-content: The GC-content is the fraction of bases within a region that are either
cytosine (“C”) or guanine (“G”). The number of hydrogen bonds between opposite
bases is higher for guanine-cytosine than for adenine-thymine, thus DNA with a higher
GC-content is more stable biochemically. The GC-content varies in different species
and a number of studies have investigated the GC-content of a species’ genome in
relation to the temperature of their usual environment [55, 56]. It has also been shown
that regions with a high number of protein-coding genes, have a higher GC-content
[57].

• Ts/Tv rate: The rate of transitions to transversions (see section 1.4.3) is another
characteristic that has been studied in different genomes. Theoretically, due to the
chemical properties of the bonds, the number of transitions should be higher than the
number of transversions. This is generally true, however the exact ratio varies across
species as well as across different genomic contexts [58].
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1.4.2 Genes and gene regulation

A genome is far more than a long chain of nucleotides since information is encoded within
the sequence of bases (see section 1.3). Many scientists are still working hard to unveil the
details regarding the storage, usage and interpretation of this complex information. To be
useful, such quantities of data need to be carefully organised. The main information blocks
encoded in the genome are genes, of which exist several different types. Protein-coding genes
are DNA sequences that will be transcribed into mRNA transcripts before being translated
into proteins (see section 1.3). Non-coding RNA genes are DNA sequences that will only
be transcribed into RNA but will not be further translated. There are many different types
of non-coding RNA genes, some are long and will form structures, while others may be
extremely short and interfere with cellular processes, for example by binding to mRNA
transcripts (which can lead to the degradation of the mRNA). To provide a reference of
the number of distinct genes, there are just over 20,000 protein-coding genes in the human
genome (20,313 listed in Ensembl v.83 [9]). However, it is still unclear how many non-coding
RNA genes exist, especially since there are many different microRNA genes [59]. Overall,
it appears that about 75% of the genome is transcribed from DNA to RNA, but only about
1% of the genome will be further translated into proteins [60]. Nonetheless, non-transcribed
DNA sequences are still found to play important roles in terms of cellular function, for
example acting as binding locations for regulatory proteins.

Gene regulation

In a living organism, almost every cell capable of division contains the same DNA material
packed into identical chromosomes. However, these cells are far from being the same in any
other way. Since they have different tasks to perform in the organism, they do not require the
same proteins to function optimally. In order to produce more, fewer or no proteins at all,
genes are regulated in various ways by many a range of elements at each level. At the DNA
level, the first elements of gene regulation are the histone proteins around which the DNA
is folded; they need to be ejected to give access to the RNA polymerase so it can bind and
initiate transcription.

More complex processes involving many different DNA binding proteins also have an
influence on gene regulation. Transcription regulators are proteins, which generally bind
to the promoter location of genes to facilitate or block the RNA polymerase from docking.
Usually a combination of different proteins bind around the promoter, interacting with each
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other. Transcription factors are necessary to enable the “docking” of the RNA polymerase,
while other regulators will accelerate, slow or completely block the polymerase.

The addition of a methyl group to the DNA strand (DNA methylation) is another process
responsible for gene regulation. This transformation in itself renders the binding of the RNA
polymerase more complicated, but additionally specific proteins that completely block the
process often bind these methylated sequences. Moreover, the proteins which are responsible
for organising and packing the DNA called histones (see section 1.4.4), also play a key role in
gene regulation. Their structure can be chemically modified and these “histone modifications”
have been shown to impact chromatin structure and transcription regulation [61]. Gene
regulation at the DNA level is known as transcription regulation. Processes of regulation at
the RNA and protein levels are other key processes for cellular function, however they are
not relevant to this thesis and will thus not be covered here.

In this thesis, I make use of ChIP-seq data from a variety of transcription factors and histone
modifications. In Chapter 2, most of the data comes from CTCF, CEBPA, HNF4A (as well
as histone marks H3K4me3 and H3K4ac), while in Chapter 3, I use mostly CTCF, CEBPB
and P300. A brief description of these binding proteins follows:

• CTCF is a highly conserved and ubiquitously expressed transcription factor. It has
multiple functions, acting in the regulation of transcription (both as an activator and a
repressor), but also as an insulator (blocking the activity of enhancers). It also plays a
key architectural role in the three-dimensional organisation of the genome, by binding
strands of DNA together to form chromatin loops (see section 1.4.4) [62].

• CEBPA and CEBPB are two transcription factors that play key roles in liver function,
however they are also expressed in other tissues such as lung, pancreas, or skeletal
muscle. They bind the same core DNA sequence but have divergent functions (CEBPA
is highly expressed in healthy liver tissue, while CEBPB is up-regulated during liver
regeneration (post-injury for example). Both regulate many metabolic genes and bind
DNA as a homodimer (two identical proteins forming a larger protein complex before
binding DNA) or as a heterodimer with each other (one CEBPA and one CEBPB
protein) [63].

• HNF4A is highly conserved and regulates many hepatocyte-specific genes. It plays a
key role in the differentiation of blood cells. It is mainly expressed in liver and kidney
but also in other tissues such as the small intestine and colon. HNF4A binds DNA as a
homodimer. [64]
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• EP300 is a transcriptional co-activator as it binds transcription factors to activate
transcription. It is expressed in multiple tissues and regulates the activity of many genes,
playing a key role in regulating cell growth and division, as well as cell differentiation.
Mutations affecting this protein have been linked to several cancers, since without
EP300, cells cannot regulate growth and division, which leads to the formation of
tumours. [65]

1.4.3 Genetic mutations

Although double stranded DNA is a chemically stable molecule, it is constantly under stress,
being unwound and rewound for replication and/or transcription processes as well as being
bound and unbound by many different types of proteins (see section 1.4.2 and section 1.4.4).
Occasionally, processes do not perform as intended and minor problems arise. For example,
the replication process may skip a number of bases, or “stutter” and copy a region multiple
times. Sometimes the double strand breaks and needs to be reattached. Many cellular
mechanisms exist to deal with these issues and most often they do so very well. However,
some mistakes are not repaired and get passed on to other cells, and to the progeny. These
“errors” are called mutations. Mutations can consist in the addition or disappearance of
bases to the DNA sequence; these are respectively called insertions and deletions. Some
mutations will have no incidence on the cell or organism, while others will have different
levels of effects and some will not even be viable. It is most likely that these random genomic
mutations have driven the evolutionary process. Logically, most of the mutations that living
individuals accumulate, have no or only minor effects, and these are generally also the
smallest. Mutations can be as small as the change in a single nucleotide, these are called
point mutations and they have specific appellations depending on which type of base is
replaced by which other; a transition occurs in cases where adenine and guanine or cytosine
and thymine are exchanged, while any other type of change consists in a transversion. In
terms of chemical theory, transitions are more likely to happen than transversions and this is
what is generally observed [58].

Since genomes from a population (within a species or sub-group for example) are extremely
similar (see section 1.4.5), the study of genomic mutations within the individuals is key
in both evolutionary and medical contexts. From a population perspective, variants of
single nucleotide mutations present in multiple individuals are known as single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs), while larger mutated segments (from 1kb to 3mb) differing between
individuals are known as genomic structural variation [66]. In the human genome, ~5% of
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bases are annotated as regions of structural variation, while ~10 million bases are as SNPs
[67, 68]. Larger genomic variation, called chromosome abnormality, generally has severe
phenotypic impact and will most often be lethal. Trisomy 21, known as down syndrome is an
example of a genome abnormality (presence of three instead of two copies of chromosome
21) [45]. In the second chapter of this thesis, I investigate a particular phenomenon which
arises from point mutations on the mtDNA genome and that is analogous to studying SNPs,
because individuals (and cells) contain a “population” of mitochondria (see Chapter 2).

1.4.4 Genomic structure

As described above (see section 1.4.1), most genomes consist in extremely large sequences of
DNA. All of this DNA needs to be organised and structured physically within the cell in order
for its content to be readily accessible but also to minimise its volume. Specific proteins,
called histones, are key elements in this process. There are four different types of histones
and two of each bind together to form an octomer, which along with the DNA constitute the
nucleosome complex (see figure 1.6). In the nucleus, the double stranded DNA is bound
to many histone octomers, each forming a nucleosome complex. An analogy often used
to described this process is that the DNA is like string wrapped around many beads. With
the support of an additional histone protein, the nucleosomes are then compacted together
forming a larger structure, similarly to threads within a rope. This complex comprising
the DNA and proteins together is called Chromatin. Finally, additional proteins come into
play to create the highest genomic structures, known as chromosomes. These complex
DNA structuring systems are only present in Eukaryotes. Prokaryotes, which typically have
smaller genomes, have different proteins, called nucleoid proteins, to organise the genome.
Chromatin plays three main roles for the genome:

1. Compaction: Due to the large quantity of DNA present in most cells, if these
molecules were left to float randomly, they would occupy a space significantly larger
than the volume available for DNA in cells [69]. For this reason, DNA compaction is
simply essential to cellular function.

2. Protection and repair: Since DNA is at the core of cellular function, it is vital
to protect it adequately. Being compacted and bound by many proteins prevents
significant DNA damage from taking place, in addition to preventing DNA degradation.
Histones also play a key role in DNA repair by attracting repair proteins to damaged
sites.
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3. Regulation: The chromatin is constantly being remodelled, for example to provide
access to different regions, to transcription factors and polymerases. This process is
done by ejecting the histones to free the DNA. Such regions of accessible DNA are
known as open chromatin.

Generally, genomes are packed into several chromosomes, the overall number of which
varies between species. Males of a particular ant species only have one chromosome [70],
while some crab species have 254 [71]. In most species, multiple copies of the genome
are present in each cell, meaning there are a number of identical chromosomes. Species,
for which two copies are present, are known as diploid and in such cases, chromosomes
are known as pairs of chromosomes. For example humans are diploid and have 23 pairs of
chromosomes. Triploids have three copies of their genome and tetraploids have four, while
species with more than three or four copies are often referred to as polyploids. For a number
of species, chromosomes also play a key role in sex determination. In fact, sex is determined
genetically in all mammalian species as well as a number of vertebrates. For many animals,
this translates into the presence, absence or different number of particular chromosomes
known as sex chromosomes.

1.4.5 Sequenced genomes

As previously described in section 1.4.3, individuals within a species have extremely similar
genomes. For the purpose of inter-species genomic comparisons, scientists have defined
reference genomes per species. Sequencing genomes has been a scientific field in itself,
which started when the first small bacterial genomes were sequenced and culminated with
the sequencing of the human genome in 2001 (see section 1.1). Moreover, as the cost of
sequencing is decreasing [72], increasingly more genomes are being sequenced. Ensembl
(v.83), a large set of genomic analysis tools which includes large genomic databases, currently
stores the annotated genomes of 87 vertebrate species [9]. Other specific databases from
the same project, such as EnsemblPlants or EnsemblBacteria, list considerably more non-
vertebrate species’ genomes [9].

The recent growth in the number of sequenced genomes is significant and this benefits the
scientific community greatly. First and foremost, obtaining the entire genomic sequence of
a species enables novel research to be produced, furthering our understanding of genome
function, potentially even unveiling phenotypic associations. A second, but equally important
point is that a novel genome constitutes a reference, which can be used to rapidly align NGS-
produced short sequencing reads of other individuals of the same species, thus broadening
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Fig. 1.6 Nucleosome schema. This is a representation of a nucleosome, the DNA double helix
is wrapped around the four main histone proteins that are visible at the centre. The backbone
of the DNA and the protein secondary structures are colour in slightly darker colour, while
the overall three-dimensional shape is shown in light colour in the background. Obtained
from [74].
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the data for a particular species (see section 1.8.1). Moreover, it also allows the use of
NGS to explore closely related species, using the reference genome to map the reads. This
approach has been carried out many times successfully and works well when closely related
genomes do not have significant changes. In one of my projects (see Chapter 2), I made use of
many reference genomes to map reads from individuals to their respective species, but I also
mapped reads from individuals, for which a reference genome does not yet exist, to closely
related species. Furthermore, it is possible to create multiple alignments (see section 1.9.3)
by aligning genomes from different species to each other. I created a multiple alignment of
different vertebrates in the context of my mitochondrial heteroplasmy project (see figure 2.3).
This can, for example, reveal sequences that are conserved across species, such as ortholog
genes (genes that share the same ancestral gene and usually retain their function as well).
Furthermore, scientists have also been able to take advantage of the combination of many
sequenced genomes to create gene prediction models, which are able to locate genes in
species without annotated genomes [73].

Sequencing the entire genome of most species is a challenging task due to the length of the
sequence. As previously mentioned, the human genome, for example, is about 3 billion
nucleotides long. Several methods and technologies are available to perform this task.
However, none of them are able to sequence more than a couple of hundred bases at one
time (see section 1.8.1). This means that smaller sequenced regions must be overlapped and
joined to recover the sequence of the entire genome; this process is called genome assembly
(see section 1.9.2). The number of short read sequences that need to be merged together
in order to form the genome is enormous, making this process very complicated. The first
step of genome assembly is to build small clusters of overlapping reads, attempting to obtain
the longest continuous sequence. These clusters are called contigs. When reads obtained
from the same sample, corresponding to a small genomic region, fit (with overlapping bases)
in two different contigs, it is possible to know that these contigs are located close to each
other (due to the length of the small region). Such contigs are linked to each other, even if
the exact sequence between those is still unknown, regions such as these are called gaps.
The groups of linked contigs and gaps are called scaffolds. The aim of genome assembly, is
to obtain scaffolds that correspond to each chromosome, with no (or very few) gaps within
them remaining.

Achieving this is very challenging due to a number of factors such as highly repetitive
regions that are impossible to assemble or sequencing errors, which induce errors in the
assembly. In reality, genomes are often considered fully sequenced when more than ~95% of
the nucleotides are sequenced. The term “quality” of a genome, is often used to describe the
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current state of the assembly; low quality genomes will still be constituted of a considerable
amount of scaffolds compared to high quality genomes. Since scientists have access to
genomes of various qualities, it is an important factor to take into consideration while
performing analysis (especially in terms of read mapping, see section 1.8.2). In the work
later described in Chapter 2, I make use of high and low quality genomes and I observe a link
between potentially poor results with the low quality genome samples (see section 2.4.2).

1.5 The Mitochondrion

The mitochondrion is the organelle (cellular sub-unit) that is responsible for most of the
cells supply in energy (transported with molecules of adenosine triphosphate — ATP). They
also play a role in other cellular functions, such as cell growth, cell division and cell death.
Mitochondria are present in almost all eukaryotic cells and are relatively different to the other
organelles. A schematic of the mitochondrion structure and an electron-microscopy picture
are shown in figure 1.7. Mitochondria are wrapped in a double phospholipid membrane
and contain their own genome. In fact, they are the result of an endosymbiosis absorption
of an ancient type of prokaryote organism. This endosymbiotic event took place early in
evolution and this explains why most species have them [75]. The endosymbiosis is the
reason mitochondria have a double membrane, that was formed upon inclusion, as well as
a circular, bacteria-like genome (see below: section 1.5.1). There are many copies of this
genome within the mitochondrial matrix and this is necessary because the mitochondria
divide via a “budding” mechanism. To rephrase, the membrane closes upon itself and
forms two different mitochondria (which both need copies of the genome to continue their
existence). The reverse of this process may also occur (when two mitochondria fuse to
become one). The overall number of mitochondria in a cell can vary significantly and cells
that require a lot of energy, such as muscle cells, generally contain a much higher number [76].
Finally, a key characteristic of the mitochondrion organelle, is that, in most animals, they are
inherited maternally. This means that all of the mitochondria within a cell or an organism
are “copies” of the maternal organelles. Paternal mitochondria are eliminated during the
meiosis division (sexual reproduction) with several different mechanisms in different species.
In mammals for example, only a small number of mitochondria enter the egg via the sperm
and they are “marked” with ubiquitin (a small regulatory protein that attracts destructive
cellular mechanisms) and destroyed [77]. The maternal inheritance of mitochondria means
its genome is also maternally inherited and, in this context, there have been many genomic
studies focusing on the mitochondrial genome (see below, section 1.5.1).
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Fig. 1.7 The Mitochondrion. The picture at the top was generated with electron-microscopy
and is a cross section of two mitochondria (from mammalian lung tissue). The structure of the
organelle is clearly visible with the smooth round outer phospholipid bilayer membrane and
the second folded inner membrane which has a much larger surface. The larger surface and
the compartments it creates are key to the energy production function of the mitochondrion.
Obtained from [80, 81].
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1.5.1 The mitochondrial genome — mtDNA

The mitochondrial genome, or mtDNA, is sometimes referred to as a chromosome and is part
of the hereditary DNA. However, it is quite different to the other chromosomes in many ways;
in fact, it closely resembles a bacterial genome. It is a closed circular molecule of DNA and
in mammals it is ~16kb (kilo bases) long. This genome is not bound and packed by histone
proteins as the other chromosomes. Instead a different set of proteins (nucleoid proteins)
organise and pack the DNA to keep it from floating around in the mitochondrial matrix.
The mammalian mtDNA encodes for 13 protein-coding genes, as well as 24 non-coding
RNA genes; enough to build the cellular machinery necessary to transcribe and translate
those genes (see figure 1.8). However, of the full set of proteins the mitochondrion uses
to function, the large majority (~70%) are not produced via the mtDNA, but are instead
created in the cell’s nucleus and imported through membrane pores from the cellular matrix.
Another interesting aspect of mtDNA compared to nuclear DNA is the Ts/Tv ratio (see
section 1.4.1), which is generally higher in the mtDNA [78]. In Chapter 2 (see section 2.4.6),
I investigate the Ts/Tv ratio in the mtDNA of many species and make a similar observation.
The GC-content of the mtDNA has also been studied in many species and is quite variable
[79].

Due to the high copy-number of mtDNA present in each cell and to the short length relative to
the other chromosomes, the mitochondrial genome was in fact the first human “chromosome”
to be sequenced (see section 1.1). Since then, the mtDNA has been the subject of countless
scientific studies in various contexts. The mtDNA is highly conserved and this is further
discussed in Chapter 2 and visible on the multiple alignment in figure 2.3. This characteristic
combined with the fact that it is solely inherited maternally has made the mtDNA an ideal
target for evolutionary studies [82]. Since mitochondria are the main producers of ATP
within the cells, mtDNA defects are known to create serious issues and a number of mtDNA
variations have been linked to metabolic diseases. Additionally, several cancers and other
neurodegenerative diseases have also been associated with particular mtDNA regions or
nucleotides [83]. Recently (2015), the UK government was the first country to approve a
three parent in-vitro fertilisation approach, which is required when the mother has defective
mitochondria [84]. In this case, the mitochondria can be donated by an external person
(usually female for technical reasons), thus the offspring will have the usual mix of DNA
(maternal and paternal) in its nuclear chromosomes, while its mtDNA will belong to another
(female) person. The mitochondrial genome has been the subject of research in other fields
such as forensics or DNA barcoding [85, 86]. The high copy-number of mtDNA, increases
the chance of recovering the genome from old or low quality samples, which is the reason
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Fig. 1.8 The mitochondrial DNA — mtDNA. The mtDNA is a circular (bacterial like) genome.
It is ~16kb long in mammals and contains a small number of protein-coding genes and non-
coding RNA genes. The control region, which is entirely non-coding, contains the origin
of replication and is the most variable mtDNA region (see Chapter 2). The mitochondrion
makes use of these “self-produced” proteins but requires a much larger quantity to function
(the rest is imported from the cellular matrix), see section 1.5. Obtained from [87].
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why the field of forensic science has extensively investigated mtDNA. On the other hand, the
concept of DNA barcoding, which is to use a standardised short genomic region to quickly
identify and classify species, focuses on mtDNA sequences since it is present in almost all
eukaryotes.

Although, mtDNA has been the focus of many studies, it is common in modern genome-wide
assays to remove the mtDNA sequences from the analysis (either from the biological sample
directly during DNA extraction and purification or computationally by removing reads that
align to the mtDNA). The main reasons for doing this are the sequencing costs and the
noise in the data generated by the mtDNA reads. The high copy-number of the mtDNA
means that it is sequenced significantly more than the other chromosomes and since the cost
of sequencing is generally expensive, removing the mitochondria from the sample before
sequencing can reduce cost. Similarly, the high number of sequencing reads which are
coming from the mtDNA can create noise in the resulting data. As part of this thesis, I
investigate a particular type of mtDNA variation taking advantage of this high number of
mtDNA sequenced reads (see Chapter 2).

1.6 Organic tissues

As described above (see section 1.3), DNA is at the core of cellular function producing
the proteins that the organelles need to operate the various cellular mechanisms. We also
know that there are different types of cells (see figure 1.5) that express different genes to
perform different functions (see section 1.4.2). Tissues, which combine to form organs (the
largest elements composing organisms), are composed of many cells. More importantly,
organs are also composed of different cell types. For example, the brain is made up of
two main cell types, neurones and neuroglia. However, these can be subcategorised as
there are two different types of neurones (type 1 and type 2) and several types of glia. The
cellular composition of tissues is extremely important to consider when performing biological
experiments that investigate cell specific characteristics, such as gene expression or protein
binding profiles (see section 1.9.1 and section 1.8.3).

Until recently, single cell assays for RNA-seq [88] and ChIP-seq [89] were not available
(see section 1.8.3 and section 1.9.1) and to obtain good quality interpretable data, these
experiments required a high quantity of material (respectively RNA or DNA) and thus used a
large number of cells. Tissues with lower cellular complexity are thus better targets for such
experiments and liver, which is composed mostly (~70%) of a single cell type (hepatocyte)
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major hematopoietic organ and blood cells occupy the majority
of liver cells, a combination of negative selection by CD45 (com-
mon leukocyte antigen) and TER119 (erythroid cell antigen) and
positive selection by some cell surfacemarkers has been utilized
to successfully isolate hepatoblasts. In many cases, the sorted
cells from fetal liver were evaluated by the expression of liver-
specific genes such as AFP and ALB, clonogenicity and bipo-
tency in vitro, and their ability to repopulate adult liver upon
transplantation. Suzuki et al. (2000) developed a single-cell-
based assay called the hepatic colony-forming unit in culture
(H-CFU-C) and showed that the CD45– TER119– c-Kit– CD29+

CD49f+ fraction of E13.5 mouse liver contained colony-forming
cells with the potential to differentiate into hepatocytic and chol-
angiocytic lineages. Since then, sorting for c-Kitlow (Minguet
et al., 2003), c-Kit– c-Met+ CD49f+/low (Suzuki et al., 2003),
CD13+ (Kakinuma et al., 2009), or CD13+ c-Kit– CD49f!/low

CD133+ (Kamiya et al., 2009) in combination with CD45! and
TER119! has been applied to isolate the hepatoblast compart-
ment. Alternatively, positive selection with a single specific
marker has also been reported to isolate hepatoblasts. Delta-
like 1 homolog (Dlk1), also known as Pref-1, is expressed in liver
buds as early as E9.0 in mouse embryo and can also be used
to isolate bipotential cells. Dlk1 expression is gradually
decreased in the liver by the neonatal stage and becomes unde-
tectable in adult liver. Dlk1+ cells isolated from E14.5 livers form
highly proliferative colonies composed of the hepatocyte and
cholangiocyte lineages in vitro (Tanimizu et al., 2003). E-cad-
herin, an epithelial-specific marker, was also utilized to isolate
hepatoblasts (Nitou et al., 2002; Nierhoff et al., 2005). E12.5 liver
epithelial cells were shown to specifically express E-cadherin,
Dlk1, and Liv2, a unique marker for epithelial cells in the E9.5–
E12.5 fetal liver (Watanabe et al., 2002), and sorted E-cadherin+

cells repopulated the liver after transplantation. Nierhoff et al.
(2007) also identified additional markers, CD24a and Neighbor
of Punc E11 (Nope), to isolate hepatoblasts by comparing the
gene expression profiles of purified E13.5 E-cadherin+ liver
cells and adult liver. Epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM)
was expressed in HNF4a+ hepatoblasts of liver buds as
early as E9.5 in mice. The EpCAM+ Dlk1+ cell population sorted
from E11.5 liver contained in vitro colony-forming cells, indi-
cating that hepatoblasts are present in this population at this

early stage of liver development (Tanaka et al., 2009) (Figure 2).
However, clonogenic mouse hepatic cells were found in
EpCAM– Dlk1+ cells at E13.5, suggesting that hepatoblasts likely
change their characteristics during the course of liver develop-
ment. Alternatively, fate mapping by dye labeling revealed that
there are distinct endodermal regions that give rise to hepato-
blasts (Tremblay and Zaret, 2005), thus it might be possible
that regionally distinct hepatoblast descendants could have
different properties. Gadue et al. (2009) generated two mono-
clonal antibodies, ENDM1 and ENDM2, that show remarkable
specificity for mouse foregut ventral endoderm. Interestingly,
the endoderm population recognized by those antibodies has
the potential to generate cells of the hepatic lineage, although
these markers are downregulated by specification to the hepatic
fate. These antibodies may be useful to further study the charac-
teristics of endoderm progenitor cells (Xu et al., 2011). The
expression profile of representative cell surface markers during
liver development is illustrated in Figure 2, and the characteriza-
tion of hepatoblasts by prospective isolation is summarized in
Table 1.
Engraftment of in vitro expanded hepatoblasts in adult mouse

liver injury models can be used to demonstrate some aspects of
stem cell activity. However, unlike long-term repopulation of a
single sorted hematopoietic stem cell, which demonstrates
self-renewal and multidifferentiation potential in mice, engraft-
ment of hepatoblasts requires a large number of cells, with
more than 5 3 104 cells needed to engraft a single mouse or
rat (Kakinuma et al., 2009; Nierhoff et al., 2005; Oertel et al.,
2008; Suzuki et al., 2000; Tanimizu et al., 2003). In addition,
engraftment of transplanted hepatoblasts to bile ducts has
not necessarily been convincingly demonstrated, most likely
because of the lack of an appropriate bile duct injury model to
assess engraftment. Thus, transplantation studies using hepato-
blasts do not provide sufficient evidence to fulfill the stringent
criteria of ‘‘stemness’’ that is used for other stem cell types,
such as hematopoietic stem cells.

Stem Cell Properties of Fetal Liver Cells
Several reports using culture systems have demonstrated the
presence of a potential liver ‘‘stem cell’’ in the fetal liver, which
has the capacity for unlimited proliferation and multilineage
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The portal triad consists of the portal vein,
hepatic artery, and bile ducts. Blood from the
portal vein and the hepatic artery flows toward
the central vein between hepatocytes through
the sinusoids surrounded by fenestrated hepatic
sinusoidal endothelial cells (HSECs). Bile pro-
duced by hepatocytes is collected into bile ducts
via the bile canaliculi. Kupffer cells, resident mac-
rophages of the liver, are located at the luminal
side of sinusoids, while hepatic stellate cells
(HSCs) are positioned in close proximity to HSECs
at the ‘‘space of Disse,’’ a location between
hepatocytes and a sinusoid. The canal of Hering
is the junctional region between hepatocytes and
bile ducts.
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Fig. 1.9 Cell type constituents of liver. This figure depicts a small region of liver tissue,
including the liver cells and the blood vessels. The liver tissue is relatively homogenous as it
contains mostly (~70%) hepatocytes and is thus an ideal target for ChIP-seq and RNA-seq
experiments. Obtained from [91].
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is such a tissue (see figure 1.9) [90]. Sorting the cells before performing the experiment is
sometimes possible, especially when cells are in suspension (blood cells for example), but
this process is very challenging in other contexts. Cells have been cultured in laboratories for
many years and cell lines in particular (populations of identical cells descending from the
same cell) are ideal targets for biological experiments and have been used extensively. In the
context of this thesis, I use data that has been generated from liver samples (Chapter 2) and
cultured cell lines (Chapter 3).

1.7 Data generation and reusability

Since the arrival of high performance machines to sequence DNA, scientists worldwide are
sequencing continuously. The increase of the total amount of data generated by the field
is often said to grow faster than Moore’s law, a prediction made by a prominent computer
scientist, predicting that the amount of transistors per chip (fixed size) would double every
two years, which is still true today (2016). In this context, the field of genomics is often
compared to other huge data generating fields or companies and is foreseen to become one of
the largest within 10 years [92]. This creates serious challenges for scientists, as they have to
analyse more and more data, which also needs to be stored efficiently to enable rapid access.

As the global genomic data amount increases, it is becoming more and more interesting
to find ways to reuse this data. Data can be reused in many ways but the most common
is to use previously generated data as benchmarks for current studies. Another common
method is to combine previously generated data with newly generated data to maximise
the examined dataset. In this thesis, I explore two different approaches to reusing publicly
available data. First, using previously generated data to answer an entirely different biological
question (see Chapter 2), and second to explore a potential computational model to further
our understanding and extend a particular experimental method (see Chapter 3).

1.8 Chromatin Immunoprecipitation followed by sequenc-
ing (ChIP-seq)

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing is a modern method used to de-
tect genomic locations bound by proteins such as transcription factors or histones (see
section 1.4.2). This method relies on a number of other modern genomic assays; mainly
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on being able to sequence DNA (see section 1.8.1) and to map sequenced DNA reads to
a reference genome (see section 1.8.2). Therefore, before going into further details about
the ChIP-seq method, I first describe the process of sequencing DNA and mapping reads.
Additionally, after explaining the ChIP-seq method, I also give an overview of several other
genomic analysis methods that are mentioned in this thesis. Finally, since most technologies
involved in genomics research are continuously improving, after describing the current state
of the art methods, I provide an overview of a number of potential new methods that are
likely to be developed in the future.

1.8.1 DNA sequencing

The first DNA sequencing method was developed by Ray Wu in 1970 [93] and then optimised
by Frederick Sanger in 1975 [94]. This technique, known as Sanger sequencing, takes
advantage of the DNA replication system, which is used when cells divide (see section 1.3.1).
This method requires four different samples each containing: a single strand of the DNA to be
sequenced, a primer (a short sequence of DNA, usually a dozen bases long, which matches the
start of the target DNA strand), DNA polymerase and nucleotides with each bases (ATCG),
all are necessary for DNA replication. In addition to this, modified DNA nucleotides that
do not contain the chemical properties (3’-OH group) to be bound by additional nucleotides
(terminators) are added to each mix, but only nucleotides with a particular type of base
per mix. Each mixture will create replicates of varying length that always terminate with
a specific base. Comparing the lengths of all the different created fragments, using gel
electrophoresis for example, enables the determination of the exact sequence of the initial
strand of DNA. This technique yields high quality sequencing results and can be used to
sequence DNA up to ~800 base pairs long. Although this method is relatively old, costly (per
basepair sequenced), and time consuming, it is still widely used today in contexts that require
long sequencing reads (see section 1.9.2), for example to validate results obtained from
modern technologies that are often more error prone (see section 2.4.9). Sanger sequencing
is also used in many projects that do not require large quantities of DNA sequencing. Most
DNA sequencing methods rely on the same underlying principle and make use of DNA
polymerase. For this reason, DNA sequencing generally occurs from the 5’ to the 3’ end
DNA fragments.
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Next generation sequencing — NGS

Next generation sequencing or NGS, refers to modern high throughput sequencing tech-
nologies that enable the sequencing of large amounts of DNA in a short amount of time.
Several methods have been developed and are described below. They each have different
properties that induce advantages and disadvantages. However, in recent years, one particular
technology, referred to as Illumina sequencing (after the company that bought the technol-
ogy), which was developed in Cambridge in the mid-1990s by Shankar Balasubramanian
and David Klenerman, has completely dominated the field [95]. Illumina sequencing relies
on the same underlying principle of Sanger sequencing (labelled base termination). However,
modern technology now enables different fluorescent dyes to be attached to the different
bases and therefore different mixtures are no longer necessary. Another novel element is
that the terminators are “temporary”, meaning they can be removed and the process of DNA
synthesis can continue. A camera is used to identify which label has been attached before
the removal of the terminators takes place. To facilitate the automation and increase the
throughput of the process, the DNA fragments to be sequenced are attached to a surface
(called a flow cell), in an ordered manner. The flow cell is similar to a grid in which each
square can contain a specific DNA fragment to be sequenced. Before sequencing starts,
a cloning process takes place to increase the number of copies of the DNA fragments per
cells (called clusters). Once the sequencing starts, and after enough time for nucleotides
to bind, a camera takes a picture, before the terminators are removed and the sequencing
continues. Each picture taken by the camera will show, for each cluster, a particular colour,
corresponding to the base attached at that time.

Although some technologies are better in particular aspects than Illumina sequencing, this
method is the best compromise (quality, throughput, cost, etc.) and this is the main reason
it is so widespread today. Nonetheless, the main drawback that Illumina (and most NGS
technologies) have is the maximum length of the fragments of DNA that can be sequenced
(currently in the low hundreds base pairs maximum). This means that longer sequences of
DNA are broken down into small fragments to be sequenced and the resulting sequenced
short fragments, called sequencing reads, are then required to be assembled (see section 1.9.2)
or aligned to a reference genome (see section 1.8.2).

Other NGS methods

Other NGS approaches based on different technologies have been and are still being de-
veloped. Although I do not use any data generated by such technologies, these methods
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are being developed and used in particular contexts and each have different advantages
and disadvantages. A brief overview of the main alternative next-generation sequencing
technologies is provided below.

• Pyrosequencing: this technology was developed in the late-1990s and is also based
on the underlying concept of Sanger sequencing [96]. Instead of fluorescent labels,
enzymes (sulfurylase and luciferase) are used to emit light. A cloning step is also
performed prior to sequencing to ensure enough light is emitted (similarly to Illumina
sequencing). This method sits between Sanger sequencing and Illumina sequencing
both in terms of read length and cost. The main disadvantage is the difficulty in
sequencing homopolymers (sequences of multiple identical bases e.g. AAAAA). In
recent years, as Illumina has increased its maximum read length, this technology has
lost considerable interest.

• SOLiD sequencing: Sequencing by Oligonucleotide Ligation and Detection (SOLiD)
uses a different approach. Instead of using DNA polymerase to synthesise a new
strand, it uses DNA ligase (an enzyme used to repair DNA) to attach different labeled
probes [97]. Probes are attached depending on their bases and fluorescence enables
the determination of the attached probe. This technique has a very low cost per base
however it is more time consuming and has problems with palindromic sequences
(sequences that are identical on the reverse strand, e.g. “GATC” will match “CTAG”
but if both are read from 5’ to 3’, they both read “GATC”).

• Ion Torrent: Ion semiconductor sequencing (also known as Ion Torrent), is a se-
quencing by synthesis method that does not require any modified nucleotides (neither
labeled bases, nor terminators) and no optical devices either [98]. This method relies
on detecting the release of hydrogen ions, which takes place when a nucleotide is
added to the DNA sequence by the DNA polymerase. Cycles during which nucleotides
with the same base are added to the mixture take place until a hydrogen ion is detected.
This enables a step by step synthesis, for which each base added is known (by which
cycle the method was in when the hydrogen was detected). The main advantage of the
Ion Torrent technology is the low cost of the equipment. Even though the cost per base
is quite high compared to other methods, it enables research labs with limited funds to
explore short sequences like bacteria for example. Similarly to pyrosequencing, this
approach has issues with detecting homopolymers.

• SMRT: Single Molecule Real Time (SMRT) sequencing, sometimes referred to as
PacBio sequencing, was commercialised by Pacific Biosciences in 2011 [99]. This
method also relies on sequencing by synthesis with fluorescent labelling, but takes
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advantage of nanotechnology. Zero-mode waveguides (ZMWs), nanostructures that
allow the observation of small amounts of light are used to observe the fluorescence
of a single labelled base. This means that no cloning is necessary in this process.
This technology produces very long reads (thousand of base pairs) at a rapid pace.
SMRT does also have disadvantages. For instance, the overall throughput is limited in
comparison with other high throughput technologies, such as Illumina sequencing and
the cost per base of this method is high (the reagents necessary are very expensive).

• Nanopore sequencing: This technique also relies on nanotechnology and in particular
nanopores (small holes) that are just big enough to let single nucleotides through [100].
When an electric current is run through the nanopore structure, the current fluctuates
depending on the shape of the pore. Therefore, as a DNA molecule passes through the
nanopore (one base at a time), the current will vary according to the base present in
the pore. This makes it possible to determine the sequence of the DNA strand [101].
Nanopore sequencing is the most recent sequencing technology to be commercially
available (since 2015). This technique does not require labelling and, similarly to
SMRT, produces very long reads (thousands of base pairs) and does so quickly. It is
important to note that this approach is the only one that determines the sequence of
the “exact” target molecule of the DNA, all other methods detect the matching reverse
strand. Finally, although this technology is extremely promising, it is still in its infancy
and currently the detection error rates are much higher than other methods.

Except for a number of validation experiments performed using Sanger sequencing, all
of the data processed and analysed in the context of this thesis has been generated with
Illumina sequencing. However, it is important to note that even though Illumina sequencing
technology has dominated the world of large scale DNA sequencing in recent years, novel
approaches such as SMRT and Nanopore sequencing could have a significant impact on
bioinformatics research in the future. In a similar way that the arrival of NGS revolutionised
the approach to genomics (see section 1.1) these technologies could completely change our
investigative approaches. Future directions of sequencing technology and their potential
impacts are further discussed in the conclusion of this thesis (see section 4.2).

1.8.2 Short read mapping

Modern sequencing techniques yield short sequences that range from a few dozen base pairs
up to a few thousand more recently (see section 1.8.1). Performing sequence assembly to
obtain the entire sequence of the initial piece of DNA from just the short sequencing reads
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is often impossible and requires the use of different methods, which yield longer reads (see
section 1.4.5 and section 1.9.2). However, if the sequence of the piece of DNA we are
sequencing is already known and only a small number of bases might differ from the known
sequence, then the task becomes simpler. This is the case when we sequence the genome
of an individual for which the reference genome is available (see section 1.4.5). The aim of
the process is now to find exactly where in the sequence the short read belongs. Similarly to
sequence assembly, advanced mathematical concepts such as the Burrows-Wheeler transform
(see below) have also been applied and algorithms developed to perform this in the most
efficient way [102, 103]. Repetitive regions are also a challenge for mapping reads and
unfortunately scientists are often required to ignore such regions since it is impossible to
determine their exact length (which may vary between individuals) and read coverage.

Burrows-Wheeler transform

The Burrows-Wheeler transform, or BWT, is a process in which the characters of a piece of
text are rearranged in a way that if the initial chain of characters contained several repeating
subsequences (e.g. words such as "the", "and", "to", or "of", which appear many times in
english text), the output text will contain multiple repeats of a single character. The transform
is obtained by sorting the rotations of the input text and taking the last character of each
rotation to form the output. Usually, a lexicographical order, which defines the order of all
characters is used to sort the rotations to ensure that special characters such as ’,’ and ’@’
are part of the order. To ensure the reversibility of the transform, a unique end-of-file (EOF)
marker needs to be used (or added by the algorithm). Below, table 1.1 shows how the string
"ˆBANANA|" is transformed with BWT to "BNNˆAA|A".

Initial string All rotations Sorted rotations Resulting string
ˆBANANA| ANANA|ˆB
|ˆBANANA ANA|ˆBAN
A|ˆBANAN A|ˆBANAN
NA|ˆBANA BANANA|ˆ

ˆBANANA| ANA|ˆBAN NANA|ˆBA BNNˆAA|A
NANA|ˆBA NA|ˆBANA
ANANA|ˆB ˆBANANA|
BANANA|ˆ |ˆBANANA

Table 1.1 Burrows-Wheeler transform example, modified from [104].
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One of the main fields that has taken advantage of BWTs is "text compression"; as repeating
characters are easy to compress (e.g. a trivial but non-optimal way of doing this is to use
numbers: "aaaabbccc" becomes "4a2b3c"). However, in bioinformatics the usage of another
key property of BWTs is used to perform efficient matching of strings in text. In fact, the
sub-strings of a piece of text that have identical prefixes appear together after the text is trans-
formed with BWT. This enables DNA alignment programs such as BWA (Burrows-Wheeler
Aligner) [103] to efficiently look for positions in the genome to which the sequenced reads
map. They make use of the array generated to build the BWT. The table 1.2 depicts this array
for the string "googol$" ("$" here is used to as an EOF marker). By keeping the indices of
each row in the BWT table it is possible to find the exact positions within the initial text at
which the sub-strings are present. For example, the sub-string "go" is present in the range
[1-2] in the sorted rotations and the sorted indices (3,0) correspond to the exact positions of
the sub-string "go" within the initial text "googol$".

Initial indices All rotations Sorted rotations Sorted indices
0 googol$ $googol 6
1 oogol$g gol$goo 3
2 ogol$go googol$ 0
3 gol$goo l$googo 5
4 ol$goog ogol$go 2
5 l$googo ol$goog 4
6 $googol oogol$g 1

Table 1.2 Mapping sub-string with Burrows-Wheeler transform example, modified from
[103].

Combining this BWT read mapping technique with graph theory algorithms (used to search
the array) and memory reduction techniques (to store the array efficiently) is the approach
most popular read mapping programs used today, such as BWA [103], use to map sequencing
reads in an efficient manner.

1.8.3 Chromatin Immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-
seq)

Many different types of proteins bind the DNA to perform various tasks (see section 1.4.2
and section 1.4.4). To study particular protein-DNA interactions, a method was developed to
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locate the genomic regions to which specific proteins bind [105]. This technique is based
on the concept of immunoprecipitation, a process used to purify proteins. Antibodies (that
bind to specific proteins) are used to attach the proteins to bead structures for precipitation.
Since proteins within a cell are continuously binding and unbinding DNA, the first step of
chromatin immunoprecipitation is to cross-link (fix) all of the bound proteins to the DNA.
This is usually done with formaldehyde and with a sample of a large number of living
cells. To enable precipitation, the second step of the process is to break all of the DNA
links between the proteins. Since proteins protect DNA, methods that randomly cut DNA
(sonication for example) can be used, resulting in a mixture of proteins (still bound to DNA)
and small DNA fragments. Immunoprecipitation is then performed to precipitate only the
proteins of interest (including the DNA to which they are bound). After the precipitation step,
unfixing the proteins frees all of the previously bound DNA material that can be analysed.
The first version of chromatin immunoprecipitation used a microarray based technique to
identify this DNA by hybridising it to a set of probes (ChIP on chip). This technique enabled
the identification of the binding motif, which could then be searched for in the reference
genome in order to study genome-wide binding patterns. The modern version of this assay
(first published in 2007) makes use of sequencing (using NGS technology) instead of a
microarray chip, and is thus called chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing
(ChIP-seq) [106]. The short reads, produced from the sequencing of the protein-bound DNA
fragments, are then mapped to the species genome. This creates piles of short reads (called
ChIP-seq peaks) that map around the protein bound genomic regions. From this data, it is
possible to analyse protein specific binding profiles in a genome wide manner. The whole
process is illustrated in figure 1.10.

In reality, the antibody precipitation step is not 100% efficient and the resulting DNA
fragments that are sequenced cover much larger regions than the protein bound regions.
Nonetheless, protein bound regions are enriched in mapped reads and peaks are still de-
tectable. Software using various mathematical models have been developed to detect these
read enriched areas [107, 108]. One of the major biases for ChIP-seq are regions of open
chromatin, which are also enriched with sequencing reads. For this reason, it is common
practice to perform a “naked” ChIP-experiment (no cross linking or precipitation) or a “mock
ChIP” experiment (use of a “mock” antibody that does not attach to any proteins) in parallel
(same sample) to the normal ChIP-seq experiment [109]. This type of control experiments
enable the comparison between both resulting peak tracks and thus the removal of any peak
that is likely not the result of a protein bound region. Most ChIP-seq analysis programs
(often called peak callers) are designed to make use of such control experiments.
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Fig. 1.10 The ChIP-seq experimental method. The first step of a ChIP-seq experiment
consists in cross-linking the DNA-binding proteins to the DNA before shearing the DNA,
usually using sonication. Antibodies are then used to “pull-down” the proteins of interest
along with the DNA to which they are bound (immunoprecipitation). Following this, the
DNA is purified and sequenced. Finally, the short sequencing reads are mapped to the
reference genome and regions that were bound by the protein of interest are enriched and
form read peaks. Obtained from [110].
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Since the ChIP-seq DNA fragments are generally sequenced from the 5’ to the 3’ end (see
section 1.8.1), the pile of reads will in fact be slightly shifted towards the 5’ end (on each
strand), resulting in two shifted peaks on each strand that surround the "true" protein binding
site. Since the size of this shift is dependant on the average sequenced fragment size, modern
peak-calling software estimate the value of this shift and then move the peaks accordingly to
form a single pile of reads over the correct binding site (see figure 1.11). All of the ChIP-seq
peak calling executed in the context of this thesis was done with the Model-based Analysis
for ChIP-seq (MACS) software [108].

The number of cells required to obtain good results with ChIP-seq varies depending on
several parameters such as the antibody quality. Recent studies have shown that in certain
circumstances, it is possible to run the experiment with a limited number of cells [111].
However, most ChIP-seq experiments use a large number of cells to ensure the resulting
read peaks are well defined. Last year (2015), for the first time, a ChIP-seq experiment
was achieved on individual cells (single-cell ChIP-seq) [89]. Although this achievement
demonstrates promising technological progress, there are many challenges and limitations
in performing single-cell ChIP-seq. I discuss a number of these in Chapter 3 and in the
conclusion of my thesis.

Model-based Analysis of ChIP-Seq — MACS

Model-based Analysis of ChIP-seq (MACS) is a software designed to identify protein bound
regions on the genome using ChIP-seq data [108]. It performs two key steps to precisely
determine each bound location. The first consists in evaluating the peak shift distance
between peaks from both DNA strands before shifting the reads accordingly to form unique
peaks covering the protein binding sites (see section 1.8.3). In the second step of analysis,
MACS uses a Poisson distribution to model read counts along the genome and calculate a
p-value per potential peak that the user can then use to filter out unlikely peaks.

To identify the shift size, MACS first makes use of a sliding window approach to identify
regions with significant read enrichment versus the control data (see section 1.8.3). It then
randomly selects 1,000 of these highly enriched regions and makes the assumption that these
correspond to protein bound sites. Each of these regions, is composed of forward and reverse
strand reads, each set forming different peaks. Aligning these 1,000 "peak pairs" by the centre
point between the forward and reverse strand peaks, generates two (shifted) distributions
of reads. MACS then uses the distance between the summits of these distributions as the
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Fig. 1.11 The strand shift of ChIP-seq reads. The pile of aligned reads obtained from ChIP-
seq are shifted towards the 5’ end, which means that protein bound regions are covered by
two read peaks (one for each strand). The blue and read peaks illustrated show each of these
"strand specific" peaks. Modern peak-calling algorithms estimate and correct for this shit,
generating merged that overlap the "true" bound region. The purple peak in this figure shows
this merged peak. Modified from [112].
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peak-shift distance d, as illustrated in figure 1.12. Finally, it shifts all the aligned reads
towards the 3’ end by half the estimated shift distance, d/2.

After having performed the shifting of the reads, MACS uses a sliding window of length 2d
to go over the entire genome and identify regions with significant read enrichment. MACS
uses a Poisson distribution to model read counts (a discrete probability distribution that is
often used to model the number of times something occurs within an interval of time or
space). The Poisson distribution has only one parameter (λ ) that captures both the mean
and the variance of the distribution, and MACS uses 105 as a default value for λ . For each
window, MACS calculates the p-value of the window (see section 1.10.1) to determine if
a region has significant read enrichment. The set of detected peaks corresponds to these
significantly enriched regions (adjacent regions with significant read enrichment are merged).

Furthermore, to avoid local biases, MACS does not use a single distribution to model read
coverage over the entire genome, but dynamically estimate the Poisson distribution for the
neighbouring region of the current window (regions of 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 base pairs
centred at the current window) and then selects the Poisson parameter for the window as:
λlocal = max(λde f ault ,λ1k,λ5k,λ10k). This ensures local genome biases do not influence the
peak calling procedure, for example "small" peaks in low coverage regions can still be
detected.
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Fig. 1.12 MACS estimates the peak shift distance. To estimate the peak shift distance, MACS
randomly selects 1,000 highly enriched regions and aligns their respective forward read
(Watson) and reverse (Crick) read peaks by the centre. This figure shows such an alignment,
and the shift distance in this case is: d = 126bp. Modified from [108].
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1.9 Other bioinformatics methods

This section provides an overview of additional bioinformatics methods that are relevant to
the work described in this thesis.

1.9.1 RNA-sequencing

RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) is an experimental method that takes advantage of NGS tech-
nology to perform gene expression analysis that was first published in 2008 [113]. It aims
at sequencing the RNA content of cells. Since almost all DNA sequencing technologies
rely on “sequencing by synthesis” (see section 1.8.1), it is not possible to directly sequence
RNA transcripts with the same protocols. RNA-seq relies on an enzyme called a reverse
transcriptase, mainly found in viruses, that reverse-transcribes RNA into DNA. Using this
enzyme, it is possible to create DNA fragments that are complementary to the RNA tran-
scripts; these are called cDNAs. The cDNA fragments can then be sequenced by “standard”
NGS sequencing methods. Similarly to ChIP-seq, the produced sequencing reads can be
mapped to a species genome and gene sequences will show enrichments of reads. Different
RNAs have different characteristics that can be used to filter them from the initial sample to
perform a more specific assay. For example, mRNAs almost always contain a polyA tail (see
section 1.3.2) that can be used to assay protein-coding transcripts only [114]. Additionally,
as ~90% of all RNA is rRNA, it is often filtered out (to increase the detection power of the
other RNA types) [115].

Since many RNA transcripts are post-transcriptionally modified (see section 1.3.2), mapping
the reads to the reference genome can prove challenging. Another solution, is to map the
reads to a reference transcriptome [116]. Similarly to reference genomes (see section 1.4.5),
reference transcriptomes are also produced and maintained. Assembling the cDNA reads “de
novo” is the third possible approach to retrieve the RNA sequences [117]. Recent advances
in RNA-seq analysis, have developed methods to quantify gene expression and to identify
genes that are differentially expressed in different samples [118]. Another recent novelty has
been the achievement of performing the RNA-seq protocol on individual cells (single-cell
RNA-seq), and although this technique is still being developed the results are promising [88].
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1.9.2 Sequence assembly

No technology is currently capable of sequencing large sequences of DNA, such as chro-
mosomes or even entire genomes (see section 1.8.1). This means that in order to obtain the
sequence of a long region, it is necessary to break it down and sequence the smaller fragments.
This is usually repeated several times to increase the sequencing coverage (the number of
times a sequence is sequenced). The process of putting the short sequencing reads back
together is called sequence (or genome) assembly [119]. The basic principle of this is to look
for overlapping regions between the reads and to merge these reads into continuous segments
(contigs). Sequence assembly can be performed with the help of existing similar sequences
(genomes of closely related species for example). Alternatively, it can be done without any
external support, just using the short sequencing reads, and this approach is called de novo
assembly. Several sequencing methods have been used to sequence and assemble genomes,
but usually technologies that produces longer reads are preferred (especially for de novo
assembly). The human genome was almost entirely built from Sanger sequencing. Genome
assembly is as a field of bioinformatics that has benefited significantly from advanced mathe-
matical models, such as De Bruijn graphs (see below). However, despite the progress in the
theoretical models used and the computational tools on which the algorithms run, assembling
long sequences of DNA is still a complex task which can take a lot of CPU time. Luckily, this
process can often be avoided by obtaining the reference genome from a species of interest, to
which short sequencing reads can be mapped to obtain the entire sequence of the long piece
of DNA (see section 1.4.5 and section 1.8.2).

De Bruijn graphs

Graphs are mathematical structures consisting in vertices that are connected to each other
with edges (see figure 1.13). They are used to represent pairwise relations (edges) between
objects (vertices). When the relations are reciprocal, a simple line is used to draw edges,
while when they are unidirectional, an arrow is used; such graphs are respectively called
undirected and directed graphs. De Bruin graphs are a particular type of directed graphs.
They are defined by a set of symbols S = (s1, ...,sm) and a dimension n. The mn vertices
of a n-dimensional DeBruijn graph correspond to each possible arrangement of length n
of the m symbols in S. In fact, a vertex is connected to all of the other vertices that have
the same sequence shifted to the left once and any symbol of S at the right-most position.
The figure 1.13 shows the DeBruijn graph for the sequence S = 0,1 and we can observe for
example that the node "01" is connected to the nodes "10" and "11".
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As explained above (see section 1.8.1), it is common in bioinformatics to have a high coverage
sequencing data made up of short sequencing reads and DeBruijn graphs are ideal to represent
such redundant datasets (overlapping reads). For example, Velvet [120] is a software which
makes use of De Bruin graphs to perform de novo assembly of short sequencing reads (see
section 1.9.2). It converts the sequenced reads into shorter segments of equal length called
k-mers before building a De Bruijn graph with them (all sequences of length 4 present in the
sequenced reads would be in the set of 4-mers, this is shown on figure 1.14). Identical k-mers
are all represented by a single node, meaning the memory required to store the graph is used
efficiently. Furthermore, nodes that are separated only by a single edge can be merged, which
simplifies the data structure even more. Finally, sequencing errors or biological variants can
be identified as loops in the graph. For the purpose of assembly, loops are generally removed
following specific criteria such as keeping the path with the highest coverage. Similarly,
paths that diverge but do not reconnect to the main sequence path can be eliminated. The
figure 1.14 shows the process of creating k-mers (4-mers in this particular instance) and then
building a DeBruijn graph from these k-mers, and figure 1.15 illustrates the De Bruin graph
after the simplification step (merging nodes that are separated by a single edge).

1.9.3 Multiple alignments

From an evolutionary perspective, it is very interesting to compare different sequences that
share a common ancestor, exploring how these have diverged over time. One method of
comparison is to directly use the sequences, just in terms of the bases, and explore which
regions look the same and which others have changed significantly. Using the similar (or
even identical) sub-regions, it is possible to align sequences. The process of aligning two
sequences is called pairwise alignment. The computational requirement to execute this task is
generally low and for extremely small sequences pairwise alignment has even been done by
hand. Aligning multiple sequences (multiple alignments) is done in the same manner, except
with the aim to compare multiple sequences to each other. This becomes an increasingly
challenging computational task that complex probabilistic models have been applied to solve
[121, 122]. In Chapter 2, a multiple alignment of mtDNA genomes is used to show the
location of genomic events in multiple species (see figure 2.3).
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Fig. 1.13 Example De Bruin graph. This is an example De Bruin graph for the sequence
S = {0,1}. In De Bruin graphs, vertices are (directly) connected to all of the other vertices
that have the same sequence shifted to the left once and any symbol of S at the right-most
position. For example, here the vertice "01" is connected to the vertices "10" and "11".
Modified from [123].
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Fig. 1.14 Velvet De Bruijn gaph building process. This example shows an initial sequence
and the respective short reads generated by the next generation sequencing process. The set
of corresponding k-mers (4-mers in this case) are listed and the initial (non-simplified) De
Bruijn graph is illustrated. Obtained from [124].
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Fig. 1.15 Example De Bruin graph simplified. The De Bruijn graph illustrated here corre-
sponds to the graph from figure 1.14 after simplification. Nodes connected to each other by a
single vertices have been merged together. Obtained from [125].
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1.10.1 Statistical methods

A common theme in biological research is to compare different experimental outputs, to
observe the differences between healthy and diseased samples for example. Such compar-
isons are generally either done in order to demonstrate that the results are different, or on
the contrary, that they are similar to other results. In order to ensure that these types of
comparisons are made in a consistent manner, theoretical methods, called statistical tests, are
generally applied. Although many different tests have been devised for different situations,
such as the number of data dimensions, they are all based on the same underlying mechanism.
A null hypothesis is formulated, and will most often be that the two datasets are not different
or that there is no relationship between them. The test will then calculate the probability of
observing our sampled results (or more “extreme” results) if the null hypothesis is in fact
true. This probability is often called a “p-value” and also serves as a measure of significance
of the difference between the datasets; the smaller the p-value is, the more different the data
are. Furthermore, thresholds are used by scientists to decide if the null hypothesis is likely to
be correct or not, the most common threshold is 5%, meaning the null hypothesis will be
rejected only if the p-value is smaller than 5%.

The main statistical test used in the work described in this thesis is Fisher’s exact test, which
is a test suited to compare two datasets of categorical data having only two levels, for example
the presence or absence of a characteristic. The null hypothesis to be accepted or rejected is
that the two datasets are independent. In other terms, Fisher’s exact test can be applied to a 2
x 2 contingency table (e.g. table 1.3) and the p-value is calculated according to the following
equation (n = a+b+ c+d):

p =

(a+b
a

)(c+d
c

)( n
a+c

) =
(a+b)! (c+d)! (a+ c)! (b+d)!

a! b! c! d! n!

For example, if we have two different samples of cells and we are investigating the expression
of a particular protein, we can build a 2 x 2 contingency table (see table 1.3). In the first
sample, there are a cells that express the protein and c cells that do not, similarly in sample
2, there are respectively b cells that express the protein and d cells that do not. The p-value
can then be calculated according to the equation above and the null hypothesis (that the
expression of the protein is independent from the cell sample) can be accepted or rejected
depending on the chosen threshold.
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Sample 1 Sample 2 Totals
# cells protein is expressed a b a + b

# cells protein is not expressed c d c + d
Totals a + c b + d n = a + b + c + d

Table 1.3 Contingency table example.

Another test used in this thesis is the Pearson’s chi-squared test (or χ2test), which is also used
on categorical datasets, but aims to identify if a sampled dataset is different from a theoretical
distribution (this test can also be used to assess if two categorical variables are independent,
e.g. within a population are eye colour and hair colour independent). In a χ2test, the test
statistic follows a χ2 distribution when the null hypothesis is true. A χ2 distribution with
k degrees of freedom is the distribution of a sum of the squares of k independent normal
random variables.

For example, if the category proportions of a dataset are known but these proportions differ
in a specific sub-sample, the chi-squared test can be used to assess whether this variation is
due to chance or not (if the sub-sample proportions are or aren’t significantly different to the
dataset proportions). The categories must be mutually exclusive and their total probability
must equal 1 (meaning that all categories must be included). The null hypothesis of the chi-
squared test is that there is no difference between the distributions (sample and theoretical).
The following equation is used to calculate the test statistic χ2 (n = number of cells in
contingency table, Oi =number of observations (in the sample) of category i, Ei = expected
number of observations of category i (according to the theoretical distribution), N = total
number of observations in the sample, N pi = fraction of elements of category i in the
theoretical distribution):

χ
2 =

n

∑
i=1

(Oi −Ei)
2

Ei
= N

n

∑
i=1

pi

(
Oi/N − pi

pi

)2

The number of degrees of freedom k is calculated as the number of cells in the contingency
table (n) minus the number of rows minus one times the number of columns minus one, k =
(r−1)(c−1). Finally, we can calculate the corresponding p-value using the χ2 distribution
with k degrees of freedom (see figure 1.16).

Finally, another important parameter to assess between two datasets is whether those data
elements are correlated in any way, in other words are they dependent on each other. Pearson’s
correlation coefficient is a measure of linear dependency between two random variables
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Fig. 1.16 This example illustrates the relation between the p-value and multiple χ2 distri-
butions. In this case, if we assume that χ2 = 2 and we have one degree of freedom (k = 1),
then we can calculate the p-value from the respective χ2 distribution, p = 0.16. Modified
from [127].
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(datasets). This coefficient (noted r for samples and ρ for populations) takes values between
-1 and 1, with 1 corresponding to a perfect positive correlation, -1 corresponding to a perfect
negative correlation, while it takes the value 0 when the data is uncorrelated (linearly). The
coefficient is calculated by dividing the covariance of the two datasets by the product of their
standard deviations. The covariance is a measure of joint variability of two random variables,
it is positive when large values of one variable correspond to the large values of the second
(and similarly the smaller values of one match the smaller ones of the other), and it is negative
in the inverse situation (larger values of the first variable correspond to the smaller values of
the second and vice versa). It is a measure of how much two variables are linearly associated.
Mathematically it is the mean value of the product of the deviations of two variables with their
respective means cov(X ,Y ) = E[(X −E[X ])(Y −E[Y ])]. Pearson’s correlation coefficient is a
normalisation of the covariance of two variables, it is their covariance divided by the product
of their standard deviations. The standard deviation of a variable is a measure of its variability
and is calculated as the square root of the variance, which is a variable’s expected squared
deviation from its mean (σ =

√
Var(X) =

√
E[(X −E[X ])2]). The Pearson’s correlation

coefficient is calculated according to the equation below (cov : covariance, E : expected
value, σ : standard deviation).

ρX ,Y =
cov(X ,Y )

σX σY
=

E [(X −E[X ]) (Y −E[Y ])]
σX σY

1.10.2 Machine learning algorithms

Machine learning is a modern field of statistical/computational modelling, in which algo-
rithms are designed to learn from the input data and make according predictions [126]. These
programs are implemented to optimise their predictive methods as they process the data, thus
“learning” from it and continuously evolving and improving. There exist two main types of
machine learning models. The first are designed to be “trained” on a specific dataset, before
being “applied” to the real data. The training dataset consists in data for which the correct
predictions are known and this dataset should be representative of the real data. This approach
is called “supervised learning” and in other words means that the predictive model is fitted to
a training dataset and then used to make predictions on a different, generally much larger,
dataset. Supervised learning models do not evolve after the training phase. On the contrary,
the second models are designed to find patterns in datasets for which predictions have not
been made and without the use of a training dataset. This approach, called “unsupervised
learning” is generally used to find data clusters in large high-dimensional datasets.
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Two supervised learning methods were used in the work described in this thesis (see Chapter
3):

• Logistic Regression Model: logistic regression is a probabilistic model used to cat-
egorise data in which multiple independent variables determine the category. In its
simplest form, the data is categorised in a binary manner (two categories). It is anal-
ogous to linear regression (fitting a linear function of the form f (x) = ax+ b to a
dataset minimising the sum of the perpendicular distances to each point), but instead
a standard logistic function is fitted to the dataset of binary variables. The standard
logistic function is a sigmoid curve ("S" shape) with values between 0 and 1 (thus
interpretable as probabilities). The logistic regression equations is the following (e:
natural logarithm base, β0 and β1: regression coefficients):

f (x) =
e(β0+β1x)

1+ e−(β0+β1x)

For example, figure 1.17 illustrates the logistic regression of a set of data points
corresponding to the number of hours students have studied and whether they have
passed or not. Similarly to other regressions, once the function is fitted (for example
using a training set), it can be used to make predictions. From the function in figure 1.17,
we can predict that the probability of passing the exam having studied 2 hours is 0.25.
Multinomial logistic regression, a generalisation of binary logistic regression can be
used with datasets that have more than two categories.

• Support Vector Machine (SVM): this categorisation model makes use of a geometric
construction to categorise data in a binary manner. The data points of a dataset form
an n-dimensional space, each point represented by a vector. For example, data points
with two variables form a 2-dimensional space, and can be represented as points
on a standard two axis plot. For linearly separable binary categorical data (data
for which a hyperplane can be placed such that all data points from one category
are on the same side of the hyperplane and all of the other points are on the other
side), SVMs construct hyperplanes that optimally separates the data into 2 categories,
maximising the distance between them. The distance between the two hyperplanes
separating the categories (see figure 1.18), is called the margin and the maximum-
margin hyperplane is the one that is in the middle of the two. The points, or vectors,
that lie on these margins are called the support vectors. Predicting the category of a
new datapoint can then be done by assessing on which side of the hyperplane does
it lie. Formally, for a data set (x⃗1,y1), ...,(x⃗n,yn) with x⃗i the vector of variables and
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Fig. 1.17 This example illustrates the function obtained by logistic regression on a set of data
points corresponding to the number of hours students have studied and whether they have
passed or not. Similarly to other regressions, once the function is fitted (for example using
a training set), it can be used to make predictions. For example, from this function we can
predict that the probability of passing the exam having studied 2 hours is 0.25. Modified
from [128].
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yi the category represented as 1 or −1, the equations of the margin hyperplanes are
w⃗ · x⃗ − b = 1 and w⃗ · x⃗ − b = −1 with w⃗ normal to the hyperplane and b

∥w⃗∥ equal
to the distance between the hyperplane and the origin (see figure 1.18). Since we
assume linearly separable data, all of the points of each category should be above,
respectively below their margins. Formally this means that x⃗i · w⃗−b ≥ 1, if yi = 1 and
x⃗i · w⃗− b ≤ −1, if yi = −1, or (combination of both equations) yi(⃗xi · w⃗− b) ≥ 1∀i.
The margin (distance between the margin hyperplanes) is equal to 2

∥w⃗∥ (see figure 1.18)
and thus maximising the margin means minimising ∥w⃗∥. So the optimisation problem
to find the maximum-margin hyperplane (to be used to separate the data) is: min∥w⃗∥
with yi(⃗xi · w⃗−b)≥ 1∀i. Furthermore, predicting the category of an additional point
( ⃗xnew,ynew) with the previously determined optimal hyperplane defined by the two
parameters w⃗ and b, can be done simply as ynew = sgn(w⃗ · ⃗xnew −b), with sgn(x) =−1
if x < 0, 0 if x = 0, and 1 if x > 0.

If the data is not linearly separable, then a "soft margin" approach is necessary, intro-
ducing an additional parameter that identifies how many data points can be ignored
to fit the hyperplane. Finally, to categorise more complex non linearly separable
data, SVMs have been generalised to use non-linear geometric constructions such as
polynomial hypersurfaces, but the underlying principles of the method stay the same.

The prediction performance of machine learning models is commonly demonstrated with
a Receiver-Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and expressed with the numerical value
of the area under the ROC curve (AUC value). The ROC curve shows the true-positive
prediction rate and the false-positive rate for a range of different model parameters. This
means that a ROC curve following the main diagonal (AUC value of 0.5) represents “random
classification” as we have the same number of correctly classified and wrongly classified
data points. Thus, the better the predictive performance of the model is, the furthest away
from the random line the ROC curve will be, and the highest the AUC value will be.
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Fig. 1.18 This example illustrates the margin hyperplanes (dashed lines) and the maximum-
margin hyperplane (solid line) for a binary categorical data set. The support vectors (data
points that if removed would change their respective margin hyperplanes) are highlighted.
The margin (distance between the margin hyperplanes) and the distance of the maximum-
margin hyperplane and the origin are also shown. Obtained from [129].
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1.11 Thesis Structure

In this introductory chapter of my thesis, I provide the necessary biological background
to understand the context and motivation behind my research projects. I also describe the
main experimental methods that are used to generate the data analysed throughout my work.
Finally, an overview of the key mathematical tools that I apply to analyse data in my projects
is also given.

In Chapter 2, I describe my first research project, in which I investigate mitochondrial het-
eroplasmy, a phenomenon consisting in point mutations on the mtDNA genome. Reusing
ChIP-seq data previously generated and publicly available for multiple species, I first demon-
strate that the mtDNA read coverage in ChIP-seq data is sufficient to detect heteroplasmies.
Secondly, I develop and run a heteroplasmy detection algorithm based on a previous study,
discovering 107 heteroplasmic positions in 14 species. Finally, I analyse the discovered
positions and compare them with previous mtDNA research.

In my second research project, covered in Chapter 3, I look into the potential of ChIP-seq
data deconvolution for complex tissues. Taking advantage of the ChIP-seq data generated in
the ENCODE project, I first describe the creation of in-silico mixtures of data to emulate
the behaviour of ChIP-seq in complex tissues. I then apply several mathematical models to
attempt to deconvolve the peak signals obtained from the data. In a second approach, I make
use of the same models but this time using a binning strategy instead of peaks to perform
deconvolution.

Finally, in Chapter 4, I summarise my results and analyse my overall findings. I then provide
an outlook into the potential future directions in which this research could evolve, in addition
to discussing the potential advantages that technological advances could bring. Finally, I
offer a few concluding remarks to end this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Mitochondrial Heteroplasmy

2.1 Summary

Mitochondrial heteroplasmy, the presence of more than one mtDNA variant in a cell or
individual is not as uncommon as previously thought. It is mostly due to the high mutation
rate of the mtDNA and limited repair mechanisms present in the mitochondrion. Motivated
by mitochondrial diseases, the phenomenon has mostly been studied in human samples and
in medical contexts. To place these results in an evolutionary context and to explore general
principles of heteroplasmy, we completed a large cross-species evaluation of heteroplasmy
in mammals. We developed a novel approach to detect mitochondrial heteroplasmy in
previously reported ChIP-sequencing datasets, which include concomitant mitochondrial
DNA sequenced in the experiment.

In this project, we first demonstrated that the sequencing coverage of mtDNA in ChIP-
sequencing experiments was sufficient for heteroplasmy detection. We then implemented
a detection method by extension from a previous approach, which aimed to accurately de-
tect heteroplasmies despite the error rate of NGS technology. Applying this method to 79
individuals from 16 species resulted in 107 heteroplasmic positions present in a total of 45
individuals. Further analysis revealed that the majority of detected heteroplasmies occurred
in intergenic regions. In addition to validating that ChIP-sequencing data is an appropri-
ate source to identify mitochondrial heteroplasmy, our results suggest that heteroplasmies
across vertebrates tend to have similar characteristics as found for human heteroplasmies.
Although largely consistent with previous studies, our results provide valuable insights into
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mitochondrial heteroplasmy. This work is currently in the process of being published and all
the experiments were performed by Diego Villar [130].

2.2 Background

Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) forms a circular molecule, which is located in the mitochon-
drial matrix [131]. In mammals, mtDNA is 16.5 kb long and contains 37 genes [132]. For
the most part mtDNA either codes for proteins or for ribosomal RNAs and transfer RNAs,
except for a 1kb stretch known as the control region, which contains one origin of replication
and both origins of transcription [133, 134]. Several identical mtDNA copies (between 2
and 10 in human) are present in each individual mitochondrion, which means a single cell
can contain hundreds to thousands of copies of mtDNA [132, 134]. The mtDNA was the
first part of the human genome to be sequenced, and to this day is one of the most studied
segments of DNA in human and in many other species [132, 134]. In addition to its high
copy number, the mutation rate of mtDNA is significantly higher than that of nuclear DNA
[133]. These properties make it common for an individual to have more than one mtDNA
variant (more than one type of mitochondrial genome, each defined by a base pair sequence
differing by at least one base): this phenomenon is known as heteroplasmy [135] and has
been observed and studied in many species and contexts.

In human, hundreds of diseases are linked to point mutations in the mitochondrial genome
[136]. Many of these mutations exist in a heteroplasmic state, and the extent of the disease
symptoms vary according to the proportion of the deleterious allele [137]. Such diseases
include many metabolic diseases, age-related neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s
and Parkinson’s, as well as several types of cancer [136, 138–141]. Research in fields
such as population genetics and forensics has also focused on heteroplasmy as a way to
investigate aspects of inheritance [142]. Studies of heteroplasmy in other taxa have been
mostly performed for genetic barcoding or to investigate molecular evolution, but they have
generally focused on small controlled datasets. Several studies have also performed cross-
species comparisons in a limited number of closely related species, such as different types of
bees [86, 143, 144].

Heteroplasmy was first reported in 1983 [145] and has been detected with a variety of
methods including Sanger capillary sequencing [146] and pyrosequencing [147]. However,
these sequencing methods are expensive and slow, which limited the number of studied
samples. More recently, next-generation sequencing (NGS) has been used to study mito-
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chondrial heteroplasmy with high-throughput data, and several computational approaches
for heteroplasmy detection have been developed [148–151]. The main challenge in using
NGS data to detect heteroplasmies is sequencing errors, which tend to be location-specific
and thus can be confused with heteroplasmies. To avoid such biases, criteria for NGS-based
heteroplasmy detection were developed using PhiX genome simulations and establishing
different quality thresholds to identify heteroplasmic positions [148]. Since the heteroplasmy
detection power increases with coverage, recent studies employing high coverage sequencing
(>1000x) have adapted these criteria [20] (e.g. more lenient thresholds) as well as developed
advanced probabilistic models to detect micro-heteroplasmies (i.e. positions with a minor
allele ratio below 2%-5%) [150, 152]. In this chapter, we focus on detecting a higher level of
heteroplasmy (>15%) using a modified version of the established criteria [148].

Previous heteroplasmy studies used targeted mtDNA sequencing. In most cases mtDNA was
extracted from whole blood or buccal tissue, although recently a few studies have investigated
a range of tissues [153, 154]. As the cost of sequencing continues to fall, the quantity of
datasets being generated and stored is rapidly increasing. Among the benefits of public
availability of sequencing experiments is their use to efficiently answer research questions
not explored at the time of data generation. Here, we exploit a combination of previously
generated and novel datasets resulting from Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by
high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) experiments to perform heteroplasmy detection
across a range of vertebrate species. Although mtDNA is of the order of 0.1% of all DNA in
a cell [155], the high copy number of the circular mitochondrial genome generally leads to it
being sequenced many times in ChIP-seq experiments, resulting in a significant proportion
of ChIP-seq reads covering the mtDNA.

We first show that ChIP-seq data provides suitable mtDNA coverage for heteroplasmy
detection. We then apply a detection method based on the previously mentioned criteria to a
collection of ChIP-seq datasets obtained from five previously published studies combined
with novel ChIP-seq data (see 2.3.1) and comprising a total of 79 individuals from 16 species.
Our findings provide several insights into mtDNA heteroplasmy over a large portion of the
mammalian phylogeny.
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A  Data 
Novel & publicly available ChIP-seq dataset comprising 79 individuals and 16 species 

DB 

B  Heteroplasmy Detection 

mtDNA&whole&genome& mtDNA&

Filter reads Detect heteroplasmies Align reads Analyze Data 

C  Results 

107 Heteroplasmies 14 species 45 individuals 

Fig. 2.1 Heteroplasmy detection workflow. The raw read files obtained from the ChIP-seq
experiments were first aligned to the respective reference genomes. The aligned reads were
then pre-processed, filtering out duplicated reads and extracting reads mapping with a high
quality score to the mtDNA. The heteroplasmy detection algorithm was then applied to all
the samples. Finally, we analysed the genomic properties of heteroplasmic positions across
our vertebrate dataset.
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2.3 Materials and methods

2.3.1 Data

We performed ChIP-seq experiments for CEBPA, H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K27ac and total
histone H3 on a collection of samples from multiple species. Raw sequencing files and
detailed experimental protocols have been uploaded to the ArrayExpress database [156] (see
Supporting Data for accession numbers). Briefly, chromatin immunoprecipitation was carried
out from 0.1-0.5g of liver tissue, using antibodies against H3K4me3 (millipore 05-1339),
H3K27ac (abcam ab4729), H3K4me1 (abcam ab8895), total histone H3 (abcam ab1791)
or CEBPA (Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc-9314). Histone mark ChIP experiments were
performed with automated 96-well protocols in an Agilent Bravo liquid handling robot [157].
A manual version of the protocol was used for CEBPA experiments to allow for higher
chromatin input.

The previously published data obtained from [40, 158–161] was obtained from the ArrayEx-
press database (see section 2.3.11 for accession numbers). We performed the preprocessing
and aligning of the reads (see section 2.3.2) so only raw read files (in FASTQ format) were
downloaded. A list of these datasets is provided in table 2.1 and experimental details regard-
ing all of these experiments are described in detail in their respective publications, as well as
in the protocols in ArrayExpress.

2.3.2 Pre-processing and read alignment

Raw sequencing reads (FASTQ files) were aligned to the whole genome of their respective
species obtained from Ensembl (v. 81) [9]. The human samples were aligned to the human
reference genome used in the 1000 Genomes Project (GRch37) [162]. Some species were
aligned to closely related species’ genomes. Specific assemblies and files used for alignment
are listed in Appendix A (see figure A.2). Finally, the samples of species, for which a
full genome was not available (O. garnettii, H. glaber, and M. furo), were aligned to the
reference mitochondrial mtDNA sequence obtained from the Nucleotide database [163] (see
figure A.2). All of the raw read files were aligned using BWA (Burrows-Wheeler Aligner,
see section 1.8.2) [103] with default parameters. The aligned read files in BAM format were
then merged per individual using SAMtools merge [164]. Next, we removed duplicate reads
with SAMtools rmdup (keeping only the read with the highest mapping quality score per set
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2.3 Materials and methods

of coordinates). Finally, reads aligning to the mtDNA with a mapping quality score of at
least 20 were extracted using SAMtools view (parameter q=20).

2.3.3 Heteroplasmy detection and data analysis

The heteroplasmy detection algorithm as well as the analysis described in this chapter were
implemented in Python 2.7 [165] using the following scientific packages, SciPy [166], Pandas
[167], Matplotlib [168] and Pysam (a SAMtools wrapper). Our algorithm processes BAM
files, scanning through the entire mitochondrial genome. For each base, it retrieves the set
of reads covering that base. This read set is first filtered according to two criteria, 1) reads
that have a Phred quality score lower than 23 at the position are discarded and 2) reads for
which any of the 5 neighboring base pairs (both directions) has a lower quality than 15 are
discarded. Three further criteria are used to call a heteroplasmy on the filtered read set, 1) At
least 20 reads should be present in the set, 2) the minor allele (if it exists) should be present
on least 15% of the reads and 3) the minor allele should be present on at least two reads of
each strand.

2.3.4 Heteroplasmy validation

Sanger sequencing was performed on 34 heteroplasmic positions to confirm the presence of
the two sequence variants identified in ChIP-seq datasets.

MtDNA was extracted from 20 mg of flash-frozen liver tissue from each individual of
interest, using a protocol adapted from Ahmad et al. 2007 [169]. Tissue samples were
homogenised in 1ml homogenisation buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 250mM sucrose,
10mM EDTA) in a Precellys 24 homogeniser, with conditions 5000-3x30-30 and tubes CK14
(Bertin Technologies). Nuclei and cellular debris were removed by centrifugation (1500g
10 min 4C), and the supernatant was centrifuged at 10000g for 10 min at 4C to obtain a
crude mitochondrial pellet. Mitochondria were suspended in 480 µL of high salt buffer (Tris
HCl 10 mM pH 7.6, 10 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.4 M NaCl and 2 mM EDTA) plus 75
µL 10% SDS, and incubated at 55C for 10 min for protein denaturation and solubilisation.
Proteins were precipitated by addition of 200 µL 6M NaCl and centrifugation at 11300g
for 20 min. Finally, the supernatant containing mtDNA was precipitated with two volumes
of 100% ethanol, centrifuged for 10 min at 10000g and 4C, and washed twice with 70%
ethanol. The dried mtDNA pellet was resuspended in 100 µL EB buffer (Qiagen), quantified
and diluted to a final concentration of 100 ng/µL.
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PCR primers were designed to amplify two independent mtDNA fragments (400-1000 bp)
spanning each heteroplasmic position. 100 ng of mtDNA were used as template in a 50 µL
reaction with Kapa HiFi PCR master mix (Kapa Biosystems) and the following conditions:
95C 3 min; 20 cycles of 98C 20s, 60C 30s, 72C 1 min; 72C 5 min, 4C hold. Sanger
sequencing was performed on each amplicon with primers proximal to the heteroplasmy,
using at least two different primers per amplicon (see figure 2.11). Heteroplasmies were
considered as robustly validated if both alleles could be clearly detected in the chromatograms
of more than 50% of successful Sanger sequencing reactions (14 positions). For an additional
6 positions, the minor allele could be detected at lower levels and frequencies, typically in
one to three of the reactions (see figure 2.11).

2.3.5 Coverage and genomic context analysis

The mean coverage per individual was calculated using SAMtools depth, which provides
the coverage for each base pair. The coverage ratio was calculated as the fraction of mtDNA
bases that are covered by at least 20 reads. The resulting data is visible in figure 2.2. To assign
the genomic context of each heteroplasmic position, the Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor
[170] was used. For three species (C. jacchus, M. furo and O. garnettii), annotations were
not available and annotations of closely related species were used (respectively: M. mulatta,
C. familiaris and M. mulatta). The resulting data is visible in figure 2.8.

2.3.6 Heteroplasmy visualization

PRANK [122] with the genomic model was used to generate a multiple alignment of each
species’ mtDNA. A trimmed species tree extracted from the Ensembl (v. 81) species tree was
used as a guide tree. The human mtDNA gene annotation was downloaded from Ensembl (v.
81) BioMart. Jalview [171] was used to visualize heteroplasmic positions for every species
displayed on the previously generated alignment (see figure 2.3). Jalview was also used to
display heteroplasmies in their sequence context (see figure 2.4).

2.3.7 Low complexity regions

There are five low complexity regions in the human mtDNA (66 to 71, 303 to 309, 514 to
523, 12,418 to 12,425, and 16,184 to 16,193) [147]. To count the number of heteroplasmic
positions occurring within these regions across all species, we used the PRANK generated
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multiple mtDNA alignment to map the non-human heteroplasmic positions to the orthologous
human coordinates.

2.3.8 Disease associated positions

Human positions were directly compared to MITOMAP [172] annotations to identify po-
tential disease associations. For other species, orthologous human positions for each het-
eroplasmy were first identified using the UCSC Batch Coordinate Conversion (liftover) tool
[173], and then compared to the MITOMAP annotations.

2.3.9 ChIP-seq protein binding assay

We performed peak detection with the Model-based analysis of ChIP-seq (MACS) tool
[108] for a range of experiments covering nine species (H. sapiens, M.mulatta, C. jacchus,
M. musculus, R. norvegicus, O. cuniculus, C. familiaris, F. catus, and G. gallus) and four
different proteins (CEBPA, CTCF, FOXA1, and YY1). No peaks where reported on the
mtDNA genome in all cases.

2.3.10 Human contamination test

To test if the detection method was subject to false positives by cross species contamination,
we simulated human contamination in-silico by creating a mixture of H. sapiens (human)
and R. norvegicus (rat) data. By adding random human sequencing reads to a rat sequence
file, which did not contain any heteroplasmies, we created mixture files containing 1% and
10% human DNA. No heteroplasmies were detected by our method in these artificially
contaminated files.

2.3.11 Supporting data

All the data used in this chapter is accessible on ArrayExpress, under the following accession
numbers. Previously published data: HNF4A and CEBPA ChIP-seq data [158]: E-TABM-
722 CTCF, SA1, NRSF/REST and H2AK5ac ChIP-seq data [40]: E-MTAB-437 CTCF
and YY1 ChIP-seq data [159]: E-MTAB-1511 CEBPA, FOXA1, ONECUT1, and HNF4A
ChIP-seq data [160]: E-MTAB-1509 H3K4me3 and H3K27ac ChIP-seq [161]: E-MTAB-
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2633 New data from this project: CEBPA, H3K4me1, H3K27ac, and Histone3 total ChIP-seq
data: E-MTAB-3933

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Large Mammalian Dataset

We gathered ChIP-seq data from five previously published studies [40, 158–161] and per-
formed new transcription factor and histone modification ChIP-seq experiments (see sec-
tion 2.3.1) on a selection of samples that were used in the aforementioned papers. We selected
published ChIP-seq datasets (signal and input files) from large cross-species comparison
studies to mitigate batch effects. The combined data covers a wide range of species spanning
the mammalian clade including primates, rodents and domesticated animals such as dogs,
cats and cattle, as well as chicken as an out-group vertebrate species. Most of these samples
come from liver tissue (see figure A.2), but some consist of lymphoblastoid cell lines. After
analysis (see below and section 2.3), we identified a core set of 16 species for comparison —
Homo sapiens (human), Macaca mulatta (macaque), Chlorocebus aethiops sabaeus (vervet),
Callithrix jacchus (marmoset), Otolemur garnettii (bushbaby), Mus musculus domesticus
(mouse), Rattus norvegicus (rat), Heterocephalus glaber (naked mole-rat), Oryctolagus
cuniculus (rabbit), Bos taurus (cattle), Delphinus delphis (dolphin), Sus scrofa (pig), Canis
familiaris (dog), Mustela putorius furo (ferret), Sarcophilus harrisii (Tasmanian devil), and
Gallus gallus (chicken).

2.4.2 ChIP-sequencing data for heteroplasmy detection

A ChIP-seq study generally consists of two experiments that each result in short read
sequencing data files (see section 1.8.3) [174]. The first is commonly known as the signal
file and contains reads resulting from the ChIP experiment, which when mapped to the target
genome produces read clusters (peaks) identifying genomic locations where the proteins
targeted by the ChIP antibody were bound. The second data file is a control experiment
consisting of a similar process but without the immunoprecipitation step, and is used to
control for biased genome-wide read coverage arising from preferential sonication of open
chromatin [109]. Thus, the control data generally contains reads that map to the entire
genome, with few expected enriched regions. Due to the high copy number of the mtDNA,
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reads within the mitochondrial genome are sequenced many times in both signal and control
ChIP-seq experiments. We observed significant read coverage in both data files, even though
binding peaks within mtDNA were not detected (see figure 2.2, figure 2.10, and section 2.3.9).

We used ChIP-seq data originally generated to map various histone modifications and
transcription factors such as CEBPA and FOXA1, as well as the input/control data for each
experiment (see figure 2.1). We merged all experiments corresponding to the same individual,
which provides better total coverage and acted as technical replicates (i.e. sequencing
of the same biological tissue) for the mtDNA detection experiment. When combined in
this way, coverage for each individual was relatively high and homogenous for almost all
species, with average mitochondrial coverage above 50X and coverage ratio above 70%
(see figure 2.2). As previously reported [148], such coverage levels are adequate to detect
high-level heteroplasmies with high specificity. Detailed coverage data for each individual
are available in Appendix A (see figure A.1). For six species in the original published
studies forming our collected dataset, but not included in the 16 core species (Monodelphis
domestica, Cavia porcellus, Tupia belangeri, Balaenoptera borealis, Mesoplodon bidens,
and Lagenorhynchus albirostris), we observed very low rates of uniquely mapping reads
on mtDNA. C. porcellus (guinea pig) and T.belangeri (tree shrew) have highly fragmented
genome assemblies (see section 1.9.2) that may hinder accurate mtDNA read mapping, and M.
domestica (opossum) is known to have a significantly increased number of NUMTS (Nuclear
Mitochondrial DNA sequences) which may also have affected the number of uniquely mtDNA
mapping reads [175]. Samples from Balaenoptera borealis (sei whale), Mesoplodon bidens
(Sowerby’s beaked whale) and Lagenorhynchus albirostris (white-beaked dolphin) were
all mapped to the closely related Tursiops truncatus (common bottlenose dolphin) species’
genome a process that also yielded few uniquely mapping reads to the mtDNA except for
Delphinus delphis (short-beaked common dolphin), see figure 2.2. Since coverage in these
species was insufficient for heteroplasmy detection, we excluded them from further analysis.
Finally we also discarded a Mus musculus (mouse) individual for which the coverage ratio
fell below 10%.

2.4.3 Heteroplasmy detection algorithm

We adapted a previously published heteroplasmy detection methodology [148] for the specific
characteristics of ChIP-seq data (see below and section 2.3.3). Briefly, this method is based
on a set of criteria to be checked for each mtDNA basepair. In addition to quality thresholds,
the algorithm requires a minimum number of reads to be present on each strand. Strand
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verification avoids location specific errors that may arise from sequencing errors, since it
is uncommon for these to occur at the same location on each strand [148]. Distinguishing
characteristics of our method include aligning with BWA [103] (instead of assembling the
reads) and a parameter set optimised for ChIP-seq data. This set is generally more stringent
than in previous reports [148, 149], and includes a higher base quality threshold (base quality
>23) and an added minimum coverage threshold (20 reads). We also increased the minimum
heteroplasmy level to 15% (minor allele frequency). Although these changes to the algorithm
result in lower expected sensitivity, we do so to optimise specificity from the generally
less homogenous sequencing coverage in ChIP-seq samples, compared to that observed in
targeted mtDNA resequencing.

Nucleotide repeats present in low complexity regions strongly hinder sequencing quality over
those locations. While previous studies have excluded these positions from their analysis,
these regions are also more likely to harbour heteroplasmies due to error-prone polymerase
activity and limited DNA repair in the mitochondrion. The human mitochondrial annotation
database MITOMAP [172] lists several positions as heteroplasmic within these regions,
of which we find nine (see section 2.3.7) with our detection method. Since the detection
parameters are very stringent, we decided to keep the repetitive regions in our analysis.

In addition to liver samples, we also applied our detection algorithm to ChIP-seq data from
several primate species’ lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) [159]. We observed that 33% of
them expressed more than 25 heteroplasmic positions, which we assume might be due to
genomic instability in the immortalised cell lines that could have arisen from a high passage
number of the cells [176]. Our results from two Felis catus (cat) samples also exhibited a
surprisingly high number of heteroplasmies in both individuals (see table A.2). Furthermore,
almost all of the positions detected in one cat individual were present in the other, which may
be due to low genetic diversity in the source population or the two individuals being siblings.
Another possibility is that some contamination occurred in the process. For these reasons,
we do not include the primate LCLs or the cat data in the core set of species or the remaining
comparative analysis in this chapter.

After the filtering above, our final dataset included comparative heteroplasmy results from
liver samples of 79 individuals across 16 species. For these, we found 107 positions in 45
individuals across 14 species (see figure 2.3). A total of 57% of the individuals express
heteroplasmy. Our estimate is higher than initial NGS-based reports of human heteroplasmy
[148], but consistent with recent reports on high-coverage datasets [152, 153], which also
showed that liver tissue expresses more heteroplasmies than other tissues [153]. We find
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2.4 Results

Heteroplasmy alternative allele:         thymine         guanine 

A C. sabaeus (vervet) 

B B. taurus (cattle) 

C C. familiaris (dog) 

Fig. 2.4 Sequence context of multiple heteroplasmies present in three species (Chlorocebus
sabaeus, Bos taurus and Canis familiaris). Heteroplasmic positions are coloured according
to the alternative allele nucleotide (blue: thymine and red: guanine). The consensus sequence
of the multiple alignment is displayed below each species sequences.
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2.4 Results

heteroplasmic positions in every species except Heterocephalus glaber (Naked mole-rat) and
Delphinus delphis (short-beaked common dolphin).

2.4.4 Heteroplasmic positions present in multiple individuals

Several positions occur in more than one individual of the same species (see figure 2.4 and
table A.1), a phenomenon that has previously been observed in human and attributed in
part to differential mutation rates across the mtDNA sequence [148]. Since heteroplasmies
in human are mostly located at positions with high relative mutation rate [148, 152] and
mutation rate patterns are shared across individuals, such positions are thus more likely to
exist in a heteroplasmic state in more than one individual. Similar differential mutation
rate patterns are likely in other species, and thus the shared positions we observe may also
have high mutation rates. Likewise, we asked whether this phenomenon could be linked to
sequence conservation, but the heteroplasmic positions occurring in more than one individual
do not show evidence of conservation bias (see figure 2.4). That individuals are closely
related via their breeding history is another possible explanation.

2.4.5 Read coverage of the heteroplasmic positions

The average number of reads supporting each of our observed heteroplasmic position is 60
(SD 25), which is significantly higher than our 20 read threshold (see figure 2.9). Indeed, there
are no observed positions with read coverage of exactly 20 reads and only three positions with
coverage of 21 reads. Based on the observed coverage distribution, our detection parameters
including the coverage threshold appear to be conservative. For each individual, we compared
the average coverage across the mtDNA to the number of observed heteroplasmic positions.
We found a minor correlation across the entire distribution (Pearson’s r=0.17) (see figure 2.5),
but for individuals with high average coverage (>40 reads per mtDNA position), there
is essentially no correlation between coverage and number of observed heteroplasmies
(Pearson’s r=0.05). This result further suggests that our chosen coverage threshold is sufficient
for robust detection of high-level heteroplasmies. As expected, the heteroplasmy level
distribution is highest at 15% minor allele frequency corresponding to the threshold level
(see figure 2.6). Previous studies also report that the majority of heteroplasmic positions
occur at the lowest minor allele level [148, 152].
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Fig. 2.5 The minor allele fraction of the detected heteroplasmies (heteroplasmy level). This
figure shows that most heteroplastic positions are detected close to the detection threshold
level of 15%.
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2.4.6 Heteroplasmy mutation spectrum analysis

The transition-transversion rate is strongly biased in the mitochondrion [78]. We observe a
transition-transversion ratio of Ts/Tv = 3.86 in our results across all species, which is similar
to the ratio found in the MITOMAP database (Ts/Tv= 2.95, Fisher’s exact test, p=0.31). In
fact, the full mutational spectrum we observe in our multi-species dataset (see figure 2.7) is
similar to that observed in the MITOMAP database (χ2 test, p=0.07). Additionally, the fact
that the most common Illumina sequencing errors (AC and GT transversions [39]) are rare
in our observed multi-species mutation spectrum strongly suggests that we have few false
positives due to sequencing errors in our set of heteroplasmic positions.

2.4.7 Genomic location of the detected heteroplasmies

As shown in figure 2.3 and figure 2.8, out of the 107 heteroplasmic positions found, 44 are
in intergenic regions with most of these in the hyper-variable D-loop and only five in other
mitochondrial intergenic regions. Of the remaining positions, 39 are located in non-protein
coding genes (28 in rRNA genes and 11 in tRNA genes) and 24 positions are located in
protein coding genes. Of the protein-coding gene changes, 13 are synonymous variations
meaning they do not affect the amino acid used in the translated protein, while there are 11
non-synonymous variants in six species. However, most of the observed amino acid changes
(7 out of 11) are between residues with similar biochemical properties. In four cases, the
observed changes from isoleucine to threonine and from valine to alanine, are modifications
between hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids.

2.4.8 Heteroplasmic positions associated with disease

For human, about 5% of mtDNA positions are associated with disease [172]. Using the
MITOMAP annotations, five positions (15%) among the human heteroplasmies we find are
disease associated. This is more than the proportion of positions associated with disease in
MITOMAP, but comparable to the previously observed proportion in human from a set of
five Eurasian populations (11.8%, Fisher’s exact test, p=0.99) [148]. We then asked whether
it would be likely that a similar proportion of positions in other species would be considered
deleterious. Since there are no MITOMAP-type databases for the other species listing disease
associations, we assigned heteroplasmic positions in other species to their orthologous human
positions (see section 2.3.8). For the 43 positions in other species that could be confidently
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Fig. 2.6 The mutational spectrum of the detected heteroplasmies. The observed mutational
spectrum in our results is similar to the spectrum of mutations reported in MITOMAP (χ2,
p=0.07).
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assigned an orthologous position on the human mitochondria, two (4.7%) were associated
with disease (13882 in Rnor5 — Rattus norvegicus and 1068 in Btau4 — Bos taurus), a
synonymous protein-coding gene mutation in Rattus norvegicus and an rRNA mutation
in Bos Taurus. This is indistinguishable from the baseline disease associated rate in the
MITOMAP database (Fisher’s exact test, p=0.99), suggesting that mitochondrial disease
burden is approximately equal across mammalian species.

2.4.9 Sanger sequencing validation of heteroplasmies

To validate the mitochondrial heteroplasmies identified in ChIP-seq datasets with an inde-
pendent method, we selected 34 heteroplasmic positions randomly from the total 107 we
detected. This validation set includes positions with a range of minor allele frequencies
and comprising twelve species. For these, we performed Sanger sequencing on mtDNA
amplicons to confirm the presence of two sequence variants at each heteroplasmic position
(see section 2.3.4). We validated heteroplasmies with high confidence in 12 positions. A
further eight positions showed some evidence for heteroplasmy, while we did not detect any
heteroplasmy in the remaining 14 positions (41%). These results indicate that the majority of
the heteroplasmies detected in ChIP-seq experiments are true heteroplasmies.

2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Detected heteroplasmic positions

We find an average number of 2.4 heteroplasmic positions per individual with heteroplasmy.
Although this is higher than previously found in human [148, 149], two recent studies show
that liver tissue has an increased amount of heteroplasmies compared to other tissues, and
most previous studies were performed with whole blood and buccal tissue samples [153,
154]. Our detection method also extends prior approaches by not discarding heteroplasmic
positions within low complexity regions (see section 2.4.3), while these were not considered
in previous studies. Moreover, we find most heteroplasmic positions with minor allele
ratios close to our 15% threshold (see figure 2.6). This is consistent with previous studies,
which also found most heteroplasmies at their respective thresholds [148, 152], and suggests
that additional heteroplasmies exist beyond the threshold that we used. Finally, since we
used relatively stringent detection criteria, it is likely that the heteroplasmic positions we
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Fig. 2.7 The number of heteroplasmies plotted against the mean coverage for each analysed
individual. There is a minor correlation in the data (Pearson’s r=0.17), however there is
essentially no correlation for individuals with a mean coverage of more than 40 (Pearson’s
r=0.05).
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identified are in fact a subset of all heteroplasmies present in the samples. We hypothesise
that the apparent absence of heteroplasmies in Heterocephalus glaber (Naked mole-rat)
and Delphinus delphis (short-beaked common dolphin) is due to the profiling of only a few
individuals in these species (one individual of D. delphis and three of H. glaber).

The genomic location of heteroplasmies across vertebrates is also consistent with previous
findings [148, 152, 154] with the majority of positions occurring in the non-coding control
region which is the most polymorphic segment of the mtDNA. In fact, most of the hetero-
plasmies are located in non-coding regions or (structural) RNA genes in which modifications
of single nucleotide bases are expected to only have minor effects [177]. Furthermore,
heteroplasmies located in protein-coding genes, genome elements that are highly conserved
[178], are almost exclusively either synonymous mutations, or result in biochemically similar
amino acids.

2.5.2 Sanger sequencing validation

Out of the 34 randomly chosen heteroplasmic positions to be validated, we successfully
detected heteroplasmy in 20 (59%). However, for several reasons, the undetected positions
may still be true heteroplasmies. First, about a third of these positions have relatively low
minor allele fractions (less than 20%) that may be masked during PCR amplification of
mtDNA, for example if the major allele is amplified preferentially [179, 180]. Secondly, it
is worth noting that the samples for validation came from the same tissue and individual as
previously sequenced ChIP samples, but they were from flash-frozen tissue and hence not
the exact same sample used for ChIP. Therefore we cannot exclude that some heteroplasmies
might exist in localized areas within a tissue [181]. Finally, although the detection algorithm
should avoid most sequencing errors, it is possible that a small number of detected hetero-
plasmies are false positives. Further investigation of these issues would require performing
more complicated and sensitive experiments, such as a single base extension assay or ideally
PCR-free sequencing. While we deemed this unnecessary in the context of this project, such
experiments are likely to improve the validation rate reported here.

2.5.3 Number of different mtDNA genomes

When an individual expresses one heteroplasmic position, it is likely that only two variants
of the mtDNA genome exist within its cells. However, when individuals express more than
one heteroplasmic position, which is the case for 21 individuals in this study (see table A.1),
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Fig. 2.8 The genomic location of the detected heteroplasmies. We observed a strong bias in
the genomic location of the heteroplasmies, which is significantly different to the repartition
of mtDNA elements.
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we cannot determine the underlying number of mtDNA genome variants. Estimating this
number could be possible using the heteroplasmy minor allele fractions (for example if
all heteroplasmies have exactly the same level it is likely that there are only two variants
and similarly if two different levels are found then there are at least three different types of
mtDNA), however this would require a precise evaluation of the heteroplasmy level. This
might be feasible with high coverage data but is not realistic with the data presented here.
Further, none of the detected heteroplasmic positions have more than 2 alleles. Although
our analysis revealed a handful of positions that have one sequencing read containing an
additional third base, such potential third alleles never fulfil the criteria to be determined as
alternative minor alleles.

2.5.4 MtDNA coverage in ChIP-seq data

It is well known that the mtDNA is sequenced many times due to its high copy number
and that significant amounts of mtDNA reads are found in most NGS generated datasets
including in ChIP-sequencing data for which mtDNA coverage has even been used as a
control for background noise [182]. However, since most ChIP-seq studies focus on binding
events in the nuclear DNA and use other control methods, reads mapping to mtDNA have
been discarded as mitochondrial contamination. Here we demonstrate that mtDNA coverage
in ChIP-seq samples is in fact so high that it may be used similarly to targeted mtDNA
shotgun sequencing. We first studied the coverage of each ChIP-seq file independently and
observed that it was consistently deeper in the control files compared to the transcription
factor binding files, which also had higher mtDNA coverage than the histone ChIP-seq files
(see figure 2.10). Low mtDNA coverage in ChIP-seq for histone marks is expected, since
histones are not used to pack mtDNA in the mitochondrion [135]. Although the investigated
transcription factors do not show signs of binding on the mtDNA (see section 2.3.9), weak
binding events could explain the high coverage found in these experiments. Overall, after
merging the different files the coverage level and ratio were relatively high and comparable
to the data from Li et al. [148], on which we based our detection algorithm. On the other
hand, coverage ratio was variable between species, ranging from the entire mtDNA to as
little as 10%. This caveat restricts the conclusions we can draw about the genomic location
of heteroplasmies within individual species, since some portions of the mtDNA genome are
not covered in every individual. However, although we were limited in our ability to conduct
detailed analyses, such as cross-species comparisons of heteroplasmic positions, we focused
on extracting information from our dataset as a whole to obtain conclusive results.
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Fig. 2.9 Read coverage of heteroplasmic positions. We observed a significantly higher read
coverage of our detected heteroplasmies than the threshold of 20 reads used in our detection
method.
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Fig. 2.10 Coverage data of different ChIP-seq data files. This figure shows the differences in
coverage level between particular ChIP-seq files. We observed significantly higher coverage
in control (input) files, while there was also a difference between histone and transcription
factor ChIP-seq data.
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2.5.5 ChIP-seq datasets are useful data sources for the study of hetero-
plasmy

We have shown that it is possible to make use of ChIP-sequencing data that was originally
collected for other purposes to explore mitochondrial heteroplasmies across a wide variety
of mammalian and vertebrate species by taking advantage of the high number of sequenced
mtDNA reads in these experiments. We hope our general approach will encourage the further
study of mtDNA and other biological questions using valuable existing datasets. For instance,
making use of data arising from other profiling-sequencing methods such as RNA-seq or
ATAC-seq might be very useful, as demonstrated by a recent study of the mitochondrial
transcriptome [183]. Finally, although we adapted a detection method appropriate for our
datasets of relatively low-coverage and variable homogeneity, higher coverage and/or more
advanced methods for heteroplasmy detection recently developed [150, 152] could potentially
be valuable for a wider variety of existing data types. For example, higher coverage datasets
will likely enable new methods to explore lower levels of heteroplasmy in ChIP-seq data.
Furthermore, having demonstrated that ChIP-seq coverage of the mtDNA can be substantial
and allows for the study of heteroplasmy, it is likely that ChIP-seq data can be used to perform
other mtDNA studies in fields such as population genetics, forensics and in some areas of
medical research. There is a current trend of creating large genotype-phenotype datasets for
ChIP-seq and RNA-seq data, and using these datasets to explore phenotype associations to
heteroplasmies could prove extremely valuable to further our knowledge of the phenomenon.

2.6 Conclusions

Our study shows that mitochondrial heteroplasmy displays similar characteristics across
vertebrate species; including genomic location and mutation spectrum across the vertebrate
species tree. As might be expected, our results strongly suggest that previous heteroplasmy
findings established in human are valid for all mammals and possibly all vertebrates. In
addition to this, our results also support recent findings that heteroplasmy is more prevalent
in liver compared to other tissues. Our results also suggest that any new understanding about
heteroplasmies will likely apply across the mammalian clade. It is clear both in our findings
and in previous work that mutation rates vary significantly between positions, meaning some
positions are more likely to exist as heteroplasmies than others. Although there is limited
information, on a molecular level, describing the functional impacts these heteroplasmies
may have, our results suggest that those functional impacts are likely to be similar in many
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different mammalian species and that many species may be effective model organisms for
understanding the biology of heteroplasmy.
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0.61
0.56
0.59

Individual Position Ratio Alleles Annotation Validation
hsa23 72 0.35 TC NC 60/06
hsa23 310 0.28 TC NC 40/06
hsa23 309 0.17 CT NC 00/02
hsaC3 310 0.32 TC NC 70/08
hsaC3 72 0.2 TC NC 70/08
hsaC6 310 0.44 CT NC 30/06
hsaC6 309 0.15 CT NC 40/04
hsaC7 310 0.29 TC NC 20/04
hsaC7 4315 0.23 AT tRNA 20/06
hsaC7 11944 0.26 CT SYN 40/08
hsaC7 16192 0.15 TC NC 10/02
hsaC8 12236 0.32 AG tRNA 00/06
hsaC8 195 0.34 CT NC 10/05
hsaC8 310 0.26 TC NC 20/05
hsaC8 182 0.33 TC NC 00/05
hsaC8 198 0.36 TC NC 00/05
hsaC8 204 0.35 TC NC 50/06
hsaC8 8387 0.16 AG nSYN 00/05
Btau5 1594 0.29 AG rRNA 20/04
Btau6 2755 0.26 CT rRNA 30/04
Cfam4 16148 0.2 GA NC 30/03
Cfam6 16168 0.42 AG NC 10/02
Cjac5 6191 0.39 TC SYN 00/04
Ggal2 3832 0.33 CA0(ref:0G) rRNA 10/05
Mfur2 15525 0.36 CT NC 40/04

MmulBO 15510 0.32 TC nSYN 40/04
MmulJO 16182 0.4 GA NC 00/04
Ocun4 8499 0.22 AG SYN 50/05
Ocun5 1957 0.25 TA rRNA 00/05
Ocun5 3866 0.18 AT tRNA 00/04
Rnor5 2448 0.18 CT rRNA 00/05
Shar1 15635 0.36 TA NC 40/07
Shar2 15635 0.32 TA NC 30/05
Sscr6 15773 0.22 AG SYN 00/06

Heteroplasmy0detected
Non2human5validation5rate
Human5validation5rate

Total5validation5rate

Heteroplasmy0not0detected
Evidence0of0heteroplasmy

Fig. 2.11 Heteroplasmic positions validation. We successfully validated a majority of the
detected heteroplasmies using Sanger sequencing. This figure shows the details of the
randomly selected 34 positions and the number of experiments in which the two alleles were
detected (validation). We defined two categories of validated positions (see section 2.4.9 and
section 2.3.4).
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Chapter 3

ChIP-seq tissue deconvolution

3.1 Summary

This project investigates the deconvolution potential of complex tissue ChIP-seq data. ChIP-
seq studies have mostly been performed on homogenous samples such as cell lines because
a considerable amount of homogenous cells is required to obtain reliable, biologically
interpretable results. However, most biological tissues are complex and composed of many
cell types. I explored a computational approach to model the behaviour of complex tissue
ChIP-seq to enable an estimation of cell-type specific DNA-protein binding profiles directly
from complex tissue ChIP-seq experiments. I performed in-silico experiments with publicly
available datasets in order to simulate complex tissue data and applied several computational
methods attempting to deconvolve the simulated data. Although the results were inconclusive,
they provide insights into potential deconvolution approaches that could be applicable in the
future.
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3.2 Background

3.2 Background

Almost every cell of complex organisms contains the organism’s entire genome (identical
DNA). However, their shapes and function vary significantly depending on their context
and purpose. For example, neurones have extremely elongated shapes, while muscle cells
have higher mitochondrion counts. These differences are mainly driven by which genes
are expressed as well as at what level they are expressed (highly or lowly). As previously
described in the introduction (see section 1.4.2), proteins play a key role in gene regulation.
Transcription factors bind the DNA prior to the polymerases to recruit them and cooperate
to initiate the process [184]. Transcription regulators bind to affect the efficiency of the
transcription/replication processes (promoting or repressing) [185]. Even histones and
how they are biochemically modified [186] have been shown to influence gene regulation
[187]. We know that gene expression is the core mechanism behind cellular function (see
section 1.4.2), and understanding how this process is regulated is key. Several approaches can
be taken to exploreingle protein regulated gene expression. First, from a genomic perspective,
one can study the genes that are present in the DNA and how many copies of each exist.
Second, analysing the RNA content of the cells (see section 1.9.1) can reveal which genes
are expressed and even quantify the expression of those. Finally, studying the binding of
regulatory elements in-vivo and analysing their genomic context is a technique, which has
provided broad insights into gene expression and regulation (see section 1.8.3). Importantly,
in a similar way to the gene expression of different cells, the protein-binding profiles also
vary significantly between cell types. In fact, it has been found that the binding profiles of
some regulatory elements are invariable across different tissue contexts, while others have
tissue specific binding patterns [188]. Proteins, which bind in a similar manner in most
situations are said to be ubiquitous. Many studies have investigated the binding profiles of
transcription factors, most by analysing ChIP-seq data for the transcription factors directly
[40, 160], but others have looked at other proteins which do not bind DNA directly but
interact with transcription factors [189]. The recently published (2012) ENCODE project
[190], investigated many transcription factors and also demonstrated that ChIP-seq profiles
vary significantly depending on context (see section 3.2.1).

3.2.1 The ENCODE project

The ENCyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) is a very large research project that was
initiated in 2003. As the next step to the previously accomplished Human Genome Project,
its main aim was to identify all functional elements present in the human genome [191]. To
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achieve this, a consortium of scientific institutions and laboratories around the world was
established and together they produced more than 1,500 datasets comprising experiments
performed in 147 different cell types.

The first phase of the project, consisted in a pilot project, which aimed at testing and
comparing analysis methods applied to a defined subset (30 million base pairs or ~1%)
of the human genome. As this phase of the project took place before modern NGS based
transcription and gene expression analysis methods were developed (see section 1.8.3 and
section 1.9.1), older techniques such as ChIP-chip (see section 1.8.3) were used for this initial
project phase. Nonetheless, the results, published in 2007 [192], provided novel insights into
the function of the human genome. The core findings of the pilot project are:

1. Strong evidence was found that the human genome is almost entirely transcribed.
Most of the genomic bases are present in primary transcripts (transcripts before post-
transcriptional modifications, see section 1.3.2).

2. Novel insights into transcriptional start sites were discovered. For example, chromatin
structure and histone modifications can be used to predict with high confidence the
presence and activity of start sites.

3. Significant progress in the understanding of the role of chromatin structure was made,
in particular in the context of DNA replication and transcription. For example, it was
found that the timing of DNA replication was correlated to chromatin structure.

Following the pilot phase, the production or main project phase was performed, with the
target of investigating the function of the human genome in a genome-wide manner. The
main experimental methods used were ChIP-seq, DNase Hypersensitivity site mapping,
RNA-seq, and several DNA methylation assays. All of the generated data (for the main and
the pilot projects) was organised and stored in databases which are publicly available [193].
The research results provided broad insights into how the human genome functions. Briefly,
the main results of the project are [190]:

• Most of the human genome is involved in at least one biochemical event (RNA- and/or
chromatin-associated) in at least one cell type. Moreover, 99% of the human genome
lies within a 1.7kb distance of such an event.

• As a whole, the human genome elements that are primate-specific and the elements for
which no mammalian constraint is detectable, show evidence of negative selection.

• The analysis of a classification of chromatin states reveals thousands of states with
clear functional properties.
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• A correlation was found between the quantity of RNA produced and processed and
both chromatin marks and promoter transcription factor binding. This suggests that
the majority of RNA expression variation can be explained by promoter functionality.

• There are at least as many non-coding variants located in ENCODE annotated func-
tional elements as in protein-coding regions.

• The majority of disease-associated Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) are
located in or close to the ENCODE annotated functional elements (but outside of
protein-coding regions). Furthermore, they were able to associate many disease
phenotypes with specific cell types or transcription factors.

In the context of this project, in which I investigate the concept of complex tissue ChIP-seq
deconvolution, the two most important aspects of the ENCODE project are:

1. The amount of ChIP-seq data produced for the study. ChIP-seq experiments were
performed for 119 different DNA-binding proteins in a total of 72 different cell types
(although not all combinations of experiments were performed). A specific online
platform was created to host and display this data in a matrix [194].

2. A further demonstration of the variation of protein-binding ChIP-seq profiles. An
example of this variability can be observed in figure 3.1, which depicts the association
between binding profiles for many different proteins in a single cell type.

3.2.2 ChIP-seq to study protein-binding profiles

With the arrival of next generation sequencing (NGS) technology, the ChIP on chip method
was improved with the development, in 2007, of the modern chromatin immunoprecipitation
followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq) assay (see section 1.8.3). This enabled high definition
genome wide studies to be performed, and since then, ChIP-seq has become the standard
method to study genome-wide protein-DNA interactions in-vivo [195].

One of the major constraints in performing a ChIP-seq experiment, is the quantity of cells
required to obtain reasonably noise-free protein binding profiles. In the early stages, 50
million cells was deemed ideal to produce consistent and reproducible protein binding profiles
[174]. However, modern technology is progressively reducing this quantity and a recent study
has demonstrated good results can be obtained with as few as 1,000 cells [111]. Furthermore,
the first single cell ChIP-seq assay has just been published (September 2015) [89] (see
section 1.8.3). Although this study demonstrates the direction in which the technology is
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Fig. 3.1 ChIP-seq profile variation of many different proteins in a single cell type. This
heat map represents the co-association between many transcription factors in a particular
human blood cell line (K562). Each pair is coloured from red (strongest) to yellow (weakest)
depending on the strength of the co-association. This illustrates the variation in binding
profiles between different transcription factors in the same cellular context. Highlighted
section (A) shows pairs for which the association is not dependant on the genomic context,
while section (B) encompasses pairs for which the associations vary depending on the
genomic context, even though, overall the association is strong. Modified from [190].
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evolving, a tiny amount of DNA is precipitated and the sequencing output is extremely sparse
(only about a 1,000 reads per cell). This makes the biological interpretation of the results very
difficult. Another constraint of this protocol is the usage of advanced microfluidics systems
which can be costly and challenging to build. Furthermore, the processing of the cells
through the microfluidic chip may trigger cell responses that could alter the transcriptional
profiles [196]. Potential future improvements of the technologies used by the ChIP-seq
method are further discussed in Chapter 4. At the present time (2016), millions of cells are
still necessary to produce reasonably noise-free protein binding profiles with the “standard”
ChIP-seq method [195].

As described above (see section 3.2), since protein binding varies between cell types and
even across cellular contexts, ChIP-seq samples also need to be highly homogenous in order
to obtain reliable and biologically interpretable results (this is also discussed in section 1.6).
For these reasons, ChIP-seq studies have mostly been performed on homogenous samples,
such as cultured cells from well-characterised cell lines. Some work has also used highly
homogenous tissues such as liver with the assumption that the resulting signal corresponds
to the majority cell type. However, most biological tissues are composed of many different
cell types (see section 1.6) and the biological complexity of whole tissues normally cannot
be reproduced in homogenous cell lines. Methods for the isolation of specific cell types
from complex tissues such as cell sorting techniques or laser micro-dissection make such
experiments possible in some contexts, but these techniques are expensive, time-consuming,
and often require cells to be in suspension. For example, cell sorting by FACS (Fluorescence-
activated cell sorting) is an experimental procedure that is often performed on blood samples
[197]. However, such constraints limit the reproducibility of tissue contexts as well as
potentially triggering particular cellular responses. To avoid the tissue disruption and yet
to enable complex tissue protein-DNA interactions research, we propose a computational
approach to investigate potential deconvolution of complex tissue ChIP-seq signal (see below
section 3.2.3).

3.2.3 ChIP-seq deconvolution concept

In a complex tissue ChIP-seq experiment, proteins from each cell type are precipitated.
Hence the ChIP-seq peaks in the resulting data could be generated from proteins binding
in any or many of the different cells (of potentially different cell types) present in the
sample. We have thus formulated the assumption that the individual binding patterns of
each cell type act in an additive manner to form the resulting ChIP-seq signal. Under this
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hypothesis, deconvolving the separate contributing signals should be possible, at least in
some contexts. Evidence supporting the concept of ChIP-seq deconvolution has been found
in a previous study that compared binding profiles for several proteins in multiple different
cell types (see section 3.2.4). Furthermore, a number of different techniques have been
applied to deconvolve gene expression data in similar contexts. For the purpose of this study,
we considered the concept of complex tissue ChIP-seq deconvolution to be the process of
assigning the ChIP peaks to the contributing cell types. In other words, assessing which
binding events occurred in which cell types. We make the strong assumption that we known
the amount of cell types present in the heterogenous sample as well as their mixture ratio (for
example that the complex tissue is composed of two cell types at ratio 2:1, this information
could be estimated by histology). We do not precisely define the input as being one or
multiple experiments (for example with different proteins or cell type ratios) and we explore
different options. The term “deconvolution” has previously been used in the ChIP-seq context
(for example in [198–200]), however these studies all focus on deconvolving the binding
signals (peaks) in the sequencing reads from noise. These studies do not attempt to uncover
cell type specific binding profiles from heterogeneous sample ChIP-seq data.

3.2.4 Suggestive evidence for ChIP-seq deconvolution

A recent study investigating transcription factor co-binding [201], analysed a large number
of ChIP-seq profiles for different proteins in multiple cell types. The scientists integrate the
results of 53 different ChIP-seq experiments focusing on transcriptional control in mouse
hematopoietic cells. In addition to providing insights into the transcriptional regulation of
mouse hematopoiesis, they show that genome-wide binding patterns for transcription factors
mostly depend on the cellular environment. After a stringent pre-processing of the peak tracks
(calling peaks with multiple algorithms, removing problematic regions, and merging results
for analogous experiments), they obtained a total list of binding sites (over all cell types).
Following this, they created binary binding profiles for each factor and cell type; marking
each potential binding site with a “1” if the protein is bound and a “0” otherwise. They then
grouped all these tracks into a matrix and used a hierarchical clustering algorithm to analyse
and compare the binding profiles. A heat map (see figure 3.2) was produced highlighting
the similarities between binding profiles (using Pearson’s correlation, see section 1.10.1).
This analysis highlights the preferential clustering of binding profiles by cell type rather than
by transcription factor. Only two transcription factors show clusters of profiles across cell
types. The first is CTCF and this could be expected as it is well known that CTCF binds
in a ubiquitous manner in many different tissues [62]. The second (PU1), however, was
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Fig. 3.2 Clustering analysis of 53 different ChIP-seq experiments. This figure depicts a
hierarchical clustering performed on binary binding profiles obtained from 53 experiments.
This analysis highlights the preferential clustering of binding profiles by cell type rather than
by transcription factor, except in two particular cases (there are clear PU1 and CTCF clusters
at the top and bottom of the figure respectively). Obtained from [201].
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unexpected and they hypothesise that this suggests that there exists variability in binding
affinity for some transcription factors. This particular analysis, demonstrating that protein
binding profiles cluster by cell type, supports the hypothesis that deconvolving ChIP-seq data
from complex tissues could prove successful (and this fact is highlighted in their discussion).

3.2.5 Gene expression deconvolution

Deconvolving data produced from complex tissues is also a topic of interest in the fields of
gene expression and cancer genomics (see section 3.6). For gene expression, except for the
recent single-cell RNA-seq research (see section 1.9.1), gene expression studies are generally
also performed on large amounts of cells (tissues or cell lines). As explained previously (see
section 1.9.1), the RNA from all the cells is extracted and sequenced before being aligned
to a reference genome. Similarly to ChIP-seq, this ensures that enough RNA is sequenced
in order to obtain an interpretable dataset, especially when studies attempt to quantify gene
expression for comparative purposes [202]. Another advantage is that by analysing the
RNA from a group of cells, the average expression pattern is obtained and the signal from
abnormal expression patterns potentially produced by particular individual cells is smoothed
out. When studying cultured cell lines, using large amounts of cells is not a problem since
they are all identical (or very similar to the least). However, as described above for ChIP-seq
studies, when the material of interest is a non-homogenous (complex) tissue, the resulting
experimental products are formed by a combination of the individual contributions from each
cell. Thus the expression patterns for the various cell types, which are likely different (see
section 3.2) are convoluted in the experimental output.

Multiple studies have investigated complex tissue deconvolution in the context of gene ex-
pression. Some are based on microarray data (similar method to ChIP chip, see section 1.8.3)
[203–205], while more recent work has been done with RNA-seq data [206, 207]. Most
methods are based on the same underlying hypothesis that the contribution of the different
cell types follows a linear model [208]. As described by Venet et al. [203], the linear model
can be defined as following (Mi j is the expression level of gene i in sample j, Gik is the “true
expression” or signature of gene i in cell type k, C jk is the concentration of cell type k in
sample j, Nct is the total number of cell types, and M,G,C are the respective matrices, see
table 3.1):

Mi j =
Nct

∑
k

GikCk j ⇐⇒ M = GC
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M Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3
Gene 1 55 70 65
Gene 2 30 18 22
Gene 3 15 12 13

G Cell type 1 Cell type 2
Gene 1 30 80
Gene 2 50 10
Gene 3 20 10

C Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3
Cell type 1 50% 20% 30%
Cell type 2 50% 80% 70%

Table 3.1 Gene expression deconvolution linear model. This table shows examples of the
matrices that constitute the linear model of gene expression deconvolution. M is the collection
of gene expression experimental measures (normalised). G consists of the “true expression”
values or expression signatures for each gene and cell type. Finally, C contains the cell type
mixture fractions of the experimental samples. The example values follow the equation of
the model: M = GC. Modified from [203].

The problem of deconvolving the matrix M into two separate matrices G and C has been
tackled with linear regression, factor analysis (a mathematical method used to reduce the
number of dimensions in correlated data by exploring underlying variation) and more direct
methods such as minimising the error with a least squares approach [203]. Recently, more
advanced machine learning methods have also been used [209]. Reasonably good results have
been obtained with most of these approaches, suggesting that the initial linearity hypothesis
is likely to be correct [208]. Expanding on this a number of different approaches have been
developed to deconvolve a restrained version of the problem described above. In some cases,
the cell gene expression signatures can be determined experimentally, if the cells are available
in pure samples for example. Mathematically, this means the matrix G in the model equation
is known. In this case, models use deconvolution methods to estimate the cell fractions
of complex tissues [204, 207, 210]. Alternatively, since experimental techniques exist to
determine (or estimate) the cell fractions within a sample (for example using fluorescence
cell sorting), other methods consider matrix C to be known, and attempt to recover the
cell type gene expression signatures [205]. Logically, since the problem is simplified, the
partial deconvolution approaches have provided results of much higher quality [211]. The
results shown in figure 3.3 show the partial deconvolution performance from a recent study
[206]. They also highlight the difference in deconvolution quality between 50% mixture
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current method, we applied the control model eXpress
directly to the read set of the mixed sample. The esti-
mated counts from eXpress were then compared with
the true counts from another 1 million simulated read
set purely of cell type b, while keeping the same relative
transcript abundance as the previous simulations. The
corresponding Error Fractions are shown as the red line
in Figure 2 regarding different cell type b proportions.
Although the accuracy of cell type b estimates from
TEMT is affected by different cell type b proportions, it
is generally better than the direct estimates. This can be
further illustrated in Figure 3, which shows that the
direct estimated counts of cell type b from eXpress devi-
ate more from the true counts as the cell type b propor-
tion decrease, while the estimates of TEMT have much
reduced deviation. We notice that as the cell type b pro-
portion gradually decreases, the accuracy of the estimates
of cell type b from TEMT also decreases. This is the
result of the contamination effect from the cell type a
within the mixed sample. A recent paper [4] also
observed this similar phenomenon when studying copy
number aberrations from heterogeneous tumor tissue.

ENCODE data
Data preparation
Next we analyzed the recently released ENCODE data.
Due to the lack of RNA-seq data sampled from mixed
tissue samples with known cell type proportions, we
artificially generated the mixed-sample read sets by mix-
ing reads obtained from two different cell types. Specifi-
cally, we chose two Tier 1 cell lines, GM12878 and
K562, and treated them as cell type a and cell type b
respectively. The corresponding single-end RNA-seq
data of these two cell lines, GM78 1×75D A 1 (UCSC
Accession: wgEncodeEH000125) and K562 1×75D A 1
(UCSC Accession: wgEncodeEH000126) from the Wold
lab [29] at Caltech, were download from ENCODE
(2012). The data downloaded from the same lab under
similar protocols is intended to reduce the deviation
resulting from experiments. We then randomly selected
10 million reads from GM12878 cells to form the read
set of the pure sample, and 10 million reads from both
GM12878 and K562 cells using different K562 cells pro-
portions to form the read set of the mixed sample. Simi-
lar to the previous simulation study, we extracted the

Figure 3 Comparisons between indirect estimates from TEMT and direct estimates from eXpress for cell type b in terms of estimated
counts. The x-axis is the estimated counts from the two models, and the y-axis is the true counts. Each point in the figure is a comparison
between the estimated count and true count. The red points are the direct estimates from eXpress, while the blue points are the indirect
estimates from TEMT. Figure (a)-(f) are each comparison with cell type b proportions from 40% to 90%.

Li and Xie BMC Bioinformatics 2013, 14(Suppl 5):S11
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/14/S5/S11
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Fig. 3.3 Gene expression deconvolution example results. These figures show the relation
between the estimated gene expression (via deconvolution with two different methods) and
the true levels of expression. A clear difference in deconvolution quality between 50%
mixture ratios and the more biased ratios is observable. Obtained from [206].
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ratios compared to more biased ratios, a phenomenon we also observe in this project (see
section 3.4.5).

3.2.6 Deconvolution of complex signals with Machine Learning

Machine learning methods (see section 1.10.2) have been applied in many different scien-
tific contexts including genetics and genomics [126]. They are highly efficient in solving
classification problems and can thus be used as prediction models. For example, machine
learning methods can and have been used to perform gene predictions and annotate genomes
with different types of genomic information [212]. As described in section 1.10.2, machine
learning algorithms are generally good at finding patterns in complex data, which means they
are ideal tools for complex signal deconvolution problems. One of the previously mentioned
gene expression deconvolution studies [209] (see section 3.2.5) makes use of an unsupervised
learning technique to find hidden patterns to enhance the deconvolution process.

A good example of a deconvolution challenge that has been efficiently solved using modern
machine learning models is the “Cocktail party problem”. This scenario was first described
in a psychological study from 1953 [213]. This attention experiment consisted in a person
hearing two messages played through the same loudspeaker (at the time). The participants
were then asked to describe both messages separately, essentially performing signal separa-
tion. Although this human led separation of signals is still being studied today [214], this
problem has now also been investigated from a computational perspective, using algorithms
to perform the separation [215]. The “cocktail party problem” has been generalised to a
random number of loudspeakers (audio outputs) being listened to by a random number of
recording microphones (audio inputs). It has been shown that this problem becomes signifi-
cantly simpler to solve when more than one input is used. In fact, the problem is solvable by
independent component analysis (a computational method used to separate a complex signal
into additive sub-signals) as long as there is at least the same amount of microphones (inputs)
as there are sources (outputs) emitting at the same time [216]. Machine learning models have
also been shown to produce extremely good results when tackling this challenge [217, 218].

The underlying reason why these methods are able to separate the signals, especially in the
situation with more inputs than outputs, is that there is a variation between the different
signal mixtures recorded. In the very simple case of two outputs and two inputs, output A
might be closer to input A, while output B is closer to input B. In such a case, input A would
record output A with a higher intensity (higher volume) than output B, and the opposite
would happen for input B. This variation between the two recorded signals is what enables
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algorithms to deconvolve the complex signal into its respective components (output A & B).
In fact, most methods used in gene expression deconvolution also exploit variation between
samples to recover the underlying additive components (see section 3.2.5). An approach
based on this concept is also investigated in the context of complex ChIP-seq deconvolution
and is described below (see section 3.4.5).

3.2.7 ChIP-seq deconvolution approach

To investigate complex tissue ChIP-seq deconvolution, we also hypothesised a linear con-
tribution from each cell type to the resulting signal of a heterogeneous sample (similarly to
what has been done for gene expression deconvolution, see section 3.2.5). This means that
each binding event (peak) discovered in the mixture signal should be the sum of contributions
of each cell types, weighed by their mixture proportion, formally: (Pi is the peak intensity at
locus i in the mixed sample, Gik is the theoretical peak intensity at locus i in a pure sample of
cell type k, Ck is the concentration of cell type k in the mixed sample, Nct is the total number
of cell types present in the mixed sample):

Pi =
Nct

∑
k

GikCk

Based on this hypothesis, we performed a simulation based approach using publicly available
ChIP-seq data form the ENCODE project [190], generating mixed samples from different
cell-types assayed for the same protein. This enabled us to create an environment in which
all variables are known (the mixture fractions, the individual binding profiles as well as
the mixture binding profile). In our first approach, we analysed peak parameters under
different mixture contexts and with different proteins (see section 3.4.1). Then, we used
machine learning classification techniques to attempt deconvolution of the peak signals (see
section 3.4.2). The low quality of the deconvolution obtained by this initial method lead us to
rethink and simplify our approach. Having observed inconsistencies in our data (for example
peaks present in both subsamples but not in the final mixture) and knowing that peak calling
algorithms are complex (see section 1.8.3), we decided to use an alternative method to identify
protein-bound regions. Instead we used a simpler binning approach, in which 1kb bins were
marked as bound or unbound (depending on a read threshold), thus identifying the protein-
binding profiles (see section 3.3). After performing different analyses on the generated
bins, we applied machine learning methods again to try to deconvolve this newly structured
dataset (see section 3.4.4). Following further inconclusive results, we designed another
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deconvolution approach based on the variation between binding profiles from different
samples, similarly to gene expression deconvolution techniques (see section 3.2.5). The
results obtained with this method were promising, in particular in the presence of large
variation (see section 3.4.5). Overall, we have investigated several potential approaches to
complex tissue ChIP-seq deconvolution and our results demonstrate the challenging nature of
this problem. We believe the results obtained with our final approach suggest deconvolution
is possible in particular contexts and further investigation in exploiting variation between
ChIP-seq samples to deconvolve protein-binding profiles could lead to deconvolution in more
generalised contexts (see section 3.5.2).

3.3 Materials and methods

3.3.1 ENCODE Data

In this study we used ChIP-seq data generated for three different proteins (EP300, CEBPB,
and CTCF) in the GM12878 lymphoblastoid cell line and the HepG2 hepatocyte cell line.
This data was obtained from the ENCODE project [190] and was generated by five different
institutions and collaborations: the HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology (wgEncode-
HaibTfbs), Stanford/Yale/Davis/Harvard (wgEncodeSydhTfbs), the Broad Institute (wgEn-
codeBroadHistone), the University of Texas at Austin (wgEncodeOpenChromChip), and
the University of Washington (wgEncodeUwTfbs). Additional details regarding the data
obtained, including the GEO accession codes are in table 3.2. For each experiment, only the
raw unprocessed (FASTQ formatted) sequencing files of the replicates and corresponding
control files were downloaded.

3.3.2 Pre-processing and read alignment

The raw sequencing data files (FASTQ) were mixed in different proportions using an in-house
developed script. Thresholds were used to ensure that each mixture file contained the same
total number of reads (both the control and signal files). Each of these generated mixture
FASTQ files were then aligned to the reference human genome obtained from Ensembl [9]
(GRch37) using BWA (Burrow-Wheeler Aligner) [103] with the default parameters.
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Institution Protein Cell Type GEO
wgEncodeHaibTfbs P300 GM12878 GSM803387
wgEncodeHaibTfbs P300 HepG2 GSM803499
wgEncodeHaibTfbs CEBPB GM12878 GSM1010850
wgEncodeHaibTfbs CEBPB HepG2 GSM1010778
wgEncodeSydhTfbs P300 GM12878 GSM935559
wgEncodeSydhTfbs P300 GM12878 GSM935294
wgEncodeSydhTfbs P300 HepG2 GSM935545
wgEncodeSydhTfbs CEBPB HepG2 GSM935493
wgEncodeSydhTfbs CTCF GM12878 GSM935611

wgEncodeBroadHistone CTCF GM12878 GSM733752
wgEncodeBroadHistone CTCF HepG2 GSM733645

wgEncodeOpenChromChip CTCF HepG2 GSM822287
wgEncodeUwTfbs CTCF GM12878 GSM749706
wgEncodeUwTfbs CTCF HepG2 GSM749683

Table 3.2 ENCODE ChIP-seq data used in this project.

3.3.3 ChIP-seq peak calling

The protein binding profiles for each of the mixture and component files were obtained with
the Model-based Analysis for ChIP-seq (MACS) program [108]. We provided the software
with the appropriate control files (mixed control files were also generated) and used the
default parameters.

3.3.4 Peak attribution

To enable the analysis of the complex tissue binding profiles, the peaks from the mixture files
were categorised using the peaks of the component files. Using the Bedtools [219] software
package, we analysed the overlapping peaks between the component and mixture files. This
enabled us to assign peaks from the mixture file to the following categories: “The peak is
present in none of the component files”, “The peak is present in the GM12878 component
file”, “The peak is present in the HepG2 component file”, and “The peak is present in both
component files”.
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3.3.5 Bin approach

The bin approach was implemented using the Python programming language [165]. For each
1kb bin, the reads overlapping the corresponding genomic coordinates were retrieved using a
Samtools [164] wrapper (Pysam). A threshold was then used to define bins as “bound” or
“unbound” in the component files. Similarly to the peak categorisation, we attributed bins
depending on the “bound” or “unbound” status of the bins in the component files. Using a
threshold of 30 reads resulted in a similar number of bins than previously called peaks, for
this reason we used this value for our analysis.

3.3.6 Analysis and plotting

All of the analysis was performed in R [220] and Python [165]. Ggplot2 [221] was used
to create plots in R, while Matplotlib [168] was our Python plotting library. The machine
learning models (the logistic regression model and the support vector machine) were im-
plemented with the Scikit-learn Python library [222]. Additionally, to train, run and test
our models in Python, SciPy [166], a scientific package, and Pandas [167], a data analysis
package, were also used. We compared raw read data, ChIP-seq peak annotations and our bin
predictions with the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) [223]. To test the hidden Markov
model approach, we implemented a HMM in R using the HMM library [224].

3.4 Results

To model complex tissue ChIP-seq, we set up an in-silico experiment. We selected two
different, well-studied cell lines for which ChIP-seq data for several proteins was available:
the GM12878 lymphoblastoid cell line and the HepG2 human liver hepatocellular carcinoma
cell line. These cell types are also distant on the differentiation path which should increase
the likelihood of them having different gene expression patterns and thus different protein
binding patterns (see section 1.4.2). We also chose three transcription regulators, including
one that binds in a cell-type invariant manner: CEBPB, P300 and CTCF (ubiquitous). For
each factor, we artificially and randomly mixed the data in given proportions (0%-100%),
repeating the process to create replicates. For each replicate, we generated three data files, the
previously mentioned mixed file and the two component files that were mixed together. The
component files were subsampled to ensure that all of the mixture files (for every mixture
ratio) were the same size.
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Fig. 3.4 Categorised peaks from CTCF and P300. The above Venn diagrams depict the
number of peaks in two representative mixture files for the P300 and CTCF proteins with a
70% GM12878 content. The legends above the diagrams show the total number of peaks in
all of the files (mixture and component files). In addition to showing a small number of peaks
that appear only in the mixture files, this figure demonstrates the ubiquitous aspect of CTCF
with a large number of peaks that are present in both component files (and the mixture file).
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Fig. 3.5 Peak density for different peak categories. This figure depicts the average number of
reads per peak in different mixture conditions (from 0% to 100% GM12878 content). The
red to green gradient (left-most boxplots) represents all of the mixture peaks that are also
present in the GM12878 component file. The second distribution (green to blue), shows the
values for peaks that are present in the GM12878 component file but are not detected in the
HepG2 component file. Finally, the blue to pink distribution (right-most box plots) depict the
average reads per mixture peaks that are not detected in either the GM12878 or the HepG2
subcomponent files. These “new” peaks are very small and likely to be artefacts, so they
were ignored in this project.
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3.4.1 Analysis of ChIP-seq peak data

Before tackling the complex deconvolution problem, our first approach was to explore our
dataset of in silico generated mixture files and assess the potential for deconvolution. We
analysed multiple parameters of the protein bound regions and compared data for different
proteins. Using a standard peak-calling software (see section 1.8.3 and section 3.3), we
determined the protein-binding profiles for the different file types previously generated
(mixture and subcomponent files). We then analysed the overlap between component and
mixture files (see section 3.3), which enabled us to assign peaks from the mixture files to
different categories depending on the presence or absence of these peaks in the subcomponent
files. In fact, peaks present in the mixture files can be assigned to four different categories: 1)
the peak exists in both subcomponent files, 2) the peak exists in subcomponent file A, 3) the
peak exists in subcomponent file B, and 4) the peak does not exist in the subcomponent files.

Analysing the repartition of the mixture files peaks revealed a number of interesting facts.
The venn diagram depicted in figure 3.4 shows the comparison of the number of different
types of peaks between two mixtures for the P300 and CTCF proteins. The first striking
observation was the presence of peaks that did not exist in the subcomponent files but were
nonetheless detected in the mixed samples. Further analysis of this peak category suggested
they were likely to be artefacts generated by the additive noise from the subcomponent files.
In fact, these peaks, when compared to the other categories of peaks, were significantly
smaller, both in terms of peak-height and density (see figure 3.5). Since there are also
significantly less of these peaks, we hypothesised that they should not have a strong impact
on the deconvolution potential of the dataset. Another key observation was that the number
of “lost peaks” was important. This was expected and logical since we are subsampling
from each of the subcomponent files, thus retrieving only a portion of the peaks from each.
However, in particular cases the additive noise of the control files can create an enrichment
that the peak-caller will use to ignore a peak in the signal file. This phenomenon can be
observed in figure 3.6. The fact that there are many undetected peaks in the mixture file
could prove important in the analysis of complex tissue ChIP-seq files, however they should
not have any impact on the actual deconvolution challenge in itself. Finally, the variation
between the repartition of the peaks in the categories reflects the ubiquitous expression of
CTCF: there are significantly more common peaks (present in both cell types) for CTCF than
for P300.

In the second step of the peak analysis, we explored several characteristics of the mixed peaks
and observed interesting trends. We looked at the overall number of peaks, the height of the
peaks and the read density per peak. We observed anti-correlation patterns for most of those
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Fig. 3.7 Peak characteristics for the three proteins. For each protein (P300, CEBPB, and
CTCF), the plots show the number of peaks that were called in each mixture file along with
the mean peak height, and the mean number of reads per peak for different mixture ratios
(from 0% to 100% GM12878 content). The green data points correspond to peaks assigned
only to GM12878, the blue data points to peaks assigned only to HepG2, while the red data
points represent all of the peaks. This figure shows the expected similarity in the patterns
of P300 and CEBPB compared to CTCF due to the nature of the expression of the proteins.
Additionally, the amount of common CTCF peaks between the cell lines compared to the
other proteins, as seen in figure 3.4, is also observable.
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parameters, which suggests that there exist differences in the nature of the peaks from the
different cell types. The figure 3.7 shows the number of peaks that were called in each sample
file along with the mean peak height, and the mean number of reads per peak per sample. It
shows the expected similarity in the patterns of P300 and CEBPB compared to CTCF due to
the nature of the expression of the proteins. The amount of common CTCF peaks between
the cell lines compared to the other proteins, as seen in figure 3.4, is also observable. Since
CTCF is ubiquitously expressed its binding pattern should not vary considerably between cell
types and thus, the peak parameters should also show low variation. We observe considerable
variation both in terms of height and density of the peaks depending on the ratio of cell
type mixture and the reasons behind this are unclear. Another aspect for which we have no
explanation is the significant drop for both the height and density parameters at the extreme
mixture ratios.

However, overall the performed peak analysis, mainly through the observed anti-correlation
patterns, suggests that the properties of peaks resulting from different proteins vary. This sup-
ports our hypothesis that complex tissue ChIP-seq deconvolution based on peak parameters
may be feasible and this is explored further below.

3.4.2 Peak deconvolution using machine learning

Since our peak analysis suggested that peaks from different cell types showed differences
in the investigated parameters, we decided to perform a classification approach using ma-
chine learning methods, which are known to be efficient for these kind of problems (see
section 3.2.6). We focused on supervised learning methods (see section 1.10.2) and used
different datasets for training the models before testing them. Using a specific machine
learning software package (see section 3.3), we first implemented a logistic regression model
and secondly tried a Support Vector Machine model (with a linear kernel). Concretely, I
merged detected peaks from multiple in-silico mixture files (of the same mixture ratio),
creating a list of peaks defined by their locus, height, and density (number of reads in the
peak). Each of these peaks were also marked as binding in one cell type, the other cell
type, or both (see section 3.3.4). To perform the classification, 50% of peaks were randomly
selected to be part of the training set and the other 50% in the testing set (see section 1.10.2).
The prediction results were, however, very similar, between the two models, which could be
expected as SVMs (with linear kernels) and logistic regression are both linear approaches
(see section 1.10.2) [225]. Overall, the results were not good enough to suggest we had
successfully deconvolved the peak profiles. Generally, the prediction performed much better
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for extreme mixture ratios. This can be observed on figure 3.8 and on figure 3.9, which depict
the respective ROC curves for two different mixture ratios (50% and 90% GM12878), using
the SVM model to classify the peaks.

Although not good enough to call this classification approach deconvolution, the ROC curves
and respective AUC values (see section 1.10.2) were generally much higher than random.
These results thus support the previous hypothesis that the peak characteristics tend to vary
according to which cell type they come from.
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Fig. 3.8 Peak deconvolution (with SVM) ROC curve with mixture ratio 50%. This figure
depicts the ROC curve obtained from an SVM classifier used to deconvolve the peaks
in a 50% GM12878 content mixture file. The results obtained from this approach were
significantly better for extreme mixture ratios (see figure 3.9).
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Fig. 3.9 Peak deconvolution (with SVM) ROC curve with mixture ratio 90%. This figure
depicts the ROC curve obtained from an SVM classifier used to deconvolve the peaks in a
90% GM12878 content mixture file.
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3.4.3 Bin approach

We faced a number of different challenges when working with the previously mentioned
ChIP-seq peak dataset. Retrieving peaks from the subcomponent files that would correspond
to the mixture file peaks implied defining overlapping thresholds in addition to having to
deal with complex corner cases (for example when there were more than one overlapping
peaks). Additionally, as previously described (see section 1.8.3), peak calling algorithms are
complex which makes it hard to understand what is happening in particular cases such as
peaks present only in the mixture file or peaks present in both subcomponent files but not in
the mixture file.

To further investigate ChIP-seq binding profiles in complex tissue scenarios, we decided
to create a simpler approach to analyse transcription factor binding data, that removed the
complex peak-calling phase. The ChIP-seq method generates reads which map to genomic
regions that were bound by the protein of interest, creating enriched read regions (see
section 1.8.3). By using a binning approach, it is possible to analyse the number of reads per
bin and thus assess read enriched regions that likely correspond to protein-bound regions.
Such a read-bin model also enables the comparison of multiple files in a straight forward
manner, as multiple tracks can be combined in a matrix format (each cell corresponding to
the number of reads in that particular bin). We decided that the length of the bins should
be 1kb (1,000 base pairs). We investigated several thresholding methods to decide if a bin
should be considered “bound” or “unbound” and initially selected a fixed threshold of 30
reads. This threshold yielded numbers of bound bins in the same order of magnitude as the
number of (previously called) peaks. A more complex thresholding system based on the
specific distribution of reads in each file would probably be more suitable, but the motivation
behind this model was simplicity so we decided against a more complex approach. With
these fixed criteria, we created binding profiles for our complete dataset. In a similar but
simpler manner as previously, we categorised the bins from the mixture files as 1) bins
bound in both subcomponent files, 2) bins bound in subcomponent file A, 3) bins bound in
subcomponent file B, and 4) bins that were unbound in the subcomponent files. As with the
novel-peaks found in the mixture files, very few bins fell into category 4 and for the purpose
of classification this category was ignored.
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Fig. 3.10 Read bins from a P300 mixture with 20% GM12878 content (chromosome 19).
This figure depicts the number of reads per bin along the entire chromosome 19. The bins
are coloured depending on the presence of reads in the respective component file bins (using
a threshold, see section 3.4.3).
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Fig. 3.11 Distribution of bin categories for a P300 mixture with 20% GM12878 content
(chromosome 19). The green distribution corresponds to the GM12878 bins, the yellow to
the HepG2 bins, and the red to the bins that are “bound” in both component files.
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3.4.4 Bin deconvolution with machine learning

Before applying machine learning methods to classify the previously generated read bins, we
analysed the bin categories. First, we plotted each bin of mixture files, coloured according to
its assigned category. This revealed the layering of each types of bin and although the layers
overlap significantly, they are nonetheless different (see figure 3.10). Further plotting these
bins using a histogram showed the different bin category distributions (see figure 3.11).

We then proceeded following the same methodology applied when attempting to classify
the peaks (see section 3.4.2). We used the same machine learning model (SVM with linear
kernel) which we initially trained on a group of datasets including bin data for different
cell types and different mixture ratios. We then used the classifier to predict bin categories
on different datasets. With this predictive model, as with the previous peak datasets, we
obtained inconclusive results. They were only slightly better than random assignment. The
bin analysis revealed that in particular cases one bin distribution differs from the others (see
figure 3.11). This lead us to try to classify the bins with a simplified two-by-two approach.
Using the same machine learning model again, we attempted to only separate the bins into
two categories each time. For example, peaks that are only present in cell type A as category
one, and all other peaks as category two. Comparing all ROC curves together revealed
that the best performance was obtained when predicting the lower proportion cell type bins
(see figure 3.12), which is consistent with the previously observed bin distributions (see
figure 3.10 and figure 3.11). In conclusion, the information present in the binding signals
(reads per bin) is insufficient to properly deconvolve complex tissue ChIP-seq data. However,
the information is not null and could prove useful to include in a more complex model
potentially combining this with other information sources (for example signature binding
profiles, see section 3.5.2).

3.4.5 Bin deconvolution with simple variation model

The two previously described approaches to solve complex tissue ChIP-seq deconvolution,
by using machine learning models to classify protein-binding signals (see section 3.4.2
and section 3.4.4) revealed that there exists differentiating information within those signals.
However this is not sufficient to extract the two separate signals from the mixture. Inspired
by the methods applied in gene expression deconvolution (see section 3.2.5) and by machine
learning approaches to the “cocktail party problem” (see section 3.2.6), we decided to
investigate the use of variation between samples to deconvolve the complex tissue ChIP-
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Fig. 3.12 Bin deconvolution (with SVM) ROC curves with mixture ratio 80%. The two-by-
two classification ROC curves are respectively, blue for GM12878 bins, green for HepG2
bins, and red for bins “bound” in both.
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seq signal. In the “cocktail party problem” scenario, if two outputs are recorded with
one input, it is very challenging to deconvolve the two signals. However, when a second
input is added to the situation, the variation between the two recorded signals constitutes
enough additional information to deconvolve the two signals precisely. The quality of the
deconvolution improves as the variation increases (for example if the inputs are placed far
from each other). In the analogous ChIP-seq data deconvolution, the outputs correspond
to the individual cell type binding signals, while the input is the complex ChIP-seq data
(mixture signal). Additional inputs would be different complex tissue ChIP-seq experiments
(additional mixture files). The variation that would support the deconvolution would come
from the variation in the cell type mixture proportions of the samples in the additional
experiments.

The read-bin dataset that was generated previously (see section 3.4.4) contains multiple
mixture files with many different cell type proportions. We used this data and created pairs
of mixture files with different cell type proportions. As a simple first approach, we selected
pairs with opposite mixture proportions (for example pairing a 30% cell type A mixture with
a 70% cell type A mixture). We then built a straightforward model based on thresholds to
quantify the variation of reads for each bin. The predictive algorithm iterates over every
bin of each of the input files. For each pair of bins, it initially compares the read numbers
to a bound/unbound threshold to decide whether these bins contain signal. If either of the
bins contains enough reads, it then calculates the ratio between the read counts of each bin.
This ratio is then compared to a second threshold to assess if the read count has increased,
decreased or remained similar in respect to the reference mixture file. Since the cell type
proportions of the mixture files are known, it is then possible to assign each bound bin to
cell type A or B (read count increasing or decreasing) or both (read count similar). This
approach is formally described in Python below (see listing 3.1). Both model parameters
(signal threshold and variation threshold) can be optimised for the particular dataset by
looping through different values with a training set before applying the model to the test set.
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Listing 3.1 Variation model approach in Python.

# T h i s f u n c t i o n t a k e s as i n p u t two v a l u e s c o r r e s p o n d i n g
# t o t h e number o f r e a d s i n t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e b i n s from two
# m i x t u r e f i l e s , one w i t h a s m a l l f r a c t i o n o f c e l l t y p e A
# ( and l a r g e o f c e l l t y p e B ) and t h e o t h e r a l a r g e f r a c t i o n
# o f c e l l t y p e A ( and a s m a l l o f c e l l t y p e B )

# The s i g n a l t h r e s h o l d i s used t o d e t e r m i n e i f a b i n i s
# bound or unbound
s i g n a l T = 30
# The v a r i a t i o n t h r e s h o l d i s used t o d e t e r m i n e i f a b i n
# has v a r i e d i n c o n t e n t i n bo th m i x t u r e f i l e s
v a r i a t i o n T =0 .2

def v a r i a t i o n D e c o n v o l u t i o n ( s m a l l F r a c B i n , l a r g e F r a c B i n ) :
# We s t a r t by c h e c k i n g t h a t t h e y are n o t bo th unbound
i f s m a l l F r a c B i n < s i g n a l T and l a r g e F r a c B i n < s i g n a l T :

re turn " Unbound "

# We c a l c u l a t e t h e r a t i o be tween t h e two b i n s
r a t i o = s m a l l F r a c B i n / l a r g e F r a c B i n
# I f t h e s m a l l f r a c t i o n b i n i s b i g g e r than t h e l a r g e
# t h e n we a s s i g n t h i s b i n t o b e i n g bound i n c e l l t y p e B
i f r a t i o > 1 + v a r i a t i o n T :

re turn " bound i n c e l l t y p e B"
# I f i t i s t h e o p p o s i t e t h e n we a s s i g n t h e b i n t o b e i n g
# bound i n c e l l t y p e A
e l i f r a t i o < 1 − v a r i a t i o n T :

re turn " bound i n c e l l t y p e A"
# I f t h e b i n has n o t v a r i e d i n s i z e ( p a s t t h e t h r e s h o l d )
# t h e n we a s s i g n t h a t b i n as bound i n bo th c e l l t y p e s
e l s e :

re turn " bound i n bo th c e l l t y p e s "
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This simple approach produced good results for the mixture pairs with most extreme vari-
ations (see table 3.3). However the results were more contrasted with the pairs having
similar cell type proportions (see figure 3.13). To further visualise these results, we used a
genome browser to compare the pure read signal track, with the annotated bins track and
the previously generated peak track (from section 3.4.1). An example region in which all
three categories of bound signals are present (a GM only signal, a HEP only signal, and
a signal present in both) is shown in figure 3.14. Although, this method is trivial and the
large variation required to obtain good results means that the application of this approach
to real complex tissues is unrealistic, it serves as a proof of concept and demonstrates the
potential of this approach. Increasing the number of mixture files should improve results in
situations with lower variation between the cell type proportions. Further improvements to
this approach are discussed below (see section 3.5.2).

Both HepG2 GM12878
Chr 1 0.68 (202) 0.97 (1605) 0.79 (404)
Chr 2 0.64 (92) 0.97 (440) 0.82 (196)

Whole genome 0.75 (2905) 0.97 (20271) 0.77 (4008)

Table 3.3 Variation model prediction results with a 20%-80% pair. This table shows the ratio
(and number) of successfully predicted bins for each of the three bin categories and in three
different contexts (individual chromosomes and whole genome).

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Deconvolution approaches

In the context of this project, we have investigated three different approaches to solve complex
tissue ChIP-seq deconvolution. The first two are based on the same concept of attempting to
classify peaks/bins according to their characteristics, while the final approach made use of
the variation of cell type proportions between different mixture files. The main difference
between these approaches is the necessary input to perform deconvolution. The first two
classifying methods were designed to be trained on large quantities of data but then applicable
to a single complex tissue ChIP-seq data file. This kind of approach is the most practical
for “real world” applications since the already trained predictive models could be used in
a straightforward manner on any complex tissue ChIP-seq dataset. On the contrary, the
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Fig. 3.13 Bin deconvolution with the variation model. This figure shows the ratio of suc-
cessfully predicted bins (in chromosome 2) for each of the three bin categories and different
mixture ratio pairs. For example, the results for the 30%-70% pairs are shown at mixture
ratio: 70. The variation prediction model performs better with increasing variation within the
pair.
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variation approach requires the dataset to be generated with deconvolution in mind, including
samples with different cell type proportions, so as to make deconvolution feasible. This
makes the method the least appealing for “real world” applications as, in addition to the many
limiting factors (time, cost or even tissue quantity for example) linked with running multiple
ChIP-seq experiments. It will also be extremely challenging, in many cases, to obtain such
high variability (of cell type proportions) biological samples.

In terms of deconvolution quality, the binning approach was very similar to the peak based
approach. The benefits of the binning approach were mainly on the computational aspect,
making many corner cases disappear (for example when multiple peaks overlapping with
one). It created a nice mathematical structure to view and process the data and when using
appropriate thresholds (~30), the number of bins and peaks were very similar. Furthermore,
when we analysed the bin tracks alongside the peak and raw read data tracks, we observed
very consistent binding profiles (see figure 3.14). The bin structure was particularly useful
for the third (variation based) approach. It enabled the scanning of the entire genome for
each track to be done in a clear and simple manner. The main disadvantage of this method is
the issue of binding sites overlapping two bins, especially when the read count in both bins
falls just below the bound threshold. However, it is unlikely that this case happens often, but
further investigation would be required to analyse and optimise this issue.

Overall, our results show that there exists a potential for deconvolution approaches targeting
complex tissue ChIP-seq data. Although the deconvolution results of the predictive models
were for the most part inconclusive, they were better than random. This suggests that there is
some information that we are able to recover, but the models require additional information
to perform optimally. We believe that the methods we have applied may constitute a base
layer for a more complex approach to complex tissue ChIP-seq deconvolution that would
incorporate more information (see section 3.5.2).

3.5.2 Future directions and improvements

As previously mentioned, the deconvolution approaches that we applied require additional
information to perform optimally. This new information could come from different sources
and the following list contains different potential targets.

• Gene expression data: Since transcription factors are involved in gene regulation
and expression (see section 1.4.2), it is likely that including gene expression data in a
deconvolution model would increase the overall information content, especially if the
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gene expression can be deconvolved efficiently (for example with existing methods
such as the ones described in section 3.2.5). This would increase the complexity of the
experimental procedure as RNA-seq would have to be performed on the same tissue.

• Combining multiple proteins: As well as binding DNA, transcription factors also
interact between each other. This implies that some transcription factors tend to co-
localise with others, and the contrary is true as well (transcription factors “blocking”
access to others). This means that a dataset with multiple proteins assayed in the same
complex tissue may in certain circumstances (if there exists a dependency between
the proteins for example) contain extra information that could improve deconvolution.
We discuss this further in section 3.5.3, which describes a different deconvolution
methodology using a hidden markov model. Such an approach would involve perform-
ing multiple assays for different proteins, however, this is standard practice in many
scientific studies.

• Signature binding profiles: Although our entire concept of complex tissue ChIP-seq
deconvolution is based on the fact that we do not know what the cell type specific
binding profiles are, making use of signature profiles would very likely improve the
process. High quality cell type specific binding profiles may be unavailable, however,
low quality profiles could be obtained in different ways and would nonetheless, likely
improve the quality of the results. Such low quality profiles could be obtained by profil-
ing the protein in a similar cell type that can be purified. Another more modern option
could be to use the recently developed single cell ChIP-seq assay (see section 1.8.3),
which produces very low coverage binding profiles. It may also be possible to purify
only one of the cell types contained in the complex tissue (for example the majority
cell type) and the addition of this binding profile to a deconvolution model would also
likely increase the prediction quality.

• Combining methods: The approach with the most promising results was the third
method that takes advantage of cell type proportion variation between input samples.
However, as discussed above, this is also the most “unrealistic” model as the variation
required to obtain good results is unlikely to be attainable in a complex tissue sample.
It is likely that with lower variation, a high number of samples would be required to
obtain similar results. However, another option that may improve the deconvolution
quality with low variation and low number of samples, is to combine this variation
based method with the classification approach. Additionally, any of the other three
options to increase the information content of the model could be included as well.
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Furthermore, in addition to the many improvement options in terms of adding complexity
to the deconvolution model, technological advances might also improve the potential for
complex tissue deconvolution in the future. As the cost of sequencing continues to drop and
the robotisation of experimental assays spreads, generating large datasets will likely become
the norm. This would be highly beneficial for the prediction model based on variation.
Technological improvements to the experimental protocol itself will likely generate binding
profiles of higher quality and precision, which in turn may improve the complex tissue
deconvolution process (for example by eliminating open chromatin noise, see section 1.8.3).

3.5.3 Deconvolution using multiple transcription factors with a HMM

As discussed above (see section 3.5.2), a potential option to deconvolve complex tissue
ChIP-seq data would be to take advantage of the interaction (dependency) between different
transcription factors. Such a model would require as input multiple ChIP-seq experiments
with different proteins for the same tissue. The method would then go through all of the bins
(in a bin based model) for each of the different ChIP-seq files analysing the combination of
bound transcription factors and using this information to deconvolve a particular reference
ChIP-seq file. The hypothesis here is that the dependencies between factors varies in different
cell types. Since we can observe the bound combination of factors but cannot know if a
particular site is bound in cell type A or B or both, this approach seems suitable for a HMM
model.

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have been widely used in bioinformatics for a number of
different purposes. These theoretical tools are used to model Markov processes in which some
or all of the states are hidden and the output of those states are observable variables. These
mathematical tools are known to be efficient in predicting the context of sequence regions. As
an example, ChromHMM is a model that was built to predict different chromatin states and
has been successful in doing so [226]. In our complex tissue ChIP-seq mixture environment,
two different HMMs can be implemented “on top of each other”, such complex HMM
structures are called hierarchical HMMs. The first model has two hidden states: “bound”
and “unbound”, and the observable variables are the number of reads in the bin. To simplify
the model, each variable could correspond to a range of read count values (for example
with three observations, A: less than 15 reads, B: 15-35 reads, and C: more than 35 reads)
and the probabilities of observing A would be much higher in the “unbound” than in the
“bound” state. The second is slightly more complex, here the observed variables correspond
to the different combinations of ChIP-seq signal for the proteins (for example, with two
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proteins, one observation is there is a peak for protein A and for protein B), while the hidden
states are (with two cell types): “Proteins only bound in cell type A”, “ proteins only bound
in cell type B”, “proteins bound in both cell types”, and “proteins are not bound”, which
correspond to the different possibilities for a bound bin in the ChIP-seq file being deconvolved.
Each hidden state of the HMM also has three sets of probabilities: transition probabilities,
observation probabilities and starting probabilities. The set of transition probabilities defines
the probability for each state (including itself) of changing to that state after each step. The
set of observation probabilities defines the probability of observing a particular variable from
each state. Similarly to machine learning models, these probability sets can be optimised (or
“learned”) from training datasets. Finally the set of starting probabilities determines how likely
is the process going to start for each state. This second HMM is illustrated in figure 3.15, it
has a set of four hidden states S = {A,B,AB,U} (A: “only bound in cell type A”, B: “only
bound in cell type B”, AB: “bound in both”, U: “bound in neither”), four observable variables
O = {1,2,12,0} (1: "protein 1 bound", "2 protein 2 bound", "12: both proteins bound", 0:
"None bound"), the set of transition probabilities PT = {PAA,PAB, ...,PUU} (PAA: probability
of staying in state A, PAB: probability of changing from state A to state B, etc.), the set of
observation probabilities PO = {PA1, ...,PU0} (PA1: Probability of observing variable 1 from
state A, etc.), and finally the starting probabilities PS = {PSA, ...,PSU} (PSA: probability of
starting in state A).

Since we had generated complex tissue ChIP-seq data for three different proteins (see
section 3.4.1), we attempted to build and test this model. The theory and the evidence of a
successful HMM in a similar scenario [226] suggest that this model is adequate. However,
unfortunately, after implementing the HMM, the optimisation of the probability sets using
a training dataset did not yield adequate probabilities (probabilities of almost 1 or 0) and
the resulting model could not achieve any deconvolution. The reason behind this failure
is unclear and further investigation into how to fit and test this model correctly is required.
Finally, even though we did not succeed in developing this model, we discuss it here as we
believe that this approach provides an additional interesting way of tackling complex tissue
ChIP-seq deconvolution.
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Fig. 3.15 HMM deconvolution approach. This figure depicts the graphical model of the
HMM built to deconvolve complex tissue ChIP-seq. It has a set of four hidden states (grey
circles) S = {A,B,AB,U} (A: “only bound in cell type A”, B: “only bound in cell type
B”, AB: “bound in both”, U: “bound in neither”), four observable variables (white circles)
O = {1,2,12,0} (1: "protein 1 bound", "2 protein 2 bound", "12: both proteins bound", 0:
"None bound"), the set of transition probabilities (black arrows) PT = {PAA,PAB, ...,PUU}
(PAA: probability of staying in state A, PAB: probability of changing from state A to state B,
etc.), the set of observation probabilities (dashed arrows) PO = {PA1, ...,PU0} (PA1: Probability
of observing variable 1 from state A, etc.), and finally the starting probabilities (grey arrows)
PS = {PSA, ...,PSU} (PSA: probability of starting in state A). For example, we can intuitively
expect the probabilities PAB0 and PU12 to be very small (probability of detecting signal for
both proteins when they are unbound in both cell types, and probability of observing no
signal when they are both bound), similarly we can expect PU0 to be high (probability of
observing no signal when nothing is bound).
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3.5.4 ChIP-seq data used

In the context of this project, we decided to make use of real ChIP-seq data obtained from
the ENCODE project (see section 3.4). Since multiple datasets for several protein-cell
type combinations were available, we did not consider other data options at the start of the
project. Since our results suggest that performing deconvolution based on the variation in
cell type proportions between samples is efficient (with high variation), a logical next step,
as discussed above (see section 3.5.2) is to investigate larger datasets with less variation. In
this situation, instead of generating or searching for such a large dataset, an alternative would
be to make use of simulated ChIP-seq data. A number of different ChIP-seq data simulators
are available and using such data to develop and tune predictive models may prove an ideal
complementary approach to test and improve ChIP-seq deconvolution methods in the future.

3.6 Conclusions

Through different methods, we have attempted to perform complex tissue ChIP-seq deconvo-
lution. Although successful deconvolution was not achieved, our results suggest that, at least
in particular contexts, this process is feasible. The methods we have investigated showed
promising aspects, in particular the last cell type proportion variation based deconvolution
model. We also discussed a number of improvements that have the potential to significantly
improve the predictive power of the models. Different model approaches could be investi-
gated and inspiration for these could be found in other bioinformatics areas; since modern
sequencing assays generally require samples containing a high number of cells to obtain
meaningful signals and that most real world samples are heterogenous, deconvolving the re-
sults of modern assays has been a point of focus in multiple different areas. Gene expression
deconvolution has been mentioned previously (see section 3.2.5) but deconvolution methods
have been developed in cancer genomics to uncover the fractions of different subpopulations
of cells (subpopulations of cells in tumour samples often vary in terms of mutations and copy
number variations). Probabilistic approaches developed to infer intra-tumour heterogeneity
have shown excellent results and could potentially be adapted to the ChIP-seq deconvolution
problem. For example, THetA (a software for Tumor Heterogeneity Analysis) [227] uses
a maximum likelihood approach to maximise the probability of observing the experiment
sequencing reads given the underlying cancer genomes and the genome mixing fractions.
Formally, the genome is segmented into non-overlapping segments I = (I1, ..., Im) and the
probability that needs to be maximised is P(r|C,µ), where r is a vector containing the
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read depth for each segment in I obtained from aligned sequencing reads, C is a m× n
matrix representing the counts of each segment for each of the n subpopulations, and µ a
vector containing the mixing fractions for each n subpopulations. Finally, despite the recent
single-cell ChIP-seq experiment [89], we strongly believe that being able to study cell type
specific protein binding in tissues, without having to separate the cells (which may influence
the binding profiles, see section 3.2.2), would greatly benefit genomic research. Overall,
the research performed in the context of this project has provided valuable insight into the
potential for ChIP-seq deconvolution, and will hopefully serve as a basis and motivation for
further investigation.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

In this thesis, I have described in detail two separate projects that are based on the same
underlying concept: data reusability. As previously described in the introduction (see
section 1.7), the arrival of next generation sequencing methods, as well as other modern
high throughput experimental technologies, have lead to an increasing amount of publicly
available data. Although it is already common practice to examine existing data in particular
contexts, such as follow-up studies that build on the previous methodology, it is less common
to observe data being reused in totally different contexts. In this work, I focused on data
produced by the ChIP-seq experimental method, which is designed to detect genomic regions
that are bound by (DNA-binding) proteins (see section 1.8.3). Both projects make use of
previously generated ChIP-seq data, firstly to investigate a mitochondrial DNA phenomenon
and secondly to model and explore the concept of complex tissue ChIP-seq deconvolution. In
addition to showcasing two different applications for ChIP-seq data reusability, both projects
provided valuable scientific insights.

The first project investigated the use of ChIP-seq data to detect mitochondrial heteroplasmy
(see section 2.2). The first key finding of this work was that in most cases, ChIP-seq data
contains relatively high sequencing coverage of the mtDNA (see section 2.4.2), which is
sufficient to detect heteroplasmic positions with a “high” minor allele level (see section 2.4.3).
In the second phase of the project, we performed a broad analysis of the phenomenon,
covering a number of different characteristics in a dataset comprising 79 individuals from
16 species. Our results, which are in the process of being published, provide insights into
mitochondrial heteroplasmy over a large portion of the mammalian phylogeny.

Through the second project, I explored the potential for complex tissue ChIP-seq decon-
volution. The initial step was to model complex tissue ChIP-seq data by creating in-silico
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mixtures of previously generated ChIP-seq data for cell lines (obtained from the ENCODE
project). The protein binding profiles of the model complex tissue experiments were first
produced using peak calling software, then using a simpler binning approach. The data was
then analysed before different classification methods were applied to attempt to deconvolve
the individual signals. Despite not having succeeded in performing complex tissue ChIP-seq
deconvolution, the results obtained suggest that there are detectable differences between the
binding profiles and that there is potential for more complex approaches, which may include
additional information, in order to succeed in deconvolving complex tissue ChIP-seq data.

As a whole, this thesis has described novel uses of existing ChIP-seq datasets, enabling us to
gain deeper biological understanding of biological systems, as well as providing valuable
insight into the assays used to measure them.

4.1 Future work

Below, I list a number of different directions follow-up studies could take in investigating the
reuse of ChIP-seq data for heteroplasmy detection as well as for exploring complex tissue
deconvolution. Naturally, these suggestions will evolve as the underlying methodology and
technology improve and the impact of this is discussed in the next section (see section 4.2).

4.1.1 Mitochondrial Heteroplasmy

The mitochondrial heteroplasmy study that I have performed in the context of this thesis
is in itself relatively complete. Using the appropriate experimental validation methods, a
further exploration of the lower level heteroplastic positions would be possible. Additionally,
investigating the few high level heteroplasmies that were not detected by the experimental
validation could provide further insight into the underlying causes of either the validation
process not detecting positions or the algorithm misinterpreting positions. Nonetheless,
now that the concept of using ChIP-seq data to detect heteroplasmy has been demonstrated,
follow-up studies could investigate much larger ChIP-seq datasets within or across species.
The Mouse ENCODE project for example has a large quantity of publicly available ChIP-seq
data. From the technical side, the detection model could be improved. For example, it could
automatically set the optimal parameters depending on the available coverage, which would
enable different levels of heteroplasmy detection depending on the data.
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4.1.2 Complex Tissue ChIP-seq Deconvolution

Having established that there is potential for complex tissue ChIP-seq deconvolution, further
work should be aimed at solving the problem by adding information to the model. A
number of potential improvements have already been discussed (see section 3.5.2) and the
implementation and testing of these would provide valuable insight into how applicable such
an approach might be for a real dataset. Similarly, a large dataset of simulated ChIP-seq data
could be used to explore how much data would be required to deconvolve complex tissue
ChIP-seq signals using a variation detection model in more realistic, low variation contexts.

4.2 Potential impact of future technology

As described in the introduction (see section 1.4.2), proteins play key roles in cellular function
and to understand these roles, it is necessary to locate the genomic regions with which these
proteins interact. The use of chromatin immunoprecipitation to study protein binding profiles
was first performed nearly thirty years ago [228], before being transformed by the arrival of
next generation sequencing technology and adapted to ChIP-seq nearly ten years ago [106].
Moreover, last year was the first time this experimental method was performed on a single
cell basis [89] and there is no doubt that this experimental method will further improve and
evolve in the future.

In my opinion, the two main steps of the ChIP-seq protocol that will likely improve the most
are the immunoprecipitation and the sequencing.

The costs of sequencing are dropping and this will directly impact ChIP-seq studies in
two ways. First, the precipitated residues will be sequenced at much higher coverage,
which should improve the quality of the binding profiles produced. Second, more replicate
experiments will be performed. There are already robotised protocols that are able to
perform ChIP-seq experiments on 96 samples at a time [157]. Furthermore, the progress of
sequencing methods that do not use PCR is also promising. Such methods would increase
the homogeneity of binding profiles, reducing noise and biases due to PCR duplicates. Both
my projects would greatly benefit from these advantages; the quantity of replicates is likely
to significantly improve the power of deconvolution methods, while PCR free sequencing
should increase the precision of heteroplasmy detection methods as well as making them
simpler.
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Today, the quality of ChIP-seq results depends largely on the specificity of the antibody (how
well it binds the protein of interest). Despite the use of methods and benchmarks to validate
antibodies, the quality of the antibodies used (and the produced ChIP-seq data) vary. If
synthetic biology technology progresses enough, it is possible that, in the future, antibodies
will be “made to measure”. A significant increase of the binding affinity would considerably
reduce the noise currently observable in ChIP-seq data (open chromatin regions for example,
see section 1.8.3). Although this will not have any impact on heterolasmy detection (as ChIP
signals are not relevant), it may have an impact on deconvolution approaches ensuring only
true protein binding signals are considered for classification.

Progress in both these aspects will enable smaller samples to be used to produce high quality
results. If the number of required cells (to obtain good results) diminishes enough, obtaining
pure samples for some of the major cell types of complex tissues may become possible.
Using such data to then deconvolve an experiment performed on a complex tissue sample
would likely improve deconvolution, without perturbing the cells with the separation process
(see section 1.8.3).

4.3 Final words

As further research is performed and modern technology is developed and applied, it is
likely that significant progress will be made both in terms of increasing our knowledge of
mitochondrial heteroplasmy and deconvolving protein binding profiles from complex tissue
ChIP-seq experiments. This could lead to discoveries that would not only add to the scientific
knowledge around cellular and mitochondrial function but also impact medical research.
As stated in section 2.2, heteroplasmic positions have been linked to many different human
diseases, and tumours are extremely complex tissues with interesting expression and protein
binding patterns. It is clear that further understanding of the underlying workings of such
medical issues is key to investigate potential solutions.

Finally, to conclude this thesis, I would like to emphasise that science is constantly evolving,
and our scientific knowledge is built in small incremental steps. Each individual study,
performed by scientists around the world, some of which may not appear to have made a
strong impact, but when taken as a whole, have made science what it is today and will likely
contribute to what science is tomorrow.
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Supplementary material for Chapter 2

A.1 List of detected heteroplasmic positions
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Table A.1 Detected heteroplasmic positions. The following table lists the details of all the
detected heteroplasmies analysed in this project. The heteroplasmic positions detected in
files that were discarded (see section 2.4.2) are listed in Appendix A (see table A.2)

Individual Position Major Minor Ratio Coverage Annotation Mitomap
Btau4 363 G C 0.16 68 NC NoDisease
Btau5 957 G A 0.17 100 rRNA NoDisease
Btau7 957 G A 0.15 100 rRNA NoDisease
Btau5 968 T A 0.15 100 rRNA NoDisease
Btau7 968 T A 0.15 98 rRNA NoDisease
Btau4 1068 G A 0.15 100 rRNA Disease
Btau5 1594 A G 0.29 31 rRNA NoDisease
Btau6 1657 T C 0.15 99 rRNA NoDisease
Btau5 2748 C T 0.19 95 rRNA NoDisease
Btau6 2748 C T 0.25 95 rRNA NoDisease
Btau7 2748 C T 0.20 95 rRNA NoDisease
Btau5 2755 C T 0.19 96 rRNA NoDisease
Btau6 2755 C T 0.26 95 rRNA NoDisease
Btau7 2755 C T 0.17 96 rRNA NoDisease
Btau5 2877 T C 0.15 100 rRNA NoDisease
Cfam5 7938 G A 0.31 99 nSYN (G/S) NoDisease
Cfam4 16148 G A 0.20 35 NC Liftover Fail
Cfam5 16158 A G 0.18 57 NC Liftover Fail
Cfam6 16168 A G 0.43 40 NC Liftover Fail
Cfam7 16168 A G 0.23 44 NC Liftover Fail
Cjac5 3692 C T 0.17 46 nSYN (T/I) Liftover Fail
Cjac5 3699 G A 0.26 54 SYN Liftover Fail
Cjac5 3732 A G 0.31 52 SYN Liftover Fail
Cjac5 6164 C T 0.17 99 SYN Liftover Fail
Cjac5 6191 T C 0.39 82 SYN Liftover Fail
Cjac5 6207 A T 0.31 54 nSYN (A/S) Liftover Fail
Cjac6 16293 C T 0.33 21 NC Liftover Fail
Cjac5 16478 C A 0.42 36 NC Liftover Fail
Cjac5 16479 T C 0.22 32 NC Liftover Fail
Cjac6 16479 C T 0.29 21 NC Liftover Fail
Csab1 4113 C T 0.17 41 nSYN (L/F) Liftover Fail
Csab2 4113 C T 0.18 39 nSYN (L/F) Liftover Fail
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Csab3 4113 C T 0.17 36 nSYN (L/F) Liftover Fail
Csab2 16320 T C 0.21 29 NC Liftover Fail
Ggal2 3832 C A 0.33 21 rRNA Liftover Fail
Ggal1 3837 T A 0.23 22 rRNA Liftover Fail

Hsap23 72 T C 0.35 83 NC NoDisease
HsapC3 72 T C 0.20 94 NC NoDisease
Hsap99 94 G A 0.21 72 NC NoDisease
HsapC8 182 T C 0.33 69 NC NoDisease
HsapC8 195 C T 0.34 67 NC Disease
HsapC8 198 T C 0.36 69 NC NoDisease
HsapC8 204 T C 0.35 78 NC NoDisease
Hsap94 309 C T 0.21 72 NC Disease
Hsap23 309 C T 0.17 76 NC NoDisease
Hsap28 309 C T 0.29 28 NC NoDisease
Hsap99 309 C T 0.23 47 NC NoDisease
HsapC6 309 C T 0.15 65 NC NoDisease
Hsap23 310 T C 0.28 64 NC Disease
Hsap08 310 T C 0.35 26 NC NoDisease
Hsap94 310 T C 0.31 65 NC NoDisease
Hsap99 310 T C 0.43 42 NC NoDisease
HsapC3 310 T C 0.32 59 NC NoDisease
HsapC6 310 C T 0.44 50 NC NoDisease
HsapC7 310 T C 0.29 59 NC NoDisease
HsapC8 310 T C 0.26 80 NC NoDisease
HsapC8 515 A G 0.15 33 NC NoDisease
HsapC7 1018 A G 0.19 26 rRNA NoDisease
HsapC8 1018 A G 0.19 27 rRNA NoDisease
HsapC7 4315 A T 0.23 31 tRNA NoDisease
Hsap94 5054 A G 0.22 59 SYN NoDisease
HsapC8 8387 A G 0.16 64 nSYN (V/M) NoDisease
HsapC7 11944 C T 0.26 77 SYN NoDisease
HsapC8 12236 A G 0.32 69 tRNA Disease
Hsap94 12308 A G 0.16 45 tRNA NoDisease
Hsap94 14766 C T 0.18 82 nSYN (T/I) NoDisease
Hsap99 14869 A G 0.17 29 SYN NoDisease
HsapC7 16192 T C 0.15 93 NC Disease
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Hsap94 16519 C T 0.19 85 NC NoDisease
Mfur3 2326 T C 0.18 97 rRNA Liftover Fail
Mfur2 15525 C T 0.36 91 NC Liftover Fail

MmulLA 265 C G 0.26 66 NC Liftover Fail
MmulBO 8239 T C 0.21 58 NC Liftover Fail
MmulBO 15510 T C 0.32 72 nSYN (I/T) NoDisease
Mmul38 16182 A G 0.19 47 NC Liftover Fail
MmulJO 16182 G A 0.40 57 NC Liftover Fail
MmulJO 16354 T C 0.19 27 NC Liftover Fail
Mmus45 1364 T C 0.16 25 rRNA NoDisease
Mmus10 2360 C A 0.24 34 rRNA NoDisease
Mmus10 2525 C T 0.20 45 rRNA NoDisease
Mmus11 2525 C T 0.18 33 rRNA NoDisease
Mmus68 3072 G A 0.15 26 nSYN (T/A) NoDisease
Mmus10 3860 T A 0.26 27 tRNA NoDisease
Mmus72 12182 A G 0.20 60 SYN NoDisease
Mmus14 12862 T C 0.23 26 nSYN (V/A) NoDisease
Mmus72 15519 T C 0.16 70 NC NoDisease
Ocun5 1957 T A 0.32 71 rRNA NoDisease
Ocun5 3866 A T 0.33 49 tRNA NoDisease
Ocun5 3894 T C 0.28 89 tRNA NoDisease
Ocun5 3904 T A 0.24 87 tRNA NoDisease
Ocun4 8499 A G 0.22 46 SYN NoDisease
Ogar1 2358 A T 0.16 70 rRNA Liftover Fail
Rnor5 1394 G A 0.17 72 rRNA NoDisease
Rnor5 2448 C T 0.19 75 rRNA NoDisease
Rnor5 2542 A G 0.18 74 rRNA NoDisease
Rnor5 4992 A C 0.19 67 tRNA NoDisease
Rnor5 9294 T C 0.17 69 SYN NoDisease
Rnor5 11679 G A 0.23 52 tRNA NoDisease
Rnor5 11680 A T 0.24 51 tRNA NoDisease
Rnor5 11721 C A 0.18 55 tRNA NoDisease
Rnor9 11771 G A 0.17 88 SYN NoDisease
Rnor5 13882 C T 0.16 49 SYN Disease
Rnor5 15856 A T 0.15 80 NC Liftover Fail
Shar1 15635 T A 0.36 25 NC Liftover Fail
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Shar2 15635 T A 0.32 25 NC Liftover Fail
Sscr5 1031 T A 0.16 50 NC NoDisease
Sscr6 15773 A G 0.22 32 SYN NoDisease
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A.2 Detailed coverage data for each individual.
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A.2 Detailed coverage data for each individual.
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A.3 Heteroplasmic positions detected in the discarded individuals

A.3 Heteroplasmic positions detected in the discarded in-
dividuals
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A.3 Heteroplasmic positions detected in the discarded individuals

Table A.2 Heteroplasmies detected in the discarded individuals.

Individual Position Major Minor Ratio Coverage
Hsap12878 114 C A 0.20 64
Hsap12878 115 T C 0.21 63
Hsap12878 572 C A 0.22 32
Hsap12878 750 A G 0.24 70
Hsap12878 1406 T C 0.39 57
Hsap12878 1414 C A 0.48 46
Hsap12878 2788 C T 0.20 44
Hsap12878 2789 C T 0.23 43
Hsap12878 3144 A G 0.27 59
Hsap12878 3167 T C 0.16 51
Hsap12878 3222 C T 0.33 39
Hsap12878 3275 C T 0.20 40
Hsap12878 3306 C T 0.19 53
Hsap12878 3310 C T 0.17 53
Hsap12878 3372 T A 0.46 65
Hsap12878 3388 T C 0.21 71
Hsap12878 3408 T C 0.25 69
Hsap12878 3423 C T 0.24 68
Hsap12878 3438 A G 0.19 68
Hsap12878 3496 G T 0.45 33
Hsap12878 3498 C A 0.36 33
Hsap12878 3522 C T 0.20 46
Hsap12878 3531 G A 0.17 53
Hsap12878 3559 C T 0.22 49
Hsap12878 3591 G A 0.38 58
Hsap12878 3597 C T 0.23 52
Hsap12878 3618 T C 0.43 51
Hsap12878 3621 C T 0.48 54
Hsap12878 3651 C A 0.16 67
Hsap12878 3669 G A 0.35 63
Hsap12878 3705 G A 0.41 59
Hsap12878 3744 A G 0.28 60
Hsap12878 3801 T C 0.34 41
Hsap12878 3806 C T 0.42 33
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Hsap12878 5843 G A 0.49 37
Hsap12878 5846 C T 0.42 33
Hsap12878 9148 T C 0.50 28
Hsap12878 9150 A C 0.44 32
Hsap12878 9175 C T 0.45 49
Hsap12878 9180 G A 0.44 39
Hsap12878 9776 C T 0.25 53
Hsap12878 9785 C T 0.27 48
Hsap12878 9899 C T 0.38 65
Hsap12878 9905 C T 0.49 61
Hsap12878 9989 T C 0.34 38
Hsap12878 10006 T A 0.30 50
Hsap12878 10031 T C 0.28 47
Hsap12878 10094 C T 0.37 43
Hsap12878 10101 C T 0.48 52
Hsap12878 10133 A G 0.38 47
Hsap12878 10139 C T 0.21 42
Hsap12878 10410 T C 0.23 44
Hsap12878 10478 C T 0.37 30
Hsap12878 10532 A G 0.23 43
Hsap12878 10619 T C 0.47 43
Hsap12878 10754 A G 0.41 59
Hsap12878 10776 T C 0.27 59
Hsap12878 10984 C T 0.35 48
Hsap12878 11080 T C 0.44 32
Hsap12878 11320 A T 0.40 55
Hsap12878 11344 A G 0.20 59
Hsap12878 12049 C T 0.19 43
Hsap12878 12063 C T 0.16 56
Hsap12878 12471 T C 0.21 61
Hsap12878 12477 T C 0.22 59
Hsap12878 13566 A T 0.45 55
Hsap12878 13819 T C 0.17 54
Hsap12878 13830 T C 0.26 42
Hsap12878 13857 A C 0.17 36
Hsap12878 13920 C T 0.38 63
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Hsap12878 13926 T C 0.49 67
Hsap12878 13947 C T 0.37 60
Hsap12878 14155 C A 0.17 35
Hsap12878 14173 T C 0.30 37
Hsap12878 14383 C T 0.31 54
Hsap12878 14398 G A 0.38 65
Hsap12878 14422 A T 0.24 34
Hsap12878 14512 T C 0.22 32
Hsap12878 14727 T C 0.33 21
Hsap12878 14744 C T 0.31 51
Hsap12878 14755 A T 0.17 54
Hsap12878 15463 A G 0.19 47
Hsap12878 15466 G A 0.30 47
Hsap12878 15499 C A 0.41 51
Hsap12878 15748 T C 0.18 56
Hsap12878 15784 T C 0.17 58
Hsap12878 15826 A G 0.35 48
Hsap12878 15836 A T 0.21 47
Hsap12878 16000 G T 0.45 42
Hsap12878 16023 G A 0.18 61
Hsap12878 16400 C A 0.35 63
Hsap12878 16483 G A 0.48 66
Hsap12878 16497 A G 0.30 66
Hsap813 310 T C 0.22 60
Hsap813 494 C A 0.23 22
Hsap813 567 A C 0.27 22
Hsap813 574 A C 0.17 29
Hsap813 13093 A G 0.47 58
Hsap813 15940 T C 0.43 28
Mmul173 3561 G A 0.18 28
Mmul290 12360 T C 0.35 20
Mmul290 14998 C T 0.18 51
Mmul290 16214 T C 0.28 32
Mmul71 2721 G A 0.31 32
Mmul71 3292 T C 0.35 23
Mmul71 3315 C T 0.32 22
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Mmul71 3366 A G 0.34 35
Mmul71 3372 T C 0.50 30
Mmul71 3579 C T 0.48 23
Mmul71 3654 T C 0.32 22
Mmul71 4951 A G 0.48 27
Mmul71 5002 A T 0.21 33
Mmul71 5015 A G 0.42 24
Mmul71 9977 G A 0.18 22
Mmul71 10119 T C 0.46 24
Mmul71 10135 T C 0.28 29
Mmul71 13984 T C 0.35 20
Mmul71 14118 G A 0.33 48
Mmul71 14187 A G 0.50 24
Mmul71 14191 C T 0.40 20
Mmul71 14275 T C 0.28 25
Mmul71 14377 T C 0.35 26
Mmul71 14416 A C 0.22 41
Mmul71 14524 T C 0.16 31
Mmul71 14571 T C 0.17 30
Mmul71 14587 G A 0.22 37
Mmul71 14599 G A 0.27 41
Mmul71 14649 T C 0.45 29
Mmul71 14650 G A 0.47 30
Mmul71 14668 C T 0.45 31
Mmul71 14692 A G 0.26 42
Mmul71 14721 T C 0.48 29
Mmul71 14771 A C 0.31 29
Mmul71 14797 T C 0.21 42
Mmul71 14807 A G 0.26 43
Mmul71 14830 A G 0.27 49
Mmul71 14876 G A 0.18 57
Mmul71 14938 T C 0.50 26
Mmul71 14944 T C 0.48 29
Mmul71 14959 G A 0.37 35
Mmul71 14962 A G 0.37 35
Mmul71 15004 C T 0.41 29
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Mmul71 15013 C T 0.24 21
Mmul71 15037 C T 0.46 24
Mmul71 15040 A G 0.48 25
Mmul71 15118 G A 0.38 21
Mmul71 15154 G A 0.41 32
Mmul71 15166 A G 0.30 20
Mmul71 15385 G A 0.26 54
Mmul71 15417 C T 0.48 23
Mmul71 15451 T C 0.34 35
Mmul71 15511 C T 0.47 34
Mmul71 15547 G A 0.41 37
Mmul71 15553 A G 0.37 43
Mmul71 15614 T C 0.45 31
Mmul71 15661 T C 0.32 28
Mmul71 15664 C T 0.38 29
Mmul71 15709 T C 0.20 20
Mmul71 15712 A G 0.16 25
Mmul71 15805 T C 0.33 36
Mmul71 15844 A G 0.30 43
Mmul71 15865 C G 0.39 23

Fcat1 63 A T 0.46 24
Fcat1 173 G A 0.16 44
Fcat1 570 A G 0.43 23
Fcat1 637 A T 0.41 54
Fcat1 1442 A C 0.24 67
Fcat1 1472 G A 0.29 31
Fcat1 1584 A T 0.43 30
Fcat1 1708 C T 0.32 71
Fcat1 2003 C T 0.32 77
Fcat1 3153 T C 0.47 47
Fcat1 3181 C T 0.16 64
Fcat1 3327 C T 0.21 77
Fcat1 3330 A T 0.24 78
Fcat1 3383 T C 0.29 38
Fcat1 3737 G A 0.33 70
Fcat1 3896 G A 0.22 65
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Fcat1 3941 T A 0.42 79
Fcat1 4128 A G 0.25 75
Fcat1 4232 A G 0.35 40
Fcat1 4508 A G 0.34 83
Fcat1 4727 A T 0.22 55
Fcat1 5125 A G 0.18 51
Fcat1 5149 T C 0.27 44
Fcat1 5162 T C 0.36 53
Fcat1 5461 A G 0.33 75
Fcat1 5644 C T 0.32 82
Fcat1 5798 G A 0.20 66
Fcat1 6175 C G 0.26 57
Fcat1 6224 A T 0.18 57
Fcat1 6549 T C 0.38 69
Fcat1 6581 G A 0.23 69
Fcat1 6656 T C 0.21 82
Fcat1 6843 T C 0.24 74
Fcat1 6998 T C 0.28 25
Fcat1 7424 T C 0.42 76
Fcat1 7919 G A 0.27 77
Fcat1 8162 A G 0.35 68
Fcat1 8240 C T 0.33 64
Fcat1 8525 C T 0.31 72
Fcat1 9110 C T 0.29 82
Fcat1 9211 G A 0.31 85
Fcat1 9367 C T 0.35 68
Fcat1 9852 A G 0.38 71
Fcat1 9978 T C 0.16 57
Fcat1 10008 A G 0.41 54
Fcat1 10026 T C 0.42 57
Fcat1 10406 T C 0.31 61
Fcat1 10546 C T 0.36 69
Fcat1 10609 T C 0.40 70
Fcat1 10851 T C 0.31 83
Fcat1 11326 A G 0.20 82
Fcat1 11356 T C 0.19 74
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Fcat1 11480 G A 0.25 79
Fcat1 11633 C T 0.25 77
Fcat1 11814 A G 0.27 78
Fcat1 11921 T C 0.21 72
Fcat1 12014 C T 0.37 81
Fcat1 12158 A G 0.38 78
Fcat1 12197 T C 0.25 75
Fcat1 12359 T C 0.29 80
Fcat1 12645 T C 0.34 79
Fcat1 13032 T C 0.30 74
Fcat1 13248 G A 0.29 77
Fcat1 13285 C T 0.30 79
Fcat1 13590 C T 0.29 79
Fcat1 14186 A G 0.35 71
Fcat1 15097 C T 0.33 81
Fcat1 15104 G A 0.27 79
Fcat1 15331 G A 0.25 85
Fcat1 15343 A G 0.22 85
Fcat1 15478 T C 0.29 75
Fcat1 15589 C T 0.36 67
Fcat1 15756 T C 0.37 76
Fcat1 15904 A G 0.30 79
Fcat1 16018 C T 0.32 77
Fcat2 169 C T 0.20 45
Fcat2 173 G A 0.29 48
Fcat2 570 G A 0.47 32
Fcat2 637 A T 0.34 53
Fcat2 1584 A T 0.40 25
Fcat2 1708 C T 0.35 71
Fcat2 2003 C T 0.43 77
Fcat2 3153 T C 0.44 52
Fcat2 3181 C T 0.16 64
Fcat2 3330 A T 0.15 79
Fcat2 3383 T C 0.23 44
Fcat2 3737 G A 0.39 83
Fcat2 3896 G A 0.25 69
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Fcat2 3941 T A 0.33 88
Fcat2 4128 A G 0.39 80
Fcat2 4232 A G 0.46 41
Fcat2 4508 A G 0.44 85
Fcat2 4727 A T 0.20 55
Fcat2 5162 T C 0.26 53
Fcat2 5461 A G 0.36 84
Fcat2 5644 C T 0.33 83
Fcat2 5798 G A 0.27 59
Fcat2 6175 C G 0.33 58
Fcat2 6224 A T 0.17 58
Fcat2 6549 T C 0.42 76
Fcat2 6581 G A 0.33 78
Fcat2 6656 T C 0.45 73
Fcat2 6843 T C 0.46 81
Fcat2 6998 T C 0.32 31
Fcat2 7424 T C 0.47 79
Fcat2 7919 A G 0.47 81
Fcat2 8162 A G 0.39 67
Fcat2 8240 C T 0.33 66
Fcat2 8525 C T 0.30 73
Fcat2 8906 T C 0.20 76
Fcat2 9110 C T 0.42 84
Fcat2 9211 G A 0.28 79
Fcat2 9367 C T 0.30 74
Fcat2 9852 A G 0.47 72
Fcat2 9978 T C 0.16 67
Fcat2 10008 G A 0.40 65
Fcat2 10026 C T 0.45 65
Fcat2 10406 C T 0.46 72
Fcat2 10546 C T 0.39 75
Fcat2 10609 T C 0.32 78
Fcat2 10851 T C 0.45 80
Fcat2 11326 G A 0.45 86
Fcat2 11356 T C 0.45 82
Fcat2 11480 G A 0.33 86
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Fcat2 11633 T C 0.44 81
Fcat2 11814 A G 0.38 85
Fcat2 11921 T C 0.39 83
Fcat2 12014 C T 0.33 79
Fcat2 12158 A G 0.36 80
Fcat2 12197 T C 0.27 85
Fcat2 12359 T C 0.41 83
Fcat2 12645 C T 0.49 79
Fcat2 13032 T C 0.32 84
Fcat2 13248 G A 0.42 78
Fcat2 13285 C T 0.38 80
Fcat2 13590 C T 0.36 83
Fcat2 14186 A G 0.35 83
Fcat2 15097 C T 0.41 74
Fcat2 15104 G A 0.38 81
Fcat2 15331 G A 0.36 85
Fcat2 15343 A G 0.43 82
Fcat2 15478 T C 0.43 84
Fcat2 15589 C T 0.48 80
Fcat2 15756 T C 0.26 86
Fcat2 15904 A G 0.34 85
Fcat2 16018 C T 0.37 90
Ggor1 858 A G 0.33 42
Ggor1 962 C T 0.18 66
Ggor1 1074 T C 0.48 62
Ggor1 1093 A T 0.36 70
Ggor1 1397 C T 0.32 66
Ggor1 1398 C A 0.31 68
Ggor1 1582 T C 0.16 70
Ggor1 1700 T C 0.25 71
Ggor1 1714 G A 0.41 70
Ggor1 1741 C A 0.24 71
Ggor1 2088 G A 0.24 67
Ggor1 2447 T C 0.37 46
Ggor1 2694 C T 0.32 41
Ggor1 2696 G A 0.38 40
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Ggor1 2807 T C 0.25 71
Ggor1 2857 A G 0.21 71
Ggor1 2941 T C 0.15 72
Ggor1 2950 A G 0.15 72
Ggor1 3070 C A 0.15 71
Ggor1 3764 T C 0.37 60
Ggor1 3804 G A 0.26 70
Ggor1 3894 C T 0.33 72
Ggor1 3910 G A 0.48 71
Ggor1 3930 C T 0.19 72
Ggor1 3973 G A 0.18 71
Ggor1 3999 A G 0.23 71
Ggor1 5023 T C 0.19 64
Ggor1 5081 T C 0.29 69
Ggor1 5092 C T 0.23 69
Ggor1 5232 T A 0.29 69
Ggor1 5382 T C 0.28 71
Ggor1 5386 C T 0.35 71
Ggor1 5421 C T 0.20 70
Ggor1 5847 C T 0.26 57
Ggor1 5868 A G 0.22 64
Ggor1 6093 C T 0.25 68
Ggor1 6105 T C 0.29 69
Ggor1 6234 C A 0.33 36
Ggor1 6237 C T 0.38 42
Ggor1 6288 C T 0.26 72
Ggor1 6504 T C 0.21 71
Ggor1 6537 T C 0.26 72
Ggor1 6543 T C 0.18 72
Ggor1 6627 T C 0.15 71
Ggor1 6633 A G 0.26 70
Ggor1 6666 T C 0.17 71
Ggor1 6920 A G 0.21 71
Ggor1 6924 T C 0.17 71
Ggor1 7963 T C 0.35 37
Ggor1 7965 A G 0.43 37
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Ggor1 7999 T C 0.23 56
Ggor1 8599 T C 0.22 63
Ggor1 8604 G A 0.26 54
Ggor1 9236 T C 0.19 69
Ggor1 9323 C T 0.33 58
Ggor1 9329 C T 0.23 56
Ggor1 9430 T A 0.24 71
Ggor1 9902 T C 0.24 59
Ggor1 9914 C T 0.31 59
Ggor1 10043 T C 0.35 72
Ggor1 10178 G A 0.15 72
Ggor1 10200 C T 0.20 70
Ggor1 10246 T C 0.28 72
Ggor1 10369 G A 0.25 67
Ggor1 10489 C A 0.16 67
Ggor1 10504 C T 0.21 61
Ggor1 10537 C T 0.31 67
Ggor1 10553 G A 0.20 69
Ggor1 10768 G A 0.24 72
Ggor1 11156 C T 0.17 72
Ggor1 11159 T C 0.18 72
Ggor1 11266 G A 0.24 71
Ggor1 11278 C T 0.33 72
Ggor1 11726 A C 0.37 70
Ggor1 12328 C A 0.18 72
Ggor1 12465 G A 0.35 65
Ggor1 12486 C A 0.24 59
Ggor1 13041 C T 0.17 69
Ggor1 13053 G A 0.20 69
Ggor1 13059 C T 0.20 70
Ggor1 13281 C A 0.17 72
Ggor1 13822 G A 0.17 72
Ggor1 13846 A T 0.24 70
Ggor1 13855 C T 0.22 64
Ggor1 13912 C T 0.18 65
Ggor1 13936 C T 0.23 70
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Ggor1 14038 G A 0.25 71
Ggor1 14572 G A 0.31 36
Ggor1 14587 C A 0.27 45
Ggor1 14596 A G 0.47 53
Ggor1 14608 C T 0.20 65
Ggor1 14617 G A 0.17 72
Ggor1 15250 G A 0.24 72
Ggor2 2386 C T 0.41 59
Ggor2 15751 A C 0.16 45
Lalb1 16031 T A 0.18 22
Pham1 1607 T C 0.27 30
Pham1 16248 G C 0.26 23
Ppyg1 4815 G A 0.39 28
Ppyg1 5168 G T 0.16 50
Ppyg1 5169 A T 0.32 50
Ppyg1 5590 G T 0.42 31
Ppyg1 8474 C T 0.36 28
Ppyg1 8489 G A 0.39 28
Ppyg1 8646 T C 0.34 35
Ppyg1 8648 A G 0.42 31
Ppyg1 10572 C T 0.20 35
Ppyg1 11540 T C 0.48 25
Ppyg1 11618 T C 0.27 26
Ppyg1 12489 A C 0.17 30
Ppyg1 12504 G A 0.36 39
Ppyg1 12510 A C 0.26 34
Ppyg1 12516 C A 0.15 26
Ppyg1 13864 C G 0.19 37
Ppyg1 13956 T C 0.49 35
Ppyg1 13966 C T 0.48 25
Ppyg1 13971 A G 0.30 23
Ppyg1 13975 C T 0.17 29
Ppyg1 14263 T C 0.21 38
Ppyg1 14668 C T 0.38 21
Ppyg1 14680 G A 0.32 25
Ppyg1 14689 G A 0.38 32
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Ppyg1 14698 G A 0.21 38
Ppyg1 14866 C T 0.32 22
Ppyg1 14872 T C 0.16 31
Ptro1 137 C G 0.35 23
Ptro1 377 A C 0.22 36
Ptro1 9578 T C 0.18 28
Ptro1 9580 A C 0.19 27
Ptro1 11708 G A 0.48 23
Ptro1 12477 T C 0.45 22
Ptro1 12918 C T 0.20 45
Ptro1 16433 C T 0.32 22
Ptro2 14356 A G 0.21 33
Ptro3 3927 T C 0.19 54
Ptro3 6820 G A 0.18 34
Ptro3 8956 C A 0.18 61
Ptro3 9742 T C 0.30 33
Ptro3 13443 T C 0.16 70
Ptro3 13970 A G 0.17 60
Ptro3 14917 T C 0.48 33
Ptro3 15926 C T 0.21 42
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A.4 Experimental details for each file analysed in the con-
text of this project.
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A.4 Experimental details for each file analysed in the context of this project.

Fig. A.2 Experimental details for each processed and analysed file. The ID column contains
the (lab specific) sequencing ID, the status column states if this file was used within the study
or discarded, and the Genome column contains the reference genomes to which the files were
aligned.

Novel&ChIP+seq&data
Redundant&files&(present&in&more&than&one&submission)

Individual Species Tissue ID Protein Accession Status Genome
Bbor1 B.&borealis liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Bbor1 B.&borealis liver merged input E-MTAB- 2633 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Bbor1 B.&borealis liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Bbor1 B.&borealis liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Btau4 B.&taurus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau4 B.&taurus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau4 B.&taurus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau4 B.&taurus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau5 B.&taurus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau5 B.&taurus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau5 B.&taurus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau5 B.&taurus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau6 B.&taurus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau6 B.&taurus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau6 B.&taurus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau6 B.&taurus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau7 B.&taurus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau7 B.&taurus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau7 B.&taurus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Btau7 B.&taurus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Bos_taurus.UMD3.1
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 FOXA1 E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver SAN02 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver SAN03 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI02 HNF6 E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver SAN03 HNF6 E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver SAN04 HNF6 E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI02 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI03 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver SAN02 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver SAN03 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI02 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam3 C.&familiaris liver CRI03 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 FOXA1 E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI02 FOXA1 E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI02 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI03 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver SAN02 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
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Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI02 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver CRI03 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam4 C.&familiaris liver SAN02 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam5 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam5 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam5 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam5 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam5 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam6 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam6 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam6 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam6 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam6 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam7 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam7 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam7 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam7 C.&familiaris liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cfam7 C.&familiaris liver CRI01 E+MTAB+3933 yes Canis_familiaris.BROADD2.65
Cjac4 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac4 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac4 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac4 C.&jacchus liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac4 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac5 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac5 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac5 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac5 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 E+MTAB+3933 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac5 C.&jacchus liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac5 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 E+MTAB+3933 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac6 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac6 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac6 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac6 C.&jacchus liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cjac6 C.&jacchus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Cpor7 C.&porcellus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor7 C.&porcellus liver merged input E-MTAB- 2633 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor7 C.&porcellus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor7 C.&porcellus liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor7 C.&porcellus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor8 C.&porcellus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor8 C.&porcellus liver merged input E-MTAB- 2633 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor8 C.&porcellus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor8 C.&porcellus liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor8 C.&porcellus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor9 C.&porcellus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor9 C.&porcellus liver merged input E-MTAB- 2633 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor9 C.&porcellus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor9 C.&porcellus liver CRI01 E+MTAB+3933 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Cpor9 C.&porcellus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Cavia_porcellus.cavPor3
Csab1 C.&sabaeus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Chlorocebus_sabaeus.ChlSab1.1
Csab1 C.&sabaeus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Chlorocebus_sabaeus.ChlSab1.1
Csab1 C.&sabaeus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Chlorocebus_sabaeus.ChlSab1.1
Csab1 C.&sabaeus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Chlorocebus_sabaeus.ChlSab1.1
Csab2 C.&sabaeus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Chlorocebus_sabaeus.ChlSab1.1
Csab2 C.&sabaeus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Chlorocebus_sabaeus.ChlSab1.1
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Csab2 C.&sabaeus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Chlorocebus_sabaeus.ChlSab1.1
Csab2 C.&sabaeus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Chlorocebus_sabaeus.ChlSab1.1
Csab3 C.&sabaeus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Chlorocebus_sabaeus.ChlSab1.1
Csab3 C.&sabaeus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Chlorocebus_sabaeus.ChlSab1.1
Csab3 C.&sabaeus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Chlorocebus_sabaeus.ChlSab1.1
Csab3 C.&sabaeus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Chlorocebus_sabaeus.ChlSab1.1
Ddel1 D.&delphis liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Ddel1 D.&delphis liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Ddel1 D.&delphis liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Ddel1 D.&delphis liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Ddel1 D.&delphis liver SAN01 totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 yes Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Fcat1 F.&catus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 no Felis_catus.Felis_catus_6.2
Fcat1 F.&catus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Felis_catus.Felis_catus_6.2
Fcat1 F.&catus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Felis_catus.Felis_catus_6.2
Fcat1 F.&catus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Felis_catus.Felis_catus_6.2
Fcat1 F.&catus liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 no Felis_catus.Felis_catus_6.2
Fcat2 F.&catus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 no Felis_catus.Felis_catus_6.2
Fcat2 F.&catus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Felis_catus.Felis_catus_6.2
Fcat2 F.&catus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Felis_catus.Felis_catus_6.2
Fcat2 F.&catus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Felis_catus.Felis_catus_6.2
Fcat2 F.&catus liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 no Felis_catus.Felis_catus_6.2
Ggal G.&gallus liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes Gallus_gallus.Galgal4
Ggal G.&gallus liver CRI01 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Gallus_gallus.Galgal4
Ggal G.&gallus liver CRI02 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Gallus_gallus.Galgal4
Ggal G.&gallus liver CRI03 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Gallus_gallus.Galgal4
Ggal2 G.&gallus liver CRI01 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Gallus_gallus.Galgal4
Ggal2 G.&gallus liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes Gallus_gallus.Galgal4
Ggor1 G.&gorilla LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Gorilla_gorilla.gorGor3.1.66
Ggor1 G.&gorilla LCL CRI02 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Gorilla_gorilla.gorGor3.1.66
Ggor1 G.&gorilla LCL CRI02 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Gorilla_gorilla.gorGor3.1.66
Ggor1 G.&gorilla LCL CRI03 NA E-MTAB-1511 no Gorilla_gorilla.gorGor3.1.66
Ggor2 G.&gorilla LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Gorilla_gorilla.gorGor3.1.66
Ggor2 G.&gorilla LCL CRI01 NA E-MTAB-1511 no Gorilla_gorilla.gorGor3.1.66
Hgla2 H.&glaber liver merged H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla2 H.&glaber liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla2 H.&glaber liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla2 H.&glaber liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla2 H.&glaber liver merged H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla2 H.&glaber liver merged H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla2 H.&glaber liver merged totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla5 H.&glaber liver merged H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla5 H.&glaber liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla5 H.&glaber liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla5 H.&glaber liver merged H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla5 H.&glaber liver merged H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla5 H.&glaber liver merged totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla5 H.&glaber liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla6 H.&glaber liver merged H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla6 H.&glaber liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla6 H.&glaber liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla6 H.&glaber liver merged H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla6 H.&glaber liver merged H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla6 H.&glaber liver merged totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hgla6 H.&glaber liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes H_glaber_mtDNA(gi322422826)
Hsap08 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap08 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap08 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap08 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes human_g1k_v37
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Hsap08 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap08 H.&sapiens liver CRI02 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes human_g1k_v37

Hsap12878 H.&sapiens LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no human_g1k_v37
Hsap12878 H.&sapiens LCL CRI02 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no human_g1k_v37
Hsap12878 H.&sapiens LCL CRI03 NA E-MTAB-1511 no human_g1k_v37
Hsap20 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 YY1 E-MTAB-1511 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap23 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap23 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap23 H.&sapiens liver CRI02 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap23 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap23 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap23 H.&sapiens liver CRI02 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap28 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap28 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 HNF6 E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap813 H.&sapiens LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no human_g1k_v37
Hsap813 H.&sapiens LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no human_g1k_v37
Hsap813 H.&sapiens LCL CRI01 NA E-MTAB-1511 no human_g1k_v37
Hsap813 H.&sapiens LCL CRI02 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no human_g1k_v37
Hsap813 H.&sapiens LCL CRI01 YY1 E-MTAB-1511 no human_g1k_v37
Hsap813 H.&sapiens LCL CRI01 YY1 E-MTAB-1511 no human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI02 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI02 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 FOXA1 E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 HNF6 E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI02 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI02 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI02 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI02 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap94 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes human_g1k_v37
Hsap99 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 YY1 E-MTAB-1511 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC3 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC3 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 H3K27Ac& E-MTAB- 2633 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC3 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC3 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC3 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 FOXA1 E-MTAB-1509 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC6 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC6 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 H3K27Ac& E-MTAB- 2633 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC6 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC7 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC7 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 H3K27Ac& E-MTAB- 2633 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC7 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC8 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC8 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 H3K27Ac& E-MTAB- 2633 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC8 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC8 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC8 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes human_g1k_v37
HsapC8 H.&sapiens liver CRI01 NRSF E-MTAB-437 yes human_g1k_v37
Lalb1 L.&albirostris liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Lalb1 L.&albirostris liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Lalb1 L.&albirostris liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Lalb1 L.&albirostris liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Mbid1 M.&bidens liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
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Mbid1 M.&bidens liver merged input E-MTAB- 2633 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Mbid1 M.&bidens liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Mbid1 M.&bidens liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Mbid2 M.&bidens liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Mbid2 M.&bidens liver merged input E-MTAB- 2633 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Mbid2 M.&bidens liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Mbid2 M.&bidens liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Tursiops_truncatus.turTru1
Mdom0 M.&domestica liver CRI01 CEBPA E-TABM-722 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom0 M.&domestica liver CRI02 CEBPA E-TABM-722 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom0 M.&domestica liver CRI03 CEBPA E-TABM-722 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom1 M.&domestica liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom11 M.&domestica liver merged H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom11 M.&domestica liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom11 M.&domestica liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom11 M.&domestica liver merged H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom11 M.&domestica liver merged H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom11 M.&domestica liver merged totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom11 M.&domestica liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom11 M.&domestica liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom12 M.&domestica liver merged H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom12 M.&domestica liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom12 M.&domestica liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom12 M.&domestica liver merged H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom12 M.&domestica liver merged H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom12 M.&domestica liver merged totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom12 M.&domestica liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom12 M.&domestica liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom13 M.&domestica liver merged H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom13 M.&domestica liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom13 M.&domestica liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom13 M.&domestica liver merged H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom13 M.&domestica liver merged H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom13 M.&domestica liver merged totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom13 M.&domestica liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom13 M.&domestica liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom3 M.&domestica liver CRI01 SA1 E-MTAB-437 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom3 M.&domestica liver CRI02 SA1 E-MTAB-437 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom3 M.&domestica liver CRI03 SA1 E-MTAB-437 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom3 M.&domestica liver CRI01 CEBPA E-TABM-722 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom3 M.&domestica liver CRI02 CEBPA E-TABM-722 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom3 M.&domestica liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom4 M.&domestica liver CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-437 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom4 M.&domestica liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom5 M.&domestica liver CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-437 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mdom5 M.&domestica liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 no Monodelphis_domestica.BROADO5
Mfur1 M.&furo liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur1 M.&furo liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur1 M.&furo liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur1 M.&furo liver SAN02 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur1 M.&furo liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur2 M.&furo liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur2 M.&furo liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur2 M.&furo liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur2 M.&furo liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur2 M.&furo liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur3 M.&furo liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur3 M.&furo liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur3 M.&furo liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
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Mfur3 M.&furo liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)
Mfur3 M.&furo liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes M_putorius_mtDNA(gi470229624)

Mmul150 M.&mulatta LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
Mmul150 M.&mulatta LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
Mmul173 M.&mulatta LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
Mmul173 M.&mulatta LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
Mmul290 M.&mulatta LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
Mmul38 M.&mulatta liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
Mmul38 M.&mulatta liver CRI02 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
Mmul38 M.&mulatta liver CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
Mmul38 M.&mulatta liver SAN02 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
Mmul71 M.&mulatta LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver merged H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI01 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI02 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI01 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI02 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI03 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI04 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI01 FOXA1 E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI01 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI01 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI01 HNF6 E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver SAN01 totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBL M.&mulatta liver CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBO M.&mulatta liver CRI01 HNF6 E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulBO M.&mulatta liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulDI M.&mulatta liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulDI M.&mulatta liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulDI M.&mulatta liver merged H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulDI M.&mulatta liver SAN01 totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulDI M.&mulatta liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulJO M.&mulatta liver CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulJO M.&mulatta liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulJO M.&mulatta liver CRI02 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulJO M.&mulatta liver CRI03 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulLA M.&mulatta liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulLA M.&mulatta liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulLA M.&mulatta liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulST M.&mulatta liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulST M.&mulatta liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
MmulST M.&mulatta liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Macaca_mulatta.MMUL_1.65
Mmus10 M.&musculus liver CRI01 YY1 E-MTAB-1511 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus11 M.&musculus liver CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus12 M.&musculus liver CRI01 HNF6 E-MTAB-1509 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus12 M.&musculus liver CRI01 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus12 M.&musculus liver SAN02 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus12 M.&musculus liver SAN03 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus14 M.&musculus liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus14 M.&musculus liver CRI02 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus14 M.&musculus liver CRI03 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus14 M.&musculus liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus14 M.&musculus liver CRI02 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
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Mmus14 M.&musculus liver CRI03 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus2 M.&musculus liver CRI02 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus2 M.&musculus liver CRI01 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus2 M.&musculus liver CRI02 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus2 M.&musculus liver CRI01 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus2 M.&musculus liver CRI02 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus20 M.&musculus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus20 M.&musculus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus20 M.&musculus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus21 M.&musculus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus21 M.&musculus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus21 M.&musculus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus23 M.&musculus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus23 M.&musculus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus23 M.&musculus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus24 M.&musculus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus24 M.&musculus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus24 M.&musculus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus28 M.&musculus liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus28 M.&musculus liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus29 M.&musculus liver CRI01 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus29 M.&musculus liver CRI02 HNF4a E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus4 M.&musculus liver CRI02 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus4 M.&musculus liver CRI01 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus44 M.&musculus liver CRI01 FOXA1 E-MTAB-1509 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus44 M.&musculus liver CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus45 M.&musculus liver CRI01 FOXA1 E-MTAB-1509 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus5 M.&musculus liver CRI02 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus5 M.&musculus liver CRI01 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus62 M.&musculus liver CRI01 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus62 M.&musculus liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus63 M.&musculus liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus63 M.&musculus liver CRI02 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus63 M.&musculus liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus63 M.&musculus liver CRI02 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus65 M.&musculus liver CRI01 input_DNA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus66 M.&musculus liver CRI01 H2AK5ac E-MTAB-437 no Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus68 M.&musculus liver CRI02 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus68 M.&musculus liver CRI03 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus69 M.&musculus liver CRI01 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus69 M.&musculus liver CRI02 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus69 M.&musculus liver CRI03 CEBPA E-TABM-722 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus72 M.&musculus liver CRI01 YY1 E-MTAB-1511 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus86 M.&musculus liver CRI01 H2AK5ac E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus89 M.&musculus liver CRI01 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus89 M.&musculus liver CRI01 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus89 M.&musculus liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus89 M.&musculus liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus91 M.&musculus liver CRI01 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Mmus91 M.&musculus liver CRI01 HNF6 E-MTAB-1509 yes Mus_musculus.NCBIM37.65
Ocun4 O.&cuniculus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun4 O.&cuniculus liver merged input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun4 O.&cuniculus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun4 O.&cuniculus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun4 O.&cuniculus liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun5 O.&cuniculus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun5 O.&cuniculus liver merged input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun5 O.&cuniculus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
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Ocun5 O.&cuniculus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun5 O.&cuniculus liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun6 O.&cuniculus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun6 O.&cuniculus liver merged input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun6 O.&cuniculus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun6 O.&cuniculus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ocun6 O.&cuniculus liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 yes Oryctolagus_cuniculus.OryCun2.0
Ogar1 O.&garnettii liver CRI01 H3K4me3 E+MTAB+3933 yes O_crassicaudatus_mtDNA(gi238866848)
Ogar1 O.&garnettii liver CRI01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes O_crassicaudatus_mtDNA(gi238866848)
Ogar1 O.&garnettii liver CRI01 H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 yes O_crassicaudatus_mtDNA(gi238866848)
Ogar1 O.&garnettii liver CRI01 totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 yes O_crassicaudatus_mtDNA(gi238866848)
Ogar1 O.&garnettii liver CRI01 input E+MTAB+3933 yes O_crassicaudatus_mtDNA(gi238866848)
Pham1 P.&hamadryas LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Papio_anubis.PapAnu2.0
Pham1 P.&hamadryas LCL CRI01 NA E-MTAB-1511 no Papio_anubis.PapAnu2.0
Pham1 P.&hamadryas LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Papio_anubis.PapAnu2.0
Pham1 P.&hamadryas LCL CRI01 YY1 E-MTAB-1511 no Papio_anubis.PapAnu2.0
Pham1 P.&hamadryas LCL CRI01 YY1 E-MTAB-1511 no Papio_anubis.PapAnu2.0
Ppyg1 P.&pygmaeus LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Pongo_abelii.PPYG2.66
Ppyg1 P.&pygmaeus LCL CRI01 NA E-MTAB-1511 no Pongo_abelii.PPYG2.66
Ppyg1 P.&pygmaeus LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Pongo_abelii.PPYG2.66
Ppyg1 P.&pygmaeus LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Pongo_abelii.PPYG2.66
Ppyg1 P.&pygmaeus LCL CRI01 YY1 E-MTAB-1511 no Pongo_abelii.PPYG2.66
Ppyg1 P.&pygmaeus LCL CRI01 YY1 E-MTAB-1511 no Pongo_abelii.PPYG2.66
Ptro1 P.&troglodytes& LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Pan_troglodytes.CHIMP2.1.4
Ptro1 P.&troglodytes& LCL CRI01 NA E-MTAB-1511 no Pan_troglodytes.CHIMP2.1.4
Ptro1 P.&troglodytes& LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Pan_troglodytes.CHIMP2.1.4
Ptro1 P.&troglodytes& LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Pan_troglodytes.CHIMP2.1.4
Ptro1 P.&troglodytes& LCL CRI01 YY1 E-MTAB-1511 no Pan_troglodytes.CHIMP2.1.4
Ptro1 P.&troglodytes& LCL CRI01 YY1 E-MTAB-1511 no Pan_troglodytes.CHIMP2.1.4
Ptro2 P.&troglodytes& LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Pan_troglodytes.CHIMP2.1.4
Ptro3 P.&troglodytes& LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Pan_troglodytes.CHIMP2.1.4
Rnor10 R.&norvegicus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor10 R.&norvegicus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor10 R.&norvegicus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor10 R.&norvegicus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor5 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 HNF6 E-MTAB-1509 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor5 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor5 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 FOXA1 E-MTAB-1509 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor5 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor7 R.&norvegicus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor7 R.&norvegicus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor7 R.&norvegicus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor7 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor7 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 HNF4A E-MTAB-1509 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor7 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 CEBPA E-MTAB-1509 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor7 R.&norvegicus liver SAN02 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor7 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor7 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor8 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 input&DNA E-MTAB-1509 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor8 R.&norvegicus liver CRI02 FOXA1 E-MTAB-1509 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor8 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 HNF6 E-MTAB-1509 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor8 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-437 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor8 R.&norvegicus liver CRI01 input_DNA E-MTAB-437 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor9 R.&norvegicus liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor9 R.&norvegicus liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor9 R.&norvegicus liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Rnor9 R.&norvegicus liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Rattus_norvegicus.RGSC3.4.65
Shar1 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
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Shar1 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Shar1 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Shar1 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Shar1 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Shar1 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Shar2 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Shar2 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Shar2 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Shar2 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E+MTAB+3933 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Shar2 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Shar2 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Shar2 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Shar2 S.&harrisii liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Sarcophilus_harrisii.DEVIL7.0
Soed1 S.&oedipus LCL CRI01 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Soed1 S.&oedipus LCL CRI02 CTCF E-MTAB-1511 no Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Soed1 S.&oedipus LCL CRI02 NA E-MTAB-1511 no Callithrix_jacchus.C_jacchus3.2.1
Sscr4 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr4 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr4 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr4 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr4 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr4 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr5 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr5 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr5 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr5 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr5 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr6 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr6 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr6 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr6 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Sscr6 S.&scrofa liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 yes Sus_scrofa.Sscrofa10.2
Tbel1 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel1 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel1 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel1 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel1 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel1 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel1 T.&belangeri liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel2 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel2 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel2 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel2 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel2 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel2 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel2 T.&belangeri liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel3 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 input E-MTAB- 2633 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel3 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E-MTAB- 2633 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel3 T.&belangeri liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel4 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K4me3 E-MTAB- 2633 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel4 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K4me1 E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel4 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel4 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 totalH3 E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel4 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 input E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel4 T.&belangeri liver CRI01 CEBPA E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW
Tbel4 T.&belangeri liver SAN01 H3K27Ac E+MTAB+3933 no Tupaia_belangeri.TREESHREW

A.4 Experimental details for each file analysed in the context of this project.
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